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British CommandosStage
Daring Embassy Rescue

SERVICE PROJECT — Murray High School Hi-Y members planted shrubs in front of Murray High as one of their service projects for the school and community. Pictured are, from left, Wayne Jackson, Nick Hibbard, Nicky Swift,
Greg Morton and Eddie Rogers. The club was recently awarded a rating of AAA at the state Kentucky Youth Assembly. AAA is the highest rating a club affiliated with the YMCA of Kentucky can receive, and Murray High has.
received it for two consecutive years. Lloyd Hasty is the club sponsor.

Building Permit For Proposed
J.C. Penney's Store Approved
A building permit for the proposed
J.C. Penney Co. store in Murray has
been approved, according to Steve Zea,
city planner.
According to Harold Hurt, attorney
for the Development Group Co. of
Michigan, contractor of the project, the
building permit only authorizes the
"go-ahead" of the project. Company officials had no other comments on the
p
Officials of the construction project
had applied for the permit Monday. Zea
said.
., The proposed Penney's store is to be

built on the lot north of K-Mart in the
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center on U.S.
641 North at the Highway 121 intersection.
The $1,450,000 project will include
34,364 square feet for the Penney's
facility and a 34,000 square foot section
to be built between Penney's and KMart that will house up to 15 specialty
retail stores. Zea said several requests
for the specialty store facilities hayi
been made.
The architect is Ye Wahyee
Associates, also of Michigan.
The J.C. Penney Co. was founded in

1902 and has grown to be a major
retailer engaged in marketing consumer merchandise and services.
The company's operations include
J.C. Penney full-line and soft-line
stores, treasury stores, drug stores,
supermarkets and catalog sales
centers. The local store is slated to be
soft-line.
Along with domestic stores, the company operates several European stores
—as well. It also markets life, health,
automobile and homeowner casualty
insurance in the United States through
subsidiary insurance companies.

Ethanol Alcohol Distillation Plant
Site Named At Co-op Meeting
An ethanol alcohol distillation plant
will be built on the new Highway 45
north of Mayfield and west of Hickory
in Graves County. according to Don
Kenady, general manager of the
Farmer's Marketing Co-op.
The site was announced Monday
afternoon at a co-op meeting held in
Mayfield.
The proposed 10-million gallon-a-year
facility was selected to be built in
Graves County since it is a central location to the eight Jackson Purchase
counties. The plant will serve the
Jackson Purchase.
Groundbreaking will be sometime in
June, Kenady said. He added the tentative completion date in December
1961.
According to Forrest Burchard, a
Graves County agri-businessman and

member of the co-op, the plant will
feature two distillation towers. An
anhydrous tower will be attached next
to each distillation tower.
Common and perferred stock from
the project was made available. Common stock is being sold only to 400
farmers. The stock costs $200 and it
gives the farmer a lifetime member-- ship in the co-op. Currently, there are
about 150 stocks left, Kenady said.
"There's plenty of stock available
and we'd like to see everyone in
Calloway County become involved,"
Kenady added. "This co-op is for the
people and we want the people to own
and run it.
In return, the farmer will get a
minimum of 50 cents above the Chicago
board prices for their corn (the
primary source for fuel I. The farmer

also will be able to purchase the alcohol
slightly above cost and remainder of
feed.
All types of grain can and will be used
at the plant, Burchard said.
Perferred stock is available to the
public at $25 a share, Kenday said.
Those owning perferred stock, a
guaranteed stock, are assured of a fuel
allocation of one gallon for each $1 invested, he added.
The plant originally was planned to
produce 5 million gallons per year but,
Kenady said, a co-op feasibility study
revealed a 10 million gallon plant more
efficiently would serve the needs of the
purchase area.
A co-op office is located at 223 N. 7th
St., Mayfield. For further information
concerning the plant, stocks or the coop,call the Mayfield office at 247-6224.

By JAMES F.SMITH
Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP — British commandos swung down ropes from the roof of
the Iranian Embassy and in a paralyzing hail of explosives and gunfire killed
four Arab-Iranian terrorists, captured
one other and rescued 19 hostages to
end a six-day siege.
Meanwhile, a senior government
minister said today Britain hopes that
its commando rescue of the captives
Monday may encourage Iran to free the
53 Americans held hostage by Iranian
militants since Nov. 4.
"I hope it may lead those concerned
in Iran, not just the government, to
think afresh about this — to realize that
the rules about diplomats and embassies and so on are not just a luxury,"
said Foreign Office Minister of State
Douglas Hurd.
Police sought to learn who dispatched
and armed the terrorists who had
threatened to kill all their hostages and
blow up the embassy unless Iran freed
91 Iranian Arabs imprisoned in oil-rich
Khuzestan province.
The affiliation of the five gunmen —
one was captured in the assault and was
being questioned — remained a
mystery. During the siege three
autonomy-seeking Arab groups from
Khuzestan threatened to follow up the
embassy seizure with similar acts
elsewhere.
Scotland Yard, which earlier said
three of the five gunmen were killed in
the commando assault, disclosed today
that a fourth was dead on arrival at a
hospital Monday.
Two Iranian hostages were killed and
their deaths touched off the commando
attack. Only one of the dead hostages
was identified: press attache Abbas
Lavasani, 25.
Three former hostages were still
hospitalized today; one was in serious

"Travel the South" is the theme of
the 1980 spring Southern Kitchens Cooking School coming to Murray on
Thursday, May 8. The cooking school is
sponsored by Progressive Farmer
magazine and The Murray Ledger &
Times.
"This year we decided to delve into
the regions and origins of the recipes to
create the more personal aspects of the
food," explained Denise Henderson,
home economist for Southern Kitchens
Cooking School."We want to show, not
just the food, but highlight the customs,
cooking and food habits of the South
without losing the simplicity that the
busy consumer today needs."
Menus that will delight everyone will
be featured under sections such as
Savannah Savoire Fair, New Orleans ...
and All That Jazz, Deep in the Heart of
Texas and Bluegrass Cuisine. Thirteen
recipes will be featured on stage during
the Cooking School.
Working with the home economist on
stage will be Calloway County
Homemakers and students in the Home
Economics Department at Murray
State University.
National sponsors for the spring show
include Fruit-Fresh", fruit protector,
Bon And' polishing cleanser, Oven
Fry' coating for chicken, Royal
Prince and Princellat yams, Kraft
Miracle Whip salad dressing, Hamilton
Beach food processor, blender and mixer and Wekh'se grape juice.

MSU Graduation Set For Saturday
four foreign countries.
Mid-year graduates, as well as spring
graduates, will go through the cap and
gown ceremony since no formal commencement is held following the fall
semester. Among the 421 ,mid-year
graduates are 287 for bachelor's, h7 for
master's, 5 for specialist's, and 12 for
associate degrees.

Others to be on the program include
the Rev. Jay L. Brigham, pastor of the
Lutheran Student Center, Immanuel
Lutheran Church, Murray, who will
give the invocation and benediction, the
Wind Ensemble conducted by Dr.
Gerald L. Welker, and Dr. Richard
Butwell, vice president of academic
programs, who will preside as Curris
•
confers degrees.

Max Hurt of Kirksey, a member of
the second graduating class in 19V who
Is widely known in West Kentucky for
his civic and community activities, will
have the honorary doctor of humanities
degree conferred on him as another
highlight of the commencement program.

The list of honor graduates from the
mid-year and spring classes includes
215 names -- 38 as summa cum laude
(overall standing of 3.8 or higher of a
possible 4.00), 55 as magna cum laude
(overall standing of 3.6 to-3.791, and 122
as cum laude ( overall standing to 3.3 to

revolutionary government refused to
negotiate with the terrorists, who were
from the ethnic Arab majority in
Khuzestan, the oil province in southern
Iran. The Arabs are waging a campaign of sabotage to push their demand
for autonomy or independence from the
Persian-dominated government in
Tehran, and the gunmen demanded the
release of 91 Arabs Imprisoned in
Khuzestan.
"It was fast, amazing, like something
you see on TV," said banker Morley
Smith, a neighbor of the embassy who
watched and photographed the assault
through a back alley.
"My initial reaction, when the bomb
went off and the firing started was,
"My God,if anybody comes out of there
unscathed, it'll be an absolute
miracle."
Earlier in the siege, the terrorists
threatened to blow up the building and
kill all those inside, and when the first
explosions occurred about 10 seconds
apart, one reporter in the street in front
gasped,"My God,they've done it."
The Daily Express reported that as
the commandos poured in, one of the
terrorists aimed an automatic rifle at
the head of the hostage policeman, Constable Trevor Lock. But Lock grabbed
the gunman's legs and wrestled him to
the ground, and one of the commandos
killed him with a machine-gun burst,
the Express said.
Chris Cramer,the BBC producer who
was freed last Thursday, said in a TV
Interview the Arabs were heavily armed with hand grenades and had at least
one machine gun.
He said one terrorist "kept playing
vrith" a grenade.
"He had his finger through the pin the
whole time. They must have had a couple of grenades in each pocket,"
Cramer said.

'Travel The South'Set As Theme
For Spring 1980 Cooking School

57th Spring Class To Get Degrees

Graduation exercises at Murray
State University on Saturday, May 10,
for the 57th spring class will mark the
ted of another academic year on the
campus.
f;eskers for the 10 a.m. commencement program in the university
Beldhouse will be Russell E. Walker of
ABhland, a summa cum laude
— jpratioating senior and winner of naNMI honors in speech and debate, and
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, university
prosident.
A total of 759 students have fit& for
dogreas..this spring, including 582 for
bachelor's, 154 for master's, 6 for
gt's, and 17 for associate
li. 'They represent 31 states and

condition with gunshot wounds.
Home Secretary William Whitelaw
said the daring assault showed "we in
Britain are not prepared to tolerate terrorism."
Whitelaw said he ordered the raid
after the gunmen dumped the body of
the embassy's press attache out the embassy's front door shortly after 7 p.m.
"It was clear that failure to take further action was going to cost lives," the
home secretary told a news conference.
Six or eight commandos from the
Special Air Services set off a deafening
explosion from the roof of the five-story
town house just off Hyde Park at 7:23
p.m. Apparently it was a "stun
grenade" — used by the West Germans
to capture a hijacked airliner in
Somalia in 1977 — to immobilize the
gunmen. The commandos lowered
themselves on ropes to the second floor
of the building, both front and back,
threw more explosives in the windows
and then stormed in with automatic
weapons blazing. At least eight of the
men were inside within 40 seconds.
Flames and smoke poured from the
building.
Newspaper reports said highll, sensitive microphones had been lowered
down chimneys of the building to pinpoint the location of the hostages.
None of the commandos was injured.
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher,
who watched the rescue as it was
broadcast live on television, visited the
commandos and congratulated them.
Iranian President Abolhassan BaniSadr sent a message thanking the
British police for their "intelligent"
handling of the siege. Tehran Radio
also broadcast a message from him to
the Iranian people saying: "The valiant
resistance of your sons at the embassy
in London has borne sweet fruit. We did
not surrender and won victory."
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's

3,59).
The top student among all the
graduates is Jayne Marie Gurzynski of
Riverside, Ill., with a perfect 4.00
academic standing. She was also
selected as The Outstanding Senior
Woman
' Two students will be graduated with
3.99 grade point averages — Maurice
David Jett, Paducah Route 1, and Lyndolyn Barker Rhodes, Rockport,Ind. At
3.97 are six others: Marla Kay Frye,
Washington, Ind.; Tarpley B. Jones,
Murray; Phillip Ray Powell, LaCenter
Route 2: Donna Willis Sigler, Mt.
Carmel, H..; Barbara Ellen Sternberg,
Louisville; and Walker.
•

Door prizes to be given away during
the cooking school include a microwave
cookware set from Murray Appliance,
a Melamine service for eight from
Otasco, a coffeemaker and popcorn
popper from Ward-Elkins, a centerpiece from the Wild Raspberry, a
needlework kit from Donna's Needlepoint, a two-place setting from the

Bodies Of U.S.
Servicemen On
Way Home
By The Associated Press
The bodies of the American servicemen killed in the aborted hostage
rescue attempt in Iran were headed
home today, 11 days after the mission
collapsed in fiery failure in the eastern
Iranian desert.
The remains were transferred to US,
custody on arrival in Zurich,
Switzerland, aboard a regular Swissair
flight from Tehran. They then were
placed aboard a U.S. Air Force C-141
transport plane that took off for Dover
Air Force Base, Del.
U.S. officials say eight men died in
the Iran mission, but the Iranians have
variously said nine or 10 bodies had
been recovered.
In Tehran, meanwhile, the
newspaper Kayhan reported that an
American woman had been arrested as
an alleged CIA spy. She was not identified.
Iran's militia-like revolutionary
guards contend they have documents
proving that the woman was working
for the US. Central Intelligence AgenSee BODIES,
Page 12,Column 6

Showcase, two Hamilton Beach mixers
from Goodyear,
Also,a set of Corningwarea from Big
K, a microwave stoneware casserole
from West Kentucky Appliance, a Tfalg non-stick skillet from Murray
Home and Auto, a button-hole attachment from Murray Sewing Center,a $10
gift certificate from Roses and a free
subscription to The Murray Ledger &
See COOKING,
Page 12, Column 7
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partly cloudy
and cooler
Partly cloudy and cooler
tonight with lows in the low to
mid 50s. Mostly sunny, breezy
and unseasonably cool on
Wednesday with highs in the low
to mid 60s.
----LAKE LEVEES
Lahe Barkley
Kentucky Lake

359.10
359.10

Forbus, Parrishes Honored At
DECAlkecognition Breakfas;
Byron Forbus, of Uncle Jeff's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy and Byron'#Pharmacy, and Lubie and Reba Parrish, of
Lubte and Reba's Super Burger, were
named Employers of the Year by the
Murray Vocational Center DECA Club
at the club's recognition breakfast this
morning at Sirloin Stockade.
Also, outstanding senior awards went
to Valerie King, Murray High School,

and Anita Vance, Calloway County
High School. Kathy Bynum, CCHS, was
selected outstanding junior.
Regarding the employer of the year
award, each student submitted an
essay concerning why his employer
should receive the honor All essays
were judged by the teachers, who made
the final selection.
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Wedding Vows To
Be Read On May 23

Happenings In the Community
Tuesday, May 6
Special Senior Citizens program by the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
tie on May instead of tonight
as aruiounced in the newsletter Note change of date

27

Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will have a
salad supper at 6:30 p.m. at
the club house. Dr. Yustun
Yoo will be speaker.
Kappa Department of Murray' Woman's Club will have a
Chinese Auction and potluck
dinner at 6:30 p.m. at the club
house.
Gladys Williamson Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Bobby Starks at 7:30 p.m. with
Teresa Williams as hostess.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church
building.
Murray TOPS take off
pounds sensibly Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.

Iiss inaa Pave lidev
and hark Indriac Thomas
Announcement has been made by Mr. and Mrs. Warren G.
Riley of Mayfield of the engagement and approaching marriage of their only daughter, Anita Faye, to Mark Andrew
Thomas,son of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Thomas of Alin° Route
1.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Smith of Mayfield and of the late Rev. and Mrs. A. C. Riley.
She is a graduate of Mayfield High School and Murray State
University where she specialized in horticulture. She is
employed by Agri-Products Lawn and Garden in Murray.
Mr. Thomas is the grandson of Mrs. Matte Thomas of Murray and the late Doie Thomas, and Harry Rowland and the
late Mrs. Betty Rowland. He is a graduate of Murray High
School and is also employed by Agri-Progucts Lawn and
Garden.
The wedding vows-will be solemnized by candlelight at 7:30
p.m. on Friday, May 23, at the New Bethel Baptist Church in
Benton.
No invitations are being sent, and all friends and relatives
of the couple are invited to attend.
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Waterfield
Hours tor
Library, Murray State
University, will be from 8 a.m:
to midnight.
Special called meeting of
Murray Band parents will be
held at 7 p.m. at the Murray
High School band room.
Wednesday, May 7
Evangelism and Service
Committee meeting will be at
7 p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church. This is
open to all interested persons.
Lesson on "Matting and
Framing Pictures" will be
held at 9:30 a.m. at the West
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center. For information call 753-1452.
Missions groups of Flint
Baptist Church are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m.

Contest—

.-PSTi

ru SW. —
7:20,9:25
J00If FOSTEP
SCOTT BAIO

Thursday, May 8
Camp 592 of Woodmen of the
World will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
the Triangle Inn.

Women of the Murray Country Club will play artilf at9 a.m.
with Molly Booth as hostess.

''Your Amazing Infant
Class" for mothers and babies
will be from 930 to 1130 a.m.
at the Memorial Baptist Church. For information call Mary
Usher at 759-1294.

Waterfield
Hours for
Library at Murray State
University will be 8 a.m. to
midnight.

Board of Directors of the
Calloway County Library will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens library.
will meet at 1 p.m. at St.
John's Episcopal Church,
Grove 6126 of Woodmen of
Murray.
the world will meet at 6 p.m.
at the Triangle Restaurant.
Meals for the Nutrition Program for the Elderly will be
served at 12 noon at the
Douglas Center.

Members have been requested
to bring one cook out item by
the May 6th meeting.
A fashion show will be sponsored by a local clothing store
at the May 20th meeting.
Styles for the overweight
woman or young girl will be
featured. Anyone who is interested may attend this
meeting.
Members will attend State
Recognition Day at Paducah
Tilghman High School on May
30 and 31.
Regular meetings are held
each Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Health Center, North Seventh
and Olive Streets. The
meetings are open to all interested persons.

You Are Invited
to meet (or see again)

and talk with Ken
and Bethel Holland
who will be making
a personal appearance
in our gallery on

Baptist Women, Baptist
Young Women, and Acteens
are scheduled to meet at 7:30

A household shower for the
Wiley family whose home was
destroyed by fire will be held
at the West Fork Baptist
Church at 7:30 p.m.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the home of Rhonda Felts at 7
p.m. Officers will be installed.
Blood River Mission Board
will meet at the Hazel Baptist
Church at 7:30 p.m. A meal
will be served at 6:30 p.m.
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p.m.
Thursday, May 8
Legion of Mary meeting will
be at 10:30 a.m. in the rectory,
St. Leo's Catholic Church.
Hours of Waterfield Library
at Murray State University
will be from 8 a.m. to midnight.
Murray Senior Citizens will
meet from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
the Ellis Center with Toopie
Thomas to give first of three
lessons on "Metal Flowers" at
10:30 a.m., lunch at noon, and
table games at 12:30 p.m.
Meals for Nutrition Program for the Elderly will be
served at 12 noon at the
Douglas Center.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch at 11:45 a.m.
Tasting luncheon,sponsored
by Calloway Homemakers,
will be at the social hall of the
First United Methodist Church. For information call 7531452.

Meet; Program Is
Given, Mrs. Parker
The Goshen United
Methodist Church Women will
meet Wednesday, May 7, at
the church. All members are
urged to attend.
At the April meeting Orlean
Parker presented the program with Tonya Elkins giving the devotion.
The women voted to pay a
special tribute to some special
Mothers on Mothers Day, May
11. Agnes Watson, vice president, will present each special
mother with a red silk rose.
Refreshments were served
after the meeting.

A Rule of Thumb
For Teeth
DEAR ABBY: You told the mother of a 17-year-old boy
who still sucked his thumb,"It's a harmless habit formed in
infancy which provides the thumb sucker with a feeling of
pleasure and gratification."
Thumb sucking is not always harmless. It can cause teeth
to protrude, and in some cases it can cause the upper jaw to
become deformed.
Some children who have sucked their thumbs in infancy
escape without damaging their teeth or jaw formation, but if
a child continues to suck his thumb after the age of 4, an
orthodontist should be consulted.
OHIO ORTHODONTIST

SPECIAL SPEAKER — Mrs. Howard (Helga) Keller, native
of Germany, spoke on special points of interest of her
native country at the International Day held by the
Calloway County Homemakers Clubs on Thursday, May
1, at 1 p.m. at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center. Special music was by Chris May, a voice
student at Murray State University. Refreshments of German desserts were served, according to Mrs. LaVeme
Hardie,International Day chairman.

DEAR ORTHODONTIST:Thank you for suggesting
that a good rule of thumb to follow(excuse the pun)is:
"Thumb sucking is harmless unless continued after
the age of 4." Now let's hear it from a woman who's
been at it for 36 years:
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Includes All You Can Eat SOUP 'n SALAD BAR
• Baked Potato or Fries & Stockade Toast
• Kids' Menu Items, only 99(
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We are pleased to announce that
Sally Metcalf, bride-elect of Harold
Oliver has selected her pottery, crystal
and accessories from our complete
bridal registry.
Sally and Harold will be married
August 9, 1980.

DEAR READER: If I hear from a thumb sucker
over 36, I'll let you know.
DEAR ABBY: A SAN DIEGO BIOLOGIST wrote to say
that animals are not less cruel within their species than
humans. He submitted that ant colonies engage in warfare
often to the death, as do baboons and other animals who
fight fiercely for mates and territory. To support his theory
you cited the praying mantis (female) who kills the male
immediately after mating, then you added facetiously
"How's that for a lovely thank-you?"
Abby, did you know they crossed a praying mantis with a
termite? It didn't stop the termite's nasty appetite, but at
least now, before eating your rafters, he says grace.
BILL CLAYTON, BREA, CALIF.
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PRESIDENT ONE DAY
David Rice Atchison was
president of the United States
for one day when Zachary
Taylor refused to take the oath
of office on the Sabbath.
FIRST SCALE
Gabriel Fahrenheit devised
the first temperature scale,
substituting mercury for
alcohol in theremometers.

PARIS PATIENT
Helen Mary Young of
Puryear, Tenn., has been a patient at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn.
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DEAR ABBY: I can't resist writing in regard to the
mother of a 17-year-old thumb sucker. I thought your
answer was excellent. I wish I had had that reassurance
years ago.
I am a 36-year-old mother of three, and I still suck my
thumb! When I was a baby my mother would shove my
thumb into my mouth as a pacifier to quiet me. Too late she
realized I formed the habit of thumb sucking, and she did
everything she could think of to stop me. She painted my
thumb with iodine, bandaged it, and even strapped my
hands to the bedpost at night. Nothing worked. Whenever I
grew tired (even in high school) I'd suck my thumb. The kids
teased me unmercifully, but even that didn't make me quit. I
just became more skillful In hiding my habit.
After I was married I tried hiding it from my husband, but'
sleeping in the same bed made it impossible. Eventually he
found out, but luckily it didn't matter one bit to him.
To this very day I can't fall asleep unless I have my
thumb in my mouth. I've tried hypnosis, but I'm one of those
people who can't be hypnotized. I went to a psychiatrist and
he said, "It's harmless. Forget it."
I'm curious. Am I the oldest thumb sucker on record?
TACOMA READER

PATIENT AT PARIS
Dismissed recently from the
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn., was
Thomas Rice of Buchanan,
Tenn.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Bernice Kieft of Buchanan,
Tenn., has been dismissed
from the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn.
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By Abigail Van Buren

The Blackford House Gallery Furches Jewelry
Dixieland Center
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Saturday, May 10th
from 10:00 a.m.
until 6:00 p.m.
Ken is o well known and talented local artist. He is a native of Western Kentucky but he and Bethel
hove traveled most of the United States His prints ore presently being shipped to thirty-nine states
and Canada
Ken studied two years of commercial art with Art Instructions, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota. But he
Sound this was not what he wonted to do — he wonted to point the beoulltful creations of God and the
many things that mean something to people When asked where he got his talent to point he replied,
"God gave it to me
Ken's print releases include 'Dignity and Poise- for the Hopkinsville Chapter of the Notional
Secretaries Association (International) and "If The Shoe Fits.- for the Humane Society of Calloway
Cowley. • '
Ken's latest release is -Kentucky Backwoods "-We .."Aseve this print on sale along with -Dignity
and Polse," -If The Shoe Fits.- a few of "Canadian Spring," and note cords. If you already hove prints
that you wont Ken to personalize, he will be glad to do so. Bring them in and chat with him about his
prints and about future releases.You_ might alsowont .to ask Ken to speak at your club or
orparlizafional Meeting vh4chhe will bilsoppy to da iThi schedule pormits:Zome on in and give Ken
and Bethel a warm welcome

litairsday, May II
Progressive Farmer
Southern Kitchens Coating
School will be held at 7 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University This is free
admission with ticket from
Murray Ledger & Times and
local merctuuits.

Women of the Oaks Country
Club will have activities at the
club with Burlene Brewer as
golf hostess and Kathryn
Outland as bridge hostess.

Murray TOPS Club
Now In Progress Goshen Women To
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Murray, Ky. No. 34
backed on to the scales to
weigh-in at a recent meeting
held at the Calloway County
Health Center.
Members plan activities to
encourage each other in their
efforts to take off pounds. On
April 22, they divided into
teams for a contest which
started April 29 and will end
six weeks later.
The person who loses the
greatest number of pounds
before June 17 will receive an
owl made by Beverly
Calloway. The team with the
greatest number of pounds
lost will receive the outdoor
cooking tools or supplies.

Youth Coffee House will be
at 8 p.rn. at the Memorial Baptist Church.

Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch served at 11:45 a.m.

Garden Department, Murray Woman's Club, will have a
potluck luncheon at 12 noon at
the club house with a tour of
the gardens of Jerry Bolls and
John Thompson to follow.
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FOUR MAESTROS
IN 80 YEARS
PHILADELPHIA
AP)—Eugene Ormandy
marks his 44th year as
maestro of the Philadelphia
Orchestra in 1980.
He is only the fourth musical
director of the orchestra since
its inception in 1900.

Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Dorothy with Mrs. H.
L. Oakley at 10:30 a.m., and
Bea Walker with Mrs. Ralph
Darnell at 7:30 p.m.

WINheaday, May 7
The Goshen United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m at the church.

Wendy
Lecagei b Tim..

753-2835

7he step
8.1 Al,Shoppongt Cantor
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9 9 Fri
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Maholland & Rails
Wedding Planned

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Niemand recently from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah, was James Nesbitt
of Murray

Meniere's syndrome
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.

PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Mrs. Ian Erwin of Hardin
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Idelee Hutchins of
Murray has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Mrs. Jean Lewis of Murray.
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Mrs. Henry Richardson of
Hardin Route 1 has been
dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

Wis.. Teresa !Alin liaboiiitriti
anti Wert Farris Rals
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss
Teresa Lynn Maholland to Allen Farris Rails, son of Mrs.
Elizabeth Compton of Dover, Tenn., and the late Thomas W.
Rails, has been announced by her parents, Mrs. Eugene
Johns of Ashland City, Tenn., and John W. Maholland of
Hopkinsville.
Miss Maholland is a 1980 graduate of Austin Peay State
University School of Nursing. Mr. Rails is a 1980 graduate of
Murray State University.
The ceremony will be held on Saturday, May 31, at 6 p.m, at
the Fort Donelson Memorial United Methodist Church,
Dover,Tenn.
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HOSPITAL PATIENT
Recently dismissed from
the Henry County General
Hospital, Pans, Tenn., was
Alma Frankie Garland of
Kirksey.
PARIS PATIENT
Virginia Inez Scarbrough of
Buchanan, Tenn., has been
dismissed from the Henry
County General Hospital,
Pans,Tenn.

liOSPIIAL NEWS
5-1-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Herndon, baby boy,
(Vickie), Rt. 2, Hazel.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Teresa M. Tucker, 1115
W. Broadway, Mayfield; Mrs.
Rebecca A. Futrell, 7852
Shady Oaks, Murray; Mrs.
Cathi Slater and baby boy, Rt.
5, Box 694-4, Murray; Mrs. Ela
M. Burkeen, Rt. 1, Box 94,
Dexter; Mrs. Peggy E. Hall,
Rt. 2, Benton.
Gayle T. Thompson, Rt. 1,
Box 118, Hazel; John W. Stub-

blefield, 168 Riviera, Murray;
Mrs. Dessie Hale, Rt.6, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs Pamela K. Gibbs,
E24 Fox Meadows, Murray;
Darrell S. Normandt, Rt. 8,
Box 68, Murray; Mrs. Dorothy
L. Baker, Rt. 3, Box 271, Murray.
Mrs. Ora P. Kuykendall, Rt.
7, Box 154, Murray; Cecil
Baker, 1604 Catalina, Murray;
Mrs. Shelia Suiter, Rt. 5, Box
1086, Murray; Mark A.
Hargrove, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs.
Margie N. Lyons, Rt 1, Dexter; Charlie A. Green, Rt. 2,

Miss Phillips To Be
Wed To Mike!Smith
Dr. and Mrs. R. J. Phillips of Owensboro announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Barbara Anne, to Mikel Dwaine Smith, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Charles G.Smith,818 North 19th Street, Murray.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Owensboro High School
and is a summa cum laude graduate of the University of
Mississippi. She graduated with honors from the University
of Kentucky Medical School and is completing a residency In
internal medicine at the Medical College of Virginia, Richmond.
Mr. Smith is a graduate of Paducah Tilghman High SchooL
He graduated summa cum Lode from Murray State University having a 4.0 academic standing. He alio graduated with
honors from the University of Kentucky Medical School
is completing an internal medicine residency at the
College of Virginia.
The wedding will be held on Friday, June 27, at the Century
Christian Church, Owensboro.

We ore proud to announce that Debbie Darnell, bride-elect of Barry
Bowerman has selected
her crystal 8 china from
our complete bridal
registry.
Debbie & Barry will be
married August 2, 1980.

Furches
Jewelry
Court Square

.Wentber .National
Bridal
Services
Registered Bridal Con-sulk:int

MOTHER'S DAY SPECIALS
Rattan Bed Trays
Bamboo Picnic Baskets
Picnic
Baskets
In 4-Sizes

2S%

MANY OTHER UNIQUE GIFTS
DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR MOM
FREE GIFT WRAPPING

Pio I
BEL AIR cEHTER

•

Mr. and Mrs. Joe F. Lasater of 816 South Ninth Street, Murray, are today observing their 30th wedding anniversary.
They were married on May 6,1950, at Piggott, Ark.
Mrs. Lasater, the former Sybil Kaiser, is the daughter of
Mrs. Harvey Kaiser and the late Mr. Kaiser of Flint, Mich.
Mr. Lasater is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Enoch Lasater
of Sikeston, Mo.
Both Mr.and Mrs. Lasater are natives of Sikeston, Mo., but
have been residing in Murray for the past 15 years. Mr.
Lasater is employed at the Freed Cotham Company. They attend the First Baptist Church and are active in the Masonic
organizations.
They have two daughter-a, Mrs. Will (Marilyn) Aubrey and
Miss Lana Lasater, and two sons, Dayton Lasater and Joe
Lasater, Jr., all of Murray. Their three grandchildren are
Spri Anne Aubrey,Joshua Lasater,and Heather Lasater.

THE

-Industry is a better
horse to ride than genius." -Walter Lippmann.

Your Individual
Horoscope

renuyipspr
vAdy_e_ i

own--La rry Wilcox, a
highway cop on the television
aeries "CHiPs.''
Wilcox has been appointed
1900 chairman of the Motorcycle Safety Foundation's WearYour-Helmet Campaign by
Charles Hartman, foundation
president.

Two...

for the price of one!
'Every Widnesday %ight
our complete chopped beef
steak dinner is specially priced
at 2Dinners for the price of 1...
only 3.141!
S1at valimamorth
going oiretbased for.

flteoa will "vend the ,
bard" on a multi-etase tour, ,
and will also be featured In
one of a series of posters and
opubilc service asineunCementiit:
'‘praanti4
helmet wearing.

Alin* release&

s gostun
aro Ipartt
011 Oat North - 'Autrey, Ky.

between the two problems
Dimness ma) be a sensation
of fainting or near (elating
whereas vertigo involves a
false sense of motion Either
you feel that your environment is moving when it's Dot
or you feel that your body Is
moving when it's not.
There are many different
opinions about Meniere's syndrome and these various
symptoms may cover several
different defects But it's fair
to say that most ear specialists believe that a true
Meniere's disease is caused by
an increase in fluid in the tiny
balance canals in the ear
That's probably why your doctor has you on a low-salt diet.
There are basically four
systems that relate to your
sense of balance. Three of
these are the receiving mechanisms; specifically the eyes
for visual orientation, your
various nerve sensauons from
the whole body which gives
you a feeling of body position
and the little balance canals
in each ear
Actually the balance canals
in the ear provide information
regarding head position
rather than body position. To
give you more information
I'm sending you The Health

Letter number 5-10, Dizamess
and Vertigo. Other readers
who want this NSW can send
75 cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it
Send your request to me. in
care of this newspaper, P0 •
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019
Obviously, dizziness and
vertigo can be related to a
host of different diseases The
symptoms can be related to
the brain tumor (which is
rare) Or they can be from an
inflammation of the little balance canals in the ears following a viral respiratory infection Or the problem may be a
complication of medicines a
person is taking
It's necessary to find out
what the basic cause is before
the proper treatment can be
initiated Obviously, the treatment of vertigo from brain
tumor is a lot different from
that associated with inflammation of the balance canals
after a recent respiratory
illness.

DON'T
SELL YOUR

ACESIRA G CORN, JR.
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-the nation will soon be getting
a safety message from one of
the best known of their

OFF

F. Lasater

It takes both industry and
some genius to bring home
today's precarious game.
The key question is: With
four apparently unavoidable
Frances Drake
losers, how does ,declarer
FOR WEDNESDAY, MAY 7, 1980
manage the play to make 10
What kind of day will requires some extra thinking tricks?
West didn't hurt declartomorrow be? To find out what on your part. Get needed
5-2-80
the stars say, read the privacy. Don't let friends er's chances by leading a
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
forecast given for your birth intrude on family business. trump. admittedly a poor
- Perry, baby boy, (Kathy), Sign.
choice on the bidding that
SAGITTARIUS
at. 5, Box 434a1, Murray.
took place. Nevertheless, it
(Nov.
to
Dec.
22
21)
41WV. gave Bob Richman of AusGarber, baby girl, (Brsn- ARIES
Other's
feelings
are
easily tralia the opportunity
da), Rt. 2, Mayfield.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
to
hurt now. A friend may plan a brilliant
Tension in the area of
strategy to
DISMISSALS
change your perspective on make his
game and declarer
Michael R. Elliott, Rt. 5, friendships may revolve life. Watch needless worry deserves
full credit for
around money. You may
Box 452d,Murray; Mrs. Judith
about career.
doing
that.
decide to make a break with
L. Steele and baby boy, Rt. 5,
CAPRICORN
Even against the trump
someone. The p.m. finds you
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Regina D. aloof.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)V
lead, it is difficult to see
Burney arid baby boy, 501 TAURUS
Money problems require a how declarer can avoid the
new attitude towards career. loss of two diamonds and
West Oaks, Mayfield; Mrs. (Apr. 20 to May 20):
1 16
(
0
1 7
Frances W. Shea, Rt. 6, MurYou may feel unappreciated The way is clear for success, two clubs. True, the diaray; Mrs. Martha K. at work, yet you still are able but you may have to com- monds could be established
for two discards, but surely
Rickman, Rt. 8, Box 261x, to progress. Forget about ego promise.
by that time the defense
Mayfield.
and concentrate on assign- AQUARIUS
would find the shift to clubs.
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) """'
Other Aron McWherter, Box ments.
Richman won the heart
GEMINI
Be
less
self-concerned for lead with dummy's ace
163, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
and
(May
21
to
June
201
success.
Expand
Helen K. King, 1506 Belmont,
your
You may decide to change horizons through cultural then overtook dummy's
Murray; Mrs. Ernestine L.
queen
to
play
a total of four
your vacation plans. Someone activity. Become involved
Venable, Rt. 1, Box 56, Mur- at
home may be less than with the larger issues of life. rounds of trumps. Down to
ray; James M. Lanius II, 214 enthusiastic.
nine
cards. East comfortaAvoid friction.
bly held on to four spades,
Grove Boulevard, Paris, CANCER
PISCES
Term.; Mrs. Donna S. Tolley, (June 21 to July 22) GO (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) XC
. three diamonds and the ace
Rt. 5, Box 600, Murray; Mrs.
Don't let small worries get and one club.
The emphasis is on yourWhen declarer continued
Kathy D. Sexton, Rt. 1, Box financial structure. You may to you. Research on a specific
318, Dover,Tenn.
decide to revamp your at- project will help get you out of trumps, West had no probyourself. Let solitude lead to lems, but East had quite a
Joe Pat Trevathan, Rt. 4, titude towards investments.
few. If East threw a spade,
insight.
Box 259a, Murray; Ralph W. The p.m. finds you seriousthree rounds of spades
minded.
Worley, Rt. 6, Box 109, Murwould set up dummy's
YOU BORN TODAY have fourth spade via a ruff.
ray; Mrs. Prynthia L. Leach, LEO
And
(July 23 to Aug. 22)42
good business sense but are
Box 12, Dexter; Mrs. Alias L.
An issue thought buried more at home in the if East threw a diamond,
Murphy, E-14 Fox Meadows,
resurfaces. Possible tension professions. You have an then declarer would have
Murray; Laurie B. Gallimore, re close
only one loser in the remainrelationships requires analytical mind and would
ing cards of that suit. So
Rt. 5, Box694-22, Murray.
a fresh perspective to insure have success in law or
the East was forced to throw a
Rodney H. Travis, RI 8, harmony.
academic world. Often you club.
Valley Road, Benton; Aman- VIRGO
are drawn to the creative arts.
Declarer now led a diada S. Coleman, 221 Woodlavrn, (Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
Music, film, photography, mond and allowed West to
Watch difficulties with co- theater, writing and
Murray; Mrs. Nancy C.
ar- hold the queen. West shifted
Washer, Box 710, Cadiz; Troy workers or employees. A new chitecture are some of the to clubs and East's ace won,
S. Conner, Rt. 1, Benton; Mrs. project has financial potential fields in which you'd find but there was no longer any
Inda Letsa Faughn, Rt. 5, though routine may bore you. happiness. You have a serious way to collect West's king
mind with a deep need to East exited with a spade to
C.edarling Hills, Murray.
• LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22120en communicate your insights.
Mrs. Jewell W. Phelps, Rt.
Tenuous relationship could Psychology and scientific declarer's king, but ace and
another diamond from dum3, Box 206, Murray; Mrs. break up, but you may have
research may also appeal to
my established the suit and
Bessie Adams, Rt. 8, Box 78, inner regrets. In any case, you. In
business you do better
four losing tricks had been
Murray; Walter J. Waterfield, your perspective on love on your own
than in part- compressed
to three.
1116 Fairlane, Murray; changes.
nership. Birthdate of: Gary
Walter H. Conner, 805
Cooper,
actor;
Robert
SCORPIO
Sycamore Street, Murray;
iOct. 23 to Nov. 211 MI* Browning, poet; and Johannes
Mr-s. Lucy Cook, Rt. 3, Box
Brahms,
composer.
domestic
A
problem
1106, Murray.
PADUCAH PATIENT
William Adams of Murray
Mrs. Lillie C. Wilkinson,
has been dismissed from the
5011
/
2 Pine, Murray; Mrs.
Western Baptist Hospital,
Estella M. Ross, Hardin; Mrs.
Paducah.
Madie K. Waters, Rt. 4, Box
24, Murray; Cary J. Rose, 214
South 12th Stree, Murray;
Conn L Scott, Rt. 3, Box 312,
Murray.

LARRY WILCOX
IS CHAIRMAN
LINTHICUM,
Md
(AP)-Motorcyclists across

Reg $9.99 to
SI 7 99

Hong Kong burnt rattan bed
tray with cane to- Slots for
glass & newspaper. 23 a 13"
x7i9 19.94 .... 14.1111

Box 144, Buchanan,Tenn.
Mrs. Elcie Williams, 751
Riley Court, Murray; Mrs.
Dorothy N. Higgins, Box 24,
Alino; Mrs. Ida Ellen McKinney 1206 Olive, Murray; Roy
E. Balentine, Rt. 3, Box 280,
Murray; Mrs. Sue J. Mohundro, Rt. 8, Box 300, Murray.

lir. (In(1

DEAR DR. LAMB - For
the past three years I have
had what my doctor called
Meniere's disease For the
past six months I've had a
coostant loud roaring sound in
my ears that impairs my
hearing During the three
years I've had dizzy spells I
am presently taking medicines which include a diuretic
and AnUvert when I have
dizziness I'm also op a lowsalt, no caffeine diet My doetOr says there's nothing to be
done except surgery as a last
resort which he doesn't recommend at this point. Do you
have any information on
Meniere's disease or any
suggestions about my problem'
DEAR READER - You
touched on two of the three
classic components of
Meniere's syndrome - the
vertigo or dizzy spells that
you've experienced and the
noise in your ear called
tinnitus.
The third feature is loss of
hearing. Sometimes the loss of
hearing is not apparent but
can be detected with hearing
tests.
There are many other causes for dizziness or true vertigo There is a distinction

NORTH
5-4-A
•A 7 4 3
•A Q
•A 7 6 3 2
•Q4
WEST
EAST
•Q 10 5
•J 9 8 2
•7 5 3
•98
•K Q
*J109
•K 7 6 5 2
4A 98 3
SOUTH
•K 6
•KJ10642
•8 5 4
4.110
Vulnerable Both DealerNorth. The bidding
North
1•
1•
3,

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

Soda
1•
2•
4•

West
Pass
Pass
All pass

Opening lead: Heart trey
West's only comment
was, "I knew I should have
led from my king of clubs"
aid sit* Coro
South holds 5-6-B
•A 7 4 3
•A Q
* A 76 32
•Q 4
Soot*
I 41

OLD
GOLD
AND

DIAMONDS
until you get our
prices. You can
Mil:us to pay
the top CASH
prices.
WE GUARANTEE
THE TOP BID
HOURS
10-6 Mon. Thru Fri.

Nortli
1.

10-5 Sal.

ANSWER: Three
Promises four card
and 16-18 support
South may pass with
mum response
---

spaaes
support
points
a mini-

MICHELSON'S

.Send bridge questions to The Aces
P0 Be, 12163 Dallas Texas 75225.
snit self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

Boy Scout
Troops
13, 45 & 77
Will Pick Up

Old Newspapers

Saturday
Call 753-3824
and 753-2553
Nese, Address & Leeches of papers. Italy old newspapers

Chuck's Music Center
Main Streat

Presenting
Pre Concert and Free Clinic

Bobby Caldwell
Famous Guitar Stylist

Wednesday, May 7, 4:30P.M.
Bobby has played with some of the biggest Stars: Al Hirt, John
Denver Carol Charming, Carl Smith Barbara Mandrell
All Guitar Players and Students are urged to attend to meet and talk

with Bobby.
tOly
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago

inion Page
Humanely Speaking

'Be Kind To
Animals Week'
May 4-10 marks the annual
observance of national "Be Kind to
Animals Week." A special week for
animals? Some individuals have quesuoned whether animals are worth a
special week during the year, worth all
of the emphasis and hoopla put on them
by humane societies and other friends
of animals.
But surely they deserve their own
ruche in the weekly pantheons we
Americans find so meaningful. Surely if
there can be a National Pickle Week to
focus the attention of a grateful nation
upon the gherkin, our dogs and cats
deserve their own seven days of
recognition!
For many of us, life would be hard to
imagine without our pets. Their contributions of love, companionship, and
entertainment far outweigh the cost of
food, shelter, medicine, etc. "Why, he's
just like one of the family," we often
hear pet owners say. "He greets me at
the door each evening, and in a minute
all of the troubles and tensions of the office are gone."
Many of us dote on our animals,
perhaps too much at times. But unfortunately not all pet owners are considerate of their animals' needs and
feelings, and unfortunately not all
animals have owners. Irresponsible
owners who allow their pets to breed .
without restriction are a major cause of
the army of strays which moves from
farm to farm,from garbage can to garbage can, a major cause of the suffering and death which are the daily lot of
the stray.
A good many animals suffer cruelly
in this community through overt
mistreatment and neglect, and our emphasis each May upon the need to be
kind to animals is not misplaced. God

gave us animals, and he gave us a
stewardship over them. We need to stop
to realize that each being, whether
animal or human, has a place in the
scheme of things. Some call it ecology man and nature living in harmony.
Each has a function, and each has consequent rights and needs.
Let's all take a moment this week to
consider whether we personally
measure up to our responsibilities
toward animals. When we stop to
realize the important roles they play in
our lives and the ways in which they
enrich them, we may want to celebrate
"Be Kind to Animals Week" all year
round.
The Humane Society, which was
founded just five years ago, is
dedicated to the prevention of cruelty
and the relief of suffering among
animals. Annually, it cares for
thousands of animals, although it is a
private organization and is not supported by taxes. Funds for its programs
are raised through membership dues,
donations, bake sales, garage sales,
etc.
This month marks our annual appeal
for funds from the public. Please, if you
can, send us your tax deductible donation so that we can continue to help
needy animals in this community. The
animals have no voice but ours - and
yours. Our address is 105 E. Sycamore
Ext. Murray, Kentucky 42071.
The animal shelter, which is located
at 105 E. Sycamore Ext., is open to the
public Monday through Friday from 9
a.m. to noon and 1 to 4 p.m. On Saturdays it is open from 10 to noon. It is closed Sundays and holidays. Our telephone
number is 759-4141.

Muskie Nomination
Surprises Colleagyes
WASHINGTON ( AP) — "Elsewhere,
Sen. Muskie could raise a ruckus..,"
began an item in the Environmental
Study Conference's weekly bulletin.
The prediction turned out to be only
too true, as the next day President
Carter named the Maine Democrat to
succeed Cyrus Vance as secretary of
state — a move that clearly caught
most of Muskie colleagues in Congress
by surprise.
Had Muskie, one of the leading environmentalists on Capitol Hill, leaked
word of his impending nomination to
the conservationist-oriented publication?
Hardly. The article was actually
about a Muskie plan for a "major
overhaul of the sewer grants program.While Muskie can leave the sewer bill
behind, he might encounter a ruckus of
another sorts the first time he has to
• deal diplomatically with Canada.
A few days before he accepted
Carter's job offer, Muskie was chairing
a Senate environmental pollution subcommittee hearing on acid rain — one
of the nastier by-products of industrial
combustion.
He suggested that, because of
prevailing winds, the acid rain that fell
on his home state came mostly from the
Midwest — in particular, from heavily
industrialized Ohio and Illinois.
Douglas Costle, administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency,
said that was only part of the story.
While coal burning in the Midwest
may contribute to Maine's problems,
Maine's coal buring contributes to acid
rain in Newfoundland and the Maritime
provinces of Canada, Costle told
Muskie.
Muskie was not ready to be so
diplomatic.
"We may be dropping a rabbit on the
Maritime Provinces, but we're getting a
horse dropped on us," retorted the next
U.S. secretary of state.
"And I can tell you, sir, that what a
horse leaves behind him is considerably
___
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larger than what a rabbit leaves behind

House Democratic Leader Jim
Wright of Texas said he doesn't think
Muskie's famous temper is a disabling
characteristic or that it's necessarily a
bad trait in a public official.
"I've been accused of the same
thing," Wright told reporters, allowing
his voice to rise in an exaggerated
fashion. "And it makes me furious!
They're dead wrong!"

By M.C. Garrott

Being Around The FFA Youngsters
Renews One's Faith In Our Future
A very nice thing happened to me the
other night.
Gary Shaffer had called from Symsonia a few days earlier. Gary is a vocational agriculture teacher at Symsonia
High School as well as the Purchase
Region Future Farmers of America
Federation advisor.
He was calling to invite Barry
Johnson, our photographer at Murray
State, and me to the annual FFA
awards banquet last Thursday night at
Colonial Smorgasbord.
Now, in our work, we get a lot of invitations like that, and we have a
tendency to hold them at arm's length
at first, because, generally, the caller
will coyly add, "Oh, yes. One other
thing. Will you please bring your
camera and make a few pictures for

By TOM BAUM
Associated Press Writer
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The Story Of

349-B

Calloway
County
1622_1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
'C.syrigld,1171
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The Murray Country Club organizational meeting held at
the court house approved the purchase of a 65-acre tract of land
from the W. C. Ninny and Southard farms just west of,-the city
limits on the evening of May 17, 1955. In addition to authorizing
the land buying, sponsors pledged new members.
The landmark downtown eating place, Rudy's Restaurant, was
sold to Mr. and Mrs. Chester Weaks and brother George Wealcs,
circuit coiapt clerk. Rudy's had been a food operation since 1940.
Another imposing industrial growth indication was the announcement made by Murray Manufacturing officials of the building of a
huge addition to the stove plant, thus making possible a 40 per cent
increase in production. Verne Kyle, the civic-minded good fellow
and manager of the stove plant, set the woods on fire with the
buttered-biscuit news.
The movie "The Kentuckian" opened at the Varsity Theatre for
a three day stand August 29-31 with record attending audiences.
N. P. Hutson, Calloway County's rugged individualist and outspoken critic of federal encroachment upon the lives of farmers, died
Sept. 3, 1955, at the age of 68 years. Mr. Hutson was a school
teacher after graduating from Western State University, veteran of
World War I, and engaged in the manufacture of fertilizers in Murray at the time of his death. He was a brother to Johnnie P. Hutson,
prominent Washington official in the administration of tobacco culture and controls. Mr. Hutson was buried in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Political highlight of the year and perhaps one of the ruggedest
campaigns in the last century in Calloway County, was the Democratic nomination of Harry Lee Waterfield, Clinton publisher and
native son of Hazel, for the office of lieutenant governor, running
on a slate of candidates headed by former Gov. A. B. Chandler who
;eeking his second term as chief executive of the Its's. The
team was victorious in both the nomination and general election.
In the election other office winners included Frank Albert Stubblefield, railroad commissioner; George E. Overbey, state senator;
James Lassiter, commonwealth attorney, and Bob McCuiston, city
judge. City council winners were Galen Thurman, H. Stub Wilson,
R. Burgess Parker, Darrell Shoemaker, Guy Billington and T. Sledd
(the only new face on the city board)
.
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To Be Continued
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us." In such instances, they didn't want
us personally - they simply wanted
some-one to take pictures.
+++
This wasn't the case, however, with
the FFA youngsters. No pictures this
time, Gary laughed."We just want you
and Mr. Johnson to be our special
guests," he said.
Barry and I have given photographic
and news coverage to the FFA events at
Murray State - me since 1968 and Barry
since 1975. Every year we cover their
Federation Day contests early in the
spring and also their big Field Day
competitions later, both events involving hundreds of the blue-jacketed young
farm folks.
There are no events that take place
on the Murray campus that I enjoy
working any more than the FFA events.
Having been in an agricultural-related
work for almost 20 years earlier, I can
relate to and enjoy being among farm
people.
These FFA youngsters are fine young
people, and it renews your faith in the
future of this great country of ours
when you watch them as they get down
to business. And, believe me, they are
strictly business.
To shorten a long story, the
youngsters presented Barry and me
each with a beautiful, engraved plaque
in appreciation for our continued support of the FFA program. The experience was one of the nicest things
that ever happened to me, and I'll
treasure that plaque.
+++
The significance of my and Barry's
plaques were somewhat overshadowed,
however, a few moments later when the
young folks presented Hamp Brooks,
Carman Parks, Morgan Hill, Glenn
Warren and Gayle Perry with plaques
in appreciation of their many years of
teaching vocational agriculture.
Hamp had 35 years of it, Carman 39,
Morgan, who was at Marshall County,
37, Glenn, Marshall County High, 27,
and Mr. Perry, Ballard Memorial, with
34. Hastily adding those years, that
comes to a total of 173 years of
teaching, or an average of 34.6! Now,
that's really something!
+++
Former Mayor John Ed Scott, by way
of Ledger & Times editor Gene McCutcheon, has come up with the answer to
the question I asked last Thursday,

"What ever happened to Bill Utley?"
Bill was a classmate of ours at Murray
State, and an alumni weekend visitor
had asked about him.
According to John Ed, Bill is sales
manager for the Hughes Manufacturing Company, 15501 South Texaco Ave.,
Paramount,Calif. 90723.
John Ed, as many know, is in the
Christmas tree business, among other
things, and the firm with which Bill is
as.sneiated makes flocking for the trees.
A representative of the firm has called
on John Ed and others here in Murray.
It was during a conversation with one
of the representatives of the firm that
John Ed learned that the salesman's
sales manager was from Murray and it
turned.out to be our old friend, Bill
Utley.
Now we know, thanks to John Ed,and
we can and will pass the information on
to the campus visitor who remembered
long, lanky, likeable Bill and asked
about him.
+++
Murray State golf coach Buddy
Hewitt is in for a real treat this coming
summer. Buddy will be teaching the
game at a two-week clinic in July at the
University of North Carolina at
Durham.
It's a summer golf camp for
youngsters 9 to 17 years of age something along the same lines of
which they'll be able to promote here at
Murray State when the Frances E.
Miller Memorial Golf Course is ready
for play.
Also on the North Carolina staff will
be the old pro, Gardner Dickinson, in
his familiar Ben Hogan cap. Buddy will
have the opportunity not only to get to
know this famous golfer, but also to
learn from him even more about the
game to pass on to some of us dubbers
back here at home.
Buddy also will be instructing for four
weeks in June at a golf camp at the
University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa
where the university has its own championship course. The golf director down
there is a fellow by the name of Conrad
Rehling. Buddy worked with him last
year, and on occasions had to explain to
those with whom he came in contact
where Murray State is located.
He won't have to be bothered with
this problem this summer. They know
NOW, thanks to the Racer basketball
team, where Murray State is located.

Letter To The Editor

Union Board Says Thanks
Dear Editor:
The Executive Board and Bargaining
Committee of UAW. Local union No.
1068, on behalf of its members, at the
Tappan plant in Murray, Kentucky,
takes this means to offer our thanks for
the effort and contributions that were
offered by those of you in Murray and
the surrounding community in an at-

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
Russian authors of the past two centuries — at least the best ones — have a
reputation for being reflective, even
"heavy." These two thoughts on the
past, which may or may not be
characteristically Russian, illustrate
the philosophical bent in Russian
literature.
In 1958 in Doctor Zhivago, Boris
Pasternak wrote:
Now what is history? it is the centuries of systematic explorations
of the riddle of death, with a view
of overcoming death.
Fifteeri years later in The Gulag Archipelago (1973), Alexander Solzhenitsyn quoted an old Russian proverb:
'Don't dig up the past! Dwell on
the past and you'll lose an eye.'
But the proverb goes on to say:
'Forget the past and you'll lose
both eyes.'

tempt to keep Tappan in Murray.
In addition to the city's proposals to
Tappan, the Bargaining Committee of
Local Union No. 1068 made a contract
proposal to Tappan on April 21, 1980.
The union proposed to reduce wages,
by approximately 15 percent which
would result in wage reductions that
would exceed 81.00 per hour in some
areas.
This proposal was made by the union
in an attempt to share in the encouraging Tappan to remain in Murray.
Executive Board 81 Bargaining Committee
F.R. Rushing
W.R. McCuiston
Sandy Hatmon
Daniel Pritchett
J.D. Williams
Mason McCuiston
Alvin C. Usrey
Robert Rudolph
John Cossey
Joe W. Walker
Boy Garland

Bible Thought
crbeis) came Jesus and stood in tb4
midst, and salth unto them, Peace be
unto you. — John 24:19.
With strife and conflict in almost
every corner of the world, we today
need most of all the true peace that
comes from Jesus Christ,
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Cpl. Gary Wilkinson has been awarded the Vietnamese Medal of Merit
posthumously. His parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ewing Wilkinson, Murray Route 6,
received the medal in their home for
their son who died June 29, 1968, from
wounds received while on a combat
operation in Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Dennis
George Techenbrock and Curd Churchill.
A summer school program for the
educationally deprived children who
are having difficulty in mastering the
basic reading skills will be held at the
Calloway County Elementary Schools,
according to Edward Curd, Title I
Director for the county schools.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Nance on May 1,a boy
to Mi. and Mrs. Don Chapman on May
3, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Rex
Paschall on May 3.
Mrs. H. K. Stewart, president of the
Lone Oak Woman's Club and first vice
president of the First District of KFWC,
installed officers for the Murray
Woman's Club who are Mesdames
Bethel Richardson, Matt Sparkman,0.
B. Boone, Jr., John Gregory, Thomas
Brown,and Purdom Outland.
Mrs. Rachel Cole celebrated her 94th
birthday on May 2 at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Verbs Ray.

20 Years Ago
The Tappan Company's two year,
$3,000,000 expansion program to increase production capacity is nearing
completion with the change in the foundry operation into their production
system.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Addle
1E11, 76.
Donna Ruth Grogan of Murray High
School was winner of the Calloway
County 4-H Club Dress Revue held at
Murray High School auditorium. She
will model in competition with other
counties of the state at Junior Week,
June 6-11, at the University of Kentucky, Lexington.
B. H. Dixon retired May 1 as agent for
the Kentucky Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company here. He is succeeded by Ray Broach who has been serving
as special agent here since Jan. 1, 1959.
Shirley Crutcher of the Murray
Training School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America was elected
as historian of the District FHA at the
meeting held at Lone Oak High School.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Lantz and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Severtson.
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30 Years Ago
The Liberty Bell is coming to Murray
on June 19 on behalf of the Independence Savings Bond Drive. Exact
replicas of the bell are being sent to
each of the 48 states to symbolize the
theme of the drive. W. Z. Carter is the
local chairman.
Special evening classes which have
proved so successful during the past
semester at Murray State College will
be continued this summer, according to
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president.
Deaths reported include W. Otis
Ward.
New officers of the Murray High
School Unit of the Parent-Teacher
Association are Mrs. George Hart, Mrs.
E. S. Ferguson, Mrs. Roy Farmer, and.
Mrs. Bryan Tolley.
Clara Jane Miller and Julia Fuqua of
Murray were elected as officers of the
Paris District of the Methodist Youth
Fellowship at the meeting held May 1 at
the Wesley Foundation, Murray State
College.
"VFW Poppy Day coming up this
month. Money is used for the disabled
American veterans," from the column,
-Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, May 6, the 127th
day of 1980. There are 239 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On May 6, 1936, the German dirigible,"Iiindenburg," exploded and burned on landing at Lakehurst, N.J., killing
36 people.
On this date:
In 1889, the Eiffel Tower in Paris officially was opened.
In 1895, the silent movie star,
Rudolph Valentino, was born in Italy.
In 1941, Josef Stalin became premier
of the Soviet Union, succeeding V.M.
Molotov. Stalin already was head of the
Communist Party.
Ten years ago, Interior Secretary
Walter Hickel warned President Nixon
that his administration — and Vice
President Agnew in particular — was
contributing to revolt and anarchy in
America by attacking the nation's
youth.
Five years ago, President Ford,
angered by American opposition to
South Vietnamese resettlements in the
United States, appealed to the nation to
welcome thewar-weary refugees.
Last year, at least 70,000 people
massed at the Capitol in Washington for
a rally protesting nuclear, pows
today's birthdays: Actorirector
Orson Welles is 65. Retired baseball
great Willie Mays is 49. Author
Theodore White is 65.
Thought for today: No man is rich
enough to buy back his past. — Oscar
Wilde (18541900)
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
A newcomer to varnishing'
Keep these 10 tips in mind and
you'll get good results:
— Work in as dust-free a location as possible, preferably a
room which no one will enter
while the finish is drying. Don't
wear sweaters or any other
garments which will shed_
— Use a varnish brush that is
not used for anything else
— Dip the brush IMO the var-
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By ANDY LANG
AP New sfeatures
Q. — I have seen lots of advice on how to replace the
washer in a regular faucet,
which I believe is called a compression faucet, but none on the
hind of faucet we have in our
kitchen sink.
It has a single handle on top
of it. When it is pushed upward
to the left, hot water comes out
of the single spout. When it is
pushed upward to the right,
cold water comes out of the
same spout. In the middle position, the water is lukewarm.
Although I was under the impression that this kind of faucet
never leaked because it did not
have a regular washer, mine is
leaking, a drop-by-drop leak
that I am sure is wasting a lot
of water besides being annoying. I am told this is called a
non-compression cartridge faucet. How can I fix this leak?
A. — A specific answer cannot be given, because there are
several different types of cartridge faucets. Generally, however, the cartridge must be removed and replaced. On some
such faucets, the clip that holds
the cartridge in place is on the
outside just under the handle.
On some, it is on the inside. In
either case, the clip is a Ushaped piece of metal that
looks something like a large
staple used in a stapling gun
You'll have to use common
sense on how to disassemble
the faucet handle, which is usuallx held in place with one or
more screws or snap-in caps.
But be sure that you first turn
off the water. Take the old cartridge assembly with you to determine what must be purchased.
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shed at the back of our house,
the kind that is attached. I plan
to match the roof shingles, but
I am afraid the new ones won't
be the same. Any suggestion?
A. —. You should not have
any trouble matching the kind
of shingles you have. The
trouble is that the new shingles
will stand out simply because
they are new. There isn't much
you can do about that, unless
you want to,attempt to "weather" them. Sometimes this involves nothing more than
spreading a little dirt on them,
which is not an easy thing to do
psychologically after you have
spent money on something new_
Q. — I'm putting down vinyl
tile on a wooden floor. What
must be done to the floor ahead
of time? It has no paint on it.
A. — The floor must be
cleaned of all wax and dirt.
The tiles can be laid directly on
the floor if it has a subfloor and
a top floor and the boards are 3
inches or less in width. If the
floor is only a single layer, or
the boards are more than 3
inches in width, it should be
covered with an underlayment
of plywood or hardboard. Ask
your dealer for the proper kind
of nails, which should be
spaced about 6 inches apart, allowing about 1-16th of an inch
between each sheet. In either
case, be certain all loose
boards are nailed down.

General Electric has introduced a new Spacemaker
microwave oven equipped
with solid state controls.
The new touch control
model is designed to provide
the speed and convenience
of microwave cooking without any loss of counterspace.
GE Spacemaker microwave
ovens install above the range.
with controls and oven window at eye level. All provide
the function of a two-speed
exhaust fan (internal or external venting) and a cook'
top light.
The new Spacemaker features solid state touch con,trots with 10 power levels
compared to three in former
models.
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These are additional new
features that make meal preparation a delight:
A Digital Readout Panel
displays cycle selection and
counts down time during
cooking. It shows internal
food temperature during
Temperature Cook and Temperature Hold cycles and
shows power level used.
The Program Selection
Pads give an audible response
with the touch of a finger
for any of six cooking cycles:
It Time Cook,2)Defrost.3)
Temperature Cook,4)Hold/
Timer. 51.Simmer 'n Cook,
6) Temperature Hold.
There are keyboard touch
pads to set time,temperature
and power level.

WoodBook Now
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coated with shellac or some
other sealer and allowed to dry
thoroughly before the application of varnish.
— Varnish can be left as is
after the final coat or rubbed
with pumice and rottenstone or
some other rubbing compound,
followed by a coat of wax.
( The techniques of using varnish, lacquer, shellac, stain,
bleach, remover, etc., are detailed in Andy Lang's booklet,
"Wood Finishing in the Home,"
available by sending 50 cents
and a long, stamped, self-addressed envelope to Know-how,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N.Y.
11743.)

DESIGNED TO MEET THE CHANGING NEEDS of many-families, this house features a spacious living room that has
room for an optional fireplace. In addition, one end of the
area can be set aside for dining purposes. The kitchen also is
large and has a "U" shaped work area. There are two bedrooms upstairs. Plan HA1150G has 672 square feet. For
more information write — enclosing a stamped, selfaddressed envelope — to architect Carl E. Gaiser, 25600
Telegraph Road, Southfield, Mich. 48034.

Residing "Extras" Key To Energy
Efficiency In Existing Homes

( For a copy of Andy Lang's
handbook,"Practical Home Repairs," send $1.50 to this newspaper at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J.
07666. Questions of general interest will be answered in the
column; but individual correspondence cannot be undertaken.)
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the grain, using an almost dry
brush
— When doing a large surface, such as a table top, brush
from the center toward the
edges, lifting the brush the instant an edge is reached.
— Because there now are so
many different kinds of varrushes on the market, including
the durable polyurethanes, read
the directions on the container
carefully to deteroune the waiting time be
coats.
— When applying a first coat
of varnish over raw wood or
wood from which an old finish
has been removed, it is usually
advisable to thin the varnish
with the recommended solvent
in a ratio of four parts of varnish to one of the solvent. Unless the manufacturer's directions say otherwise, varnish
used any other way should not
be thinned.
— If you use varnish outdoors, be sure the label says it
is formulated for that purpose,
since varnish must be of the
flexible type to withstand extreme changes in weather conditions.
— A stain used on raw wood
or wood from which old finish
has been removed should be

A New Spacemaker
Microwave Oven
With Solid State Controls
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rush about one-third the length
of the bristles, wiping off the
excess by tapping lightly
against the inside of the container and not by dragging it
across the inside of the can, a
practice that causes bubbles
— Flew on the varnish liberally in the direction of the
grain with long, light strokes,
immediately cross-stroking
against the grain and finishing
by stroking lightly with the
bristle tips in the direction of

A specie arc itect/builder
reference source. The WoodBook,can now be purchased
by the general public. This
annual reference is written
and edited by the major national wood products trade
associations and manufacturers.
The National Association
of Home Builders has officially endorsed The WoodBook and has recommended
it to its membership as a "re-

spected, valuable reference
source.The handsome hardcover
books is filled with four-color
photographs and contains
400 pages on product performance. Also. The WoodBook features detailed information on construction
and finishing techniques. To
order-send $12 to: Department N, TheWood Book .
3516 Satramento St., San
Francisco,CA 44118.

Soybean Growers for your
Inoculation & Moly-Soy-A-Liveneeds, see or contact Murray
Warehouseing Corp. Inc.,
Old Concord Rd. Phone No.
753-8820 or 753-8825.

A Visit to the Furniture Market
isy BAMBARA MAYER
AP Newaleatures
To must people. April signals
the beginning of spring, a time
to get outdoors, play baseball
or clean out the closets But to
the people who buy and sell
furniture, the month of April is
the time to head for High
Point, N.0 , to attend the semiannual national furniture market.
In an orgy of buying and selling, formal discussions and
hasty hall conversations, some
30,500 individuals congregate
for a week in a 150-mule corridor of North Carolina from
Burlington to Lenoir. Most of
them crowd into High Point,
the market's center To cover
the entire market — something
no one attempts — a visitor
would have to trudge through
more than 5 million square feet
of exhibition space to see the
lines of 1,300 manufacturers.
(ince they get to High Point,
these thousands of visitors all
seem to ask two questions
-How's business," they query.
and ''What's new?"
The most obvious difference
between the market this year
and other markets was a general anxiety shared by manufacturers and retailers over current economic uncertainties
The high cost of credit and its
scarcity had retailers talking
about trimming inventories.
Predictions are that furniture
sales will be hurt this year by
the high cost of money and
recently irnposed federal restrictions on installment debt.
In times of adversity, saleable, practical merchandise
Lakes precedence over merchandise of great originality.
And this was the case at the
April market. The emphasis
was on promotional goods. This
is industry terminology for
items that are priced very well
and that offer skime obvious,
promotable attraction, such as
functional styling or multiple
use.
Instead of emphasizing purity
of style, faithful reproduction of
the past or **original mode r'n ideas, manufacturers
talked about adaptability. The
hits of the market were furniture groups -that combined elements from a variety of periods, as well as furniture that
adapted to a eariety of situations.
In recognition of the fact that
Americans are living in smaller
spaces, apartment-sized dining
tables and slender cabinets and
etageres were shown. Bedroom
coordinates — chests, bookcases, desks — that stack on
top of one another dominated in
bedroom-furniture introductions. Modular seating
units, sleep sofas that incorporate mattresses and vertical storage pieces such as armoires and wall systems were
widely seen.
New wood furniture — case
goods in industry jargon — was
introduced in a broad range of
styles. Expect to see several
new groups of 17th- and 18thcentury English traditional fur-.
niture next fall when the new
styles reach retail sales floors.
Two of the most popular groups

Decorating
Product Store
Services
Expanding
With Home
Improvement
Needs
Styrofoam* TG brand insulation can easily be incorporated into
any standard residing job
The lightweight panels are nailed over the old exterior, providing
a solid backing for the
new siding The new siding is then applied over the Styrofoam
TG brand insulation, by
nailing through siding and insulation into nailing substrate on
original wall. Homeowners
can reduce their homes energy consumption and realize annual
savings in their
heating/cooling bills by adding this board-form sheathing product
to their home s exterior
sidewalls. Styrofoam TG brand insulation can pay for itself in
energy savings within
approximately four to five years time. •Trademark of The Dow
Chemical Company.

In an average year about 1.5 insulation installation when involved but not the
benefits.
million homes' nationwide residing can result in signifi"We consider the total
have new siding installed a- cant savings for the home- home improvem
ent package
long with other "extras" as owner over the cost of of today to he
an 'exterior
owners today strive to save "blown-in" wall retrofit in- enrichme
nt' project rather
by adding as many exterior sulation, accomplished by a than
a residing or remodeling
improvements as possible separate insulation contrac- Rroject.
By enriching .the
through the services of a tor.
exterior of his home, an
single remodeling contractor.
The installation of Styrd- owner can reap benefits in
The days of the one-step foam TG brand insulation aesthetics
, resale value. overresiding project are gone.
during residing adds only all quality, and savings on
-The 'siding-only' concept about 20% to the total cost maintena
nce and energy
has become outdated and
of the standard residing pro- bills.- said Box. "Industry
expanded by energy con- ject. In addition, this method studies
estimate 75% of all
scious homeowners seeking of application affords thermal
residing jobs already include
total exterior protection for Protection over 100% of the soffit
systems. The addition
their existing homes, often opaque sidewall area —
of insulation and other opin the form of additional everything but the doors and tions
are increasing annually."
insulation, soffit systems and
windows. Even the wall studs
The investment in an exstorm windows. Their preserirt
are insulated and not left to terior ennchment project can
concerns rest with upgrading
conduct heat.
bring immediate savings for
their home's energy efficienStyrofoam TG brand in- the homeowner, particularly
cy as well as with the tradi- sulation is a combustible where
insulation is involved.
tional emphasis on a maintematerial and should be prop- Styrofoam TG brand insulanance-free exterior.- ex- erly installed. It is simply tion
can produce significant
plained M. Box, housing
nailed over the existing ex- reductions in heating'cooling
market manager for The
terior sidewall and then cov- fuel requirements that
can
Dow Chemical Company.
ered with the new siding and
pay for the cost of the insulaEnergy-crisis thinking
trim, according to directions tion within five years time or
brought homeowners to the
from The Dow Chemical less. Actual savings will
vary
realization that their home Company.
according to climate, living
is not properly insulated to
Retrofit insulation is one habits, and existing sidewall
combat today's energy stand- "extra" growing in popularity
components.
ards. In response to this lack
among the total package of
"The opportunity to inof adequate insulation, many extenor home improvements crease
comfort and decrease
owners are acting to add
being offered by contractors. energy bills awaits
all homemore protection where need- Other common inclusions owners
nationwide who are
ed by including energy ef- include storm windows,storm
planning a residing project
ficiency wherever possible doors. soffit systems. railings,
in the ricer future. Owners
in home improvement pro- columns, prime/replacement should
consult their home
jects.
windows and new roofs. Each improvement
contractors for
Those planning to reside extra enhances the exterior options
which can make the
can economically alleviate aesthetics of the home, and
residing proiect a total energy
their lack-of-insulation prob- many work to cut heating ,.
efficient home improvement.
lem by simply having the cooling bills as well.
The more projects accomremodeling contractor install
To group all these extras plished at a
single time by a
board-form Styrofoam' TG
under the heading of a
single contractor, the more
brand insulation over their siding" protect doesn't reflect
the homeowner stands to
home's original exterior finish the full.lt-ope of the improvesave," concluded Box.
prior to the application of
ments being made. And "renew siding.
Modeling- is a term that acAccusal/ 11,, clualsbed Reny.*
tin f r t is f

The do-it-yourself decorating
boom has spawned a whole
new decorating products industry in the past decade.
Decorating products stores
now sell over half of the paint
sold at retail in America.
They also account for more
than 80 per cent of all wallcoverings sales and have increased their floorcovering
sales by 100 per cent The major shift in distribution patterns began in the
late 125(s. According to U.S.
Census figures, the paint and
wallcovering store — began
to blossom, primarily in the
developing suburban corn
munities.
The decorating stores not
only carry paint and wallcoverings. but they have
added floorcovering, both
hard and soft, mirrors, custom blinds and shades. bathroom accessories, custom
draperies. art materials and
picture framing.
Althdugh contractors account for about 30 per cent
of all purchases made at these
booming decorating stores,
about 60 per cent of all sales
are made to do-it-yourselfers.
A study by the National
Decorating Products Association disclosed that exactly
54) per cent of the do-it-yourself market buys paint from
a decorating store.
Ifs alwavs Home Improvement Time at your decorating
store.

— Quotations by National
Mount Airy and Pennsylvania

House Pine — combine elements of English styles ranging

over two centuries But almost
equally popular with retailers
were onental-sty le groups.
French furniture and traditional Italian furniture
There are always plenty of
newsworthy pieces capable of
capturing the imagination, or
tickling the tunnybone or causing an instant desire to whip
out a checkbook. And this market was no exception_
Consider, for example, the
recliner with a built-in back
massager
from Barcalounger It was just the thing
after a long day of walking
through furniture showroo-ns.
Stacking bedroom furniture
that looks like a miniature version of a 19th-century American
small town ( by Singer ( captared a great deal of attention.
The furniture, designed by Sid
Lenger, is expected to appeal
especially to little girls. It is
built to doll-house scale and numerous open compartments can
hold doll-house furniture and
miniatures.
A wall system of modular
units which rest on their own

storage

platform r by RIV
offers a built-in look
plus maximum use of storage
with furniture that is availble
at retail
For the individual in a hurry
and needing flexible, dual-pur
pose furniture, James David
came out with a sleep sofa that
a consumer can take home and
assemble himself The sofa
comes in two sixes A settee
opens into a three-quarter bed,
and the full-size sofa into a
queen-size bed. The whole thing
comes in two take-home boxes
Newsworthy upholstered furniture included a sectional seating arrangement of 19 separate
items shown by Charlton. The
sectional system, which the
company has named the Nautilus, can be used to create an
undulating line of modular seating, or in a tight circular formation resmbling a chambered
nautilus shell.
Clever occasional-furniture
items included a record-storage
cabinet whose doors are formed
by inserting two record albums
According to a spokesman for
Raytnor-Moreddi, the manufacturer, when a consumer gets
tired of the album doors, he
simply Lakes them out and inserts two new ones

How To Choose A
Reputable Remodeler

When you find that your
house is too small for your
growing family. or you need
extra space for work or hobbies, and you don't want to
move, remodeling may be
the answer. But how do you
find a reliable remodeler who
will give you-the most for
your money?
Walking your fingers
through the Yellow Pages
won't tell you who is-reliable.
However, chances are that
your area has a builders association affiliated with the
National Association of
Home Builders. They can
give you a list of reliable remodelers.
But don't stop there. Most
problems in the remodeling
business occur when consumers fail to investigate
remodelers properly before
hiring them. Try to speak to
someone who has used the
remodeler you are considering. Commentsand recommendations from Firsevious.._
customers will give you an
insight into the remodeler's
capabilities. Most ciampetent
remodelers obtain the majority of their business from referrals.
Ask to see the remodeling
jobs done for others. Find
out how'long the work took,
how much ale remodeler
charged.and whether he was
amenable to change. Reputable remodelers have a
permanent business location,
a good reputation with banks
and suppliers, adequate
trucks and equipment. an
efficient front office. and
signs of activity.
Avoid any firm that: offers
goods and services at ridiculously low prices: tells you
that you are entitled to a discount becuase our home has
been selected as a "model
home- for a neighborhood
demonstration project. engages in hard sell by phone:
or uses uninvited door-todoor salesmen.
If you do not know of anyone who has worked with a
remodeler. ask the local
chamber of commerce or
ocal lending institutions for
suggestions. Then check their
recommendations with the
local Better Business Bureau
and consumer affairs offices.
Never make a random selection.
-You may be tempted to
byrpass a general contractor
remodeler and hire the subcontractors yourself. But
wiring an NAHB remodeler
member gives you certain
advantages that may well
offset the extra cost:
• One person is responsible
for all phases of tht job from
start to finish — the supplies.
the labor, and material, along
with scheduling, and coordinating the work of various
trades. Usually the general
contractor will hire subcontractors to do part of the
job.
• An NAHB remodeler mem-

bee assures that the work will
he done according to specifications. He has experience
in obtaining qualified workers
and subcontractors. ,
• He can often get better
.prices from subcontractors
and suppliers-than you can.
• He is familiar with local
and state regulations concerning home improvements.
obtains all permits. is responsible for arranging the
inspections required by law
and pays all the bills.
Once you have selected a
contractor, be sure to obtain
a well-written contract that
covers the quality and quantity of materials to be used as
well as styles and brand
names. Descriptions of job
divisions and clear payment
schedules should also Be
included. Read every' wonil
before signing the contract
so that you will have no surprises later. Some remodelers
insert a "negative clause" in
a contract, stating clearly
what will not be done on the
job. such as painting new
rooms or inA311ing light fixtures.
Avoid changes in the original contract after the job is
underway. if at all possible.
List minute changes are the
most frequent cause of misunderstandings and other difficulties in home remodeling.
Never make verbal changes in. the work orders. Reliable and reputable remoddens will make the change
and charge the cost of the
labor and materials plus a
reasonable profit. When the
final bill is submitted, these
last-minute extras may be
much higher than you expected. and often they can
be nearly as much as the
original estimate.
If a change is necessary,
make sure the order, called
a "change order." is in writing and proceed with such
orders only after a written
price has been obtained. If
this is impossible. then at least
get a written estimate or keep
a daily record of the labor
involved and the materials
used for the extra work.
Taking the time to get pnces
may save you a lot of rime
arguing over the bill later.
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Leonard, Duran
Expected To Sign
Contracts Friday

14th 20-Win Year

Murray State Year
Ends In 9-0 Defeat
The Murray State baseball
season ended on a sour note
yesterday, as Southern Illinois
came in and won going away
by a 9-0 score.
SIU pitcher Bob Schroek,
who had a 12-0 record and was
an All-American last year,
completely handcuffed Murray hitters, who had only two
runners reach second base all
day. Schroek struckout eight
and walked two in his eight innings pitched.

DORAN PERDUE comes off the field for the last time in a
Murray State baseball uniform. Perdue • fell one stolen
base shy of the Murray single season record.

Schroek, who is 7-2 this
year, now owns a 22-3 career
record. The Salukis, a perennial national contender, are
down a little this year with a
25-12 record. Murray finishes
its season with a 20-15 record,
which marks coach Johnny
Reagan's 14th 20-win season
and his 12th in a row.

Other highlights for Murray
tins year were Tony Threatt
tying the career home run
record with his 25th against
Western Kentucky Saturday
and Doran Perdue fall one
stolen base shy of he single
season record with 30.
Southern ill 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 -- 9 II I
000 000000—
Murray %ate
3
2
0
Youngblood ,91
David
Bob Schroek,
arid Joe Richardson, Gary Kernpton 16 ;
Mike Henning, Randy Sluvely 7i, David
Bradford 91 and David Orem. 2B —
Turn Fetin MI, Keith Wisruewslu Mi.
Bob Doerrer ,SILI), Gerry Miller
Jim Adduct i Sill
Murray
Perdue
Fehn
Scheer
Threat!
Taylor
Hopkins
.........
Bean
Boyd
Wisniewski
Deem
Totals
So III
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All Training Has Detours
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
There he was, pushing
through the throng at Chur,c hill Downs, signing
autographs on Kentucky Derby Day, wearing a pencil
stripe blue suit, heading for
the boxes on millionaire's row
to watch the race. Celebrity
guest — Muhammad Ali.
He comes from Louisville.
There's even a Muhammad
All Boulevard in the city that
is the place to be the first
Saturday in May.
"This is my first one," said
the former three-time
heavyweight champion when
asked if he had ever been to
the Derby before.
Later, he pronounced, "I'm
bigger than the whole Derby."
Now, don't get excited, horse
race fans. That's just Al's
style.
Then someone asked, ''Are
you still the greatest?"

"I'm too old. I'm 50," said
Ali. It was a put-on, but there
was some truth too it.
Ali is 38 by the calendar, but
he could be in his 40s physically after about 20 years of
fighting. Either age is too old
for a man to fight Larry
Holmes, the World Boxing
Council champion.
That fight apparently will be
held somewhere, sometime,
by someone. The only thing
that can stop an Ali comeback
is for All to decide against it.
But he says it'll be easy to
fight Holmes, you just have to
make him move for seven or
eight rounds. He gets tired.
Then I go to work. He tired
agaiinst Ernie Shavers and
Leroy Jones gave him a bad
time."
Holmes did get tired against
Shavers but he stopped him in
the Ilth round. Leroy Jones
did not give Holmes a bad
time.
And he says, "I've got a lot

of speed and endurance; when
Holmes meets me, he'll need
extra insurance."
Now a lot of people love to
hear Ali talk, but it seems
that's about all he's been doing since he announced Feb. 14
that there was a 75 percent
chance of his corning out of
retirement.
He's been to his Deer Lake,
Pa., training camp for a couple of brief stays and he did a
little training in Miami Beach
when he got a split lip. But he
has not looked like a man getting ready at age 38 for his
first fight since September,
1978.
He's been out campaigning
for President Carter. He's
been here, he's been there. He
said at the Derby that he
weighed 237 pounds and that
he'd fight at 225.
Sure All can get his weight
down, but can he get in
fighting trim, especially by

July when the Holmes fight is
supposed to happen? That's
only two months away. All
worked hard for six months to
get ready for his rematch with
Leon Spinks in which he
became champion for the
third time. But Holmes is a
much 'tougher assignment
than Spinks.
Ali knows how tough the
fight game is and he must
listen to his body and his conscience this time, not to
hangers-on who sweettalk him
and not to those who believe he
can do anything he wants,
anytime he wants. Legend
peels away when the bell
rings, especially when it rings
for an aging fighter.
"Gambling is a sin," All
said when asked if he bet on
horses.
Well, against Holmes he will
be taking a big gamble. Oh,
he'll make the big money
some people say he needs. But
what can he lose?

It Could Have Been 1973 With Seaver
Pitching, Mets Winning In 10 Innings
•

NEW YORK (AP) — It
could have been 1973 with Tom
Seaver working eight innings
and the New York Mets winning 3-2 in 10 innings, as pinchhitter Ron Hodges doubled
home the winning run to
defeat the Cincinnati Reds.
The only difference was that
Seaver, a Met for 10 years, is
now a member of the Reds.
After pitching eight innings he
left the game for a pinch hitter
and wasn't involved in the
decision. Doug Bair, 0-2, took
the loss.
Jose Cardenal opened the
10th inning with a single, but
was forced at second by Alex
Trevino, who was attempting
to sacrifice. Hodges then hit
for Reardon, the Mets fourth
pitcher, and lined Bair's
fourth pitch into left-center
field where it skipped by
Cesar Geronimo, the Reds
center fielder.
"He was playing me as a

Why pay 500/o
more for a
copier than
you need to!

The new—and very reliable —
A B Dick 990 plain paper copter compares to equipment rostint) 50% more
The 990 has all of the roost
4.1-•••0--.41
wrIfed-,
costing 50% gore--including
the versatility to make 11' v 17'
copes copy on both sides of
paper and use most any kind
of paper including overhead
transparencies and labels

116 8eRTH 7TH
MAYFIELD ' 247.5912

pull hitter," observed Hodges.
"Sometimes I do. But they
don't see much of me so
maybe they weren't in the
right spot. The first two pitches were balls, then Bair
nicked the corner. I made up
my mind to hit the next one,
and I hit it hard and good. I
wasn't surprised when it went
through and Alex (Trevino)
came around to score."
In 1973, Hodges was a rookie
catcher, whose pinch hitting
helped the New York team
defeat the Reds in the NL
playoffs and extend the
Oakland A's to a seven game
World Series. Seaver finished
with a 19-10 record that
season
"He's different," observed
Hodges. "His fast ball doesn't
have the pop it used to and he
is striding differently. He

•

doesn't have the leg kick."
Seaver, now 36, agreed,saying,"I had a sore shoulder until the seventh inning. It was
like a toothache. It affects my
velocity and sometimes my
control."
Mets' Manager Joe Torre
used Mark Bomback, Ed
Glynn and Pat Zachry before
Reardon, 1-1, picked up the
w.
The two innings pitched by
Zachry were momentous. It
was Zachry's first appearance
since June 8, 1979. He gave up
two hits and struck out three
before he left for a pinch hitter.
"I think it was more meaningful to Pat because I
brought him in with the score
2-2 and trusted him," said
Torre. "He was fast and loose
and got the two innings in."

KEITH WISNIEWSKI, substituting at third base, fires to first
for the out in Murray State's 9-0 to Southern Illinois
yesterday.

volved an umpire.
Feeney also fined Madlock
$5,000, far less than he'll lose
on his estimated $250,000 annual salary. With a daily
paycheck of about $1,380, 15
days of unemployment could
cost Madlock about $20,700.
"There is no way the man
should do something like that
to me," Madlock said after
hearing of the punishment.
"There was no intent to hurt
him.
"He (Crawford) pointed his
finger in my face, and I came
back with my glove. I never
denied having the glove in his
face. It's not like I brought the
glove back and Just hit him,"
In arguing with home plate Madlock said.
Madlock feels penalties
umpire Jerry Crawford over a
third strike last Thursday, have been lighter for other
Madlock pushed his glove in players who had contact with
the official's face. A league officials.
"I guess I just would have
spokesman said the suspension was severe becauae It in- been better off just taking a
•

will be able to take home after
taxes.
Perron refused to reveal the
amount of money Leonard and
Duran will receive.
The fight, expected to attract a sellout crowd of 75,000,
will be the first world chainpionship fight here since Archie Moore battled Montrealer
Yvon Durelle for the
lightweight title more than 20
years ago.
Perron said Sugar Ray
Leonard Inc. will handle exincluding
penses
transportation, training camp
facilities, promotion, the
undercard and purse demands
of the two fighters.
Leonard and Duran, along
with their trainers and the
championship's co-promoters,
Don King and Bob Arum, are
expected to be on hand Friday
to launch the promotion of
what they are billing "the
greatest non-heavyweight
match in boxing history."
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Seaver Return Revives Memories
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
When Tom Seaver returns to
Shea Stadium, as he did Monday night in the colors of the
Cincinnati Reds,one might expect him to conjure up all
sorts of nostalgic — and
perhaps bitter — memories.
The mad scene that Oct. 16
day in 1969 when the once
"Futile and Frustrated Mets"
emerged from their cocoon as
the "Miracle Mets," winners
over favored Baltimore in
baseball's World Series.
Jubilant spectators pouring
onto the field to rape the
sacred sod, pulling up huge
chunks for souvenirs. The big
blase city of New York busting
out of its seams.
The quiet efficiency of
Manager Gil Hodges. The
dynamic pitching duo of
Seaver and Jerry Koosman
(43 victories between them).

"I am very happy where I
Donn Clendenon's three home
runs. Al Weis, a .255 hitter, am.lam with a great ball club
reaching beyond his norm by which I think will win the division and maybe the World
batting .455.
The repeat act of 1973, again Series. Although I live in Conin the World Series but beaten necticut and spend my off
in seven games by the likes of months in this area, I can't
future Yankees such as Reg- honestly say I miss New York.
gie Jackson, Catfish Hunter
"When you're playing
and Ken Holtzman, all wear- baseball, you don't feel
The
ing Oakland A's uniforms.
homesick for any city. You're
rallying cry of relief ace Tug putting on your uniform seven
gotta days a week, hitting airports,
McGraw, "You
believe!"
packing and unpacking lug-Sure, I have fond gage, working every day and a
prior
Seaver,
memories," said
lot of nights: Your home is the
to taking the mound against dugout."
his former teammates in only
Seaver made his first return
his third Shea appearance
since he was traded to the to Shea in a rival uniform Aug.
21, 1977, some two months
Reds in June, 1977.
-I'm happy to be coming after being traded, beating
home to New York but I'm not Koosman 5-1. He didn't pitch
one to wallow in sentiment. I here in 1978 but last season, on
don't engage in recrimina- Aug. 26, he hurled an 8-0
tions. I don't sit around and shutout. The Mets have beaten
mope and think of what might him two out of three at Cincinnati's Riverfront Stadium.
have been.

Now 35 years old, one the
great right-handed pitchers of
all time,Seaver appears headed for certain Hall of Fame
immortality. In his 13 major
league seasons, through 1979,
he has compiled the
remarkable record of 235 victories, 2,887 strikeouts and an
earned run average,
baseball's true gauge of
mound efficiency, of 2.55.
He ranks fifth in the all-time
list of strikeout specialists
with 2,887 compared with
Walter Johnson's first place
3,508. His ERA is second only
to Walter Johnson's 2.37
among ' pitchers who have
worked more than 3,000 innings.
"I would like to get 300 wins,
naturally, but I won't press.
My aim is to be a consistent
pitcher. When I find I'm not, I
won't hang around just to
boost my statistics,"he said.

Sixers Must Stop Jabaar

An eight-day suspension
against former San Francisco
Giants pitcher Juan Mancinil
had stood since 1965 as the
longest player suspension for
an on-the-field incident.

a
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Reds' Pitcher Had Great Years With Mets

Zachry said,"The adrenalin
was running the second I stepped out of the bullpen car. I
was unconcious out there. I
wanted to stay in and pitch
more but I guess that was
By JOHN NADEL
enough for the first time."
AP Sports Writer
Zachry had been on the
LOS ANGELES (AP) — It
disabled list after surgery to
the ulna nerve in his right doesn't take a Phi Beta Kappa
to know the most important
arm.
defensive assignment for
The Mets scratched a run in Philadelphia during the Nathe first inning on Joel tional Basketball AssociaYoungblood's double, a tion's championship series is
sacrifice and an infield out. to somehow contain Kareem
The Reds tied it in the third on Abdul-Jabbar. But the 76ers
Ken Griffey's triple and Ray have other problems,too.
Abdul-Jabbar was brillant
Knight's RBI grounder.
New York went ahead in the and the outside shooting of
fifth on a single by Cardenal Jamaal Wilkes and Norm Nixand Bomback's first major on was significant in Sunday's
league hit, an RBI double. The 109-102 victory by the Los
Reds then tied it in the sixth on Angeles Lakers in Game One
Geronimo's sacrifice fly with of the best-of-seven series.
However, it's the all-around
the bases loaded.

full run and ran over him
because I've seen guys do that
to umpires and they got $500
fines and three days suspension," said Madlock, whii.f immediately .appealed through
the National League Baseball
Players Association.
There's also a chance
Feeney could reduce the
suspension after hearing
Madlock's appeal, perhaps
June 5 or June 6 when the
Pirates are in New York to
play the Mts.
Crawford, working the
Braves•Phillies game in
Philadelphia, had little to say
when informed. "He admitted
that he did it, that's all,"
Crawford said.
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NL Hands Out Longest Player
Suspension To Pirate Madlock
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The
National League handed out
its longest player suspension
ever for a game incident when
it punished Pittsburgh Pirates
third baseman Bill Madlock
for his run-in with an umpire.
On Monday, National
League President Charles
"Chub" Feeney suspended
Madlock for 15 days, effective
immediately, although the 29year-old player likely will continue playing pending an appeal.
—Others neve been aimed for
longer periods, but the suspensions were either issued by
clubs or for activities that
originated off the field.

MONTREAL ( AP) —World
Boxing Council welterweight
champion Sugar Ray Leonard
and top contender Roberto
Duran of Panama are expected to officially sign contracts Friday for their June 20
Olympic Stadium bout, the
Olympic Installations Board
confirmed Monday.
"Everything has been
resolved and finalized," board
promotions director JeanYves Perron said.
"I guess everything regarding the taxes was all right
with them (Leonard and attorney Mike Trainer)," said
Perron. "That was the only
condition of the formal contract we signed last Wednesday.
The green light for the fight
was delayed until Canadian
tax laws could be sorted out
and it was determined how
much of the $3.5 million the
board has offered Leonard, a
1976 Olympic gold medalist,

I

Marichal, who clubbed Los
Angeles Dodgers catcher John
Roseboro over the head with
his bat, was fined $1,750.
Several Chicago White Sox
players were suspended for
life in the early 1900s in the infamous Black Sox Scandal,
but that originated an an offthe-field gambling scheme in
which the Whitt Sox purposely
lost the 1919 World Series.
Denny McLain of the Detroit
a suspended by
Tigrq
baseball Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn for the last half of the
1100 season for gambling connections, and Brooklyn
Dodgers Manager Leo
Durocher was suspended for a
year in 1948 for associating
with gamblers.
In Madlock's case,
Crawford called the player out
on a swinging third stike to
retired the Pirates with bases
loaded against the Montreal
Expos.

"I am playing forward
now," Johnson said after Sunday's game. "My role on the
team can change according to
the game situation. I wait to
see how the game is going to
determine whether I will play
forward or guard."
Indeed, the Lakers' most
productive team is probably
one which includes Johnson,
Nixon and Mike Cooper, all
listed as guards, on the floor at
the same time.
In addition, there's his genuine enthusiasm, a factor
which can't be measured by
points, rebounds or assists but
certainly has contributed to
the Lakers' success, especially at home.
Los Angeles has won 43 of its
48 games at the Forum this
season, site of Game Two of
the championship series
Wednesday night. Home attendance is up about 3,000 a
game and the place is usually
a madhouse.

play of rookie Earvin had scored 26 points in a spec"Magic- Johnson that pro- tacular debut, leaped into
vides the 76ers with a more Abdul-Jabbar's arms as if the
subtle yet perhaps more team had won the NBA championship.
serious set of difficulties.
The usually stoic AbdulThat's nothing new for opponents of the Lakers this Jabbar must have been stunnseason. The 20-year-old ed by such a sophomoric
Johnson, who is probably one display by the rookie, but if so
of the NBA's finest power for- he didn't let on and has seemwards in disguise as an over- ingly played with much more
sized point guard, has been a emotion this season than in
key factor in turning Los any of his previous four years
Angeles from a playoff also- with the Lakers.
Johnson, a solid 6-foot-8, 215ran to a possible champion.
Abdul-Jabbar is the main pounder, has provided Coach
man, but Magic makes the Paul Westhead with the
Lakers go. Sometimes when equivalent of two players
Johnson's on the sidelines, the because of his versatility. He's
team goes stagnant. But that the manchild who makes the
happens much less when he's Lakers run, and when they
run, it's usually sayonara for
on the floor.
A sign of things to come oc- the other guys.
Magic averaged 18.0 points,
curred in the season-opener
last October. Abdul-Jabbar 7.7 rebounds and 6.9 assists
connected on a skyhook at the during the regular season. In
buzzer to give the Lakers a 11 playoff games, of which the
103-102 victory over the San Lakers have won nine, the
Diego Clippers. Johnson, who averages are 16.4, 10.0 and 9.9.
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Carlton Almost Forced To Break Silence With Near No-Hitter
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Wilier
PHILADELPHIA 1API
Steve Carlton almost becanke
the first no-lut, no-speak pitcher in the history of major
league baseball.
Then again, who knows, if
Carlton hadn't lost his no-hit
attempt Monday night against
the Atlanta Braves he might
have broken a four-year
silence with the media.
Carlton held the Braves
hitless through 72-3 innings.
He led 7-0 and the crowd of
26,165 was on its feet cheering
every pitch. But Bill Nahorodny,, a former member of the
Phillies' organization, ripped
a solid single to center with

two out in the eighth to break his first career no-hitter. He
the spell.
had never come closer than 61Before it was over, the 3 innings before, although he
Braves had three hits and one holds the modern National
run — Dale Murphy's leadoff League record of six onehomer in the ninth — and hitters, the last one on April
Carlton had a 7-1 triumph, his 26.
fifth of the season against one
His fast ball was crackling
loss.
and his slider had the Braves
Carlton has maintained a
baffled. When they looked for
stony silence with the media
either of those pitches, he
for four years. Nobody can
broke off a curve just to keep
find out why because he won't
talk. When one newsnan tried them off-balance. Carlton
walked five and
to break down the wall during struck out 11,
spring training, he was chipped in with a single and
greeted with a stare and "a two RBI.
policy is a policy."
Elsewhere in the NL, the
Forgetting his personality Montreal Expos clobbered the
quirk, Carlton pitched a Houston Astros 10-1, the St.
masterful game in search of Louis Cardinals downed the

Warren Croinarbe ripped a
two-run single. Ken Macha's
single brought in another run
before rain stopped the ganir
-Tor 2 hours and 53 nunutes.
Cardinals 9,Giants 5
Ted Simmons' two-run double keyed a five-run rally if
the second inning and the St
Louis catcher later singled
home an insurance run. Ken
Reitz singled and doubled,
driving home two additional
St. Louis runs, and Tom Herr
doubled and tripled as the Cardinals, who trailed 4-0 before
they came to bat, pounded out
13 hits, pinning the setback on
Vida Blue. Jack Clark drove in
two runs for the Giants with a
single and homer.

Murray High Boys Golf learn— first Row, lett to right, Greg Lino, George Bell, Mark Erwin, Trent Jones, David Ryan. Second Row, John Purdom, Jonathan Overbey, Robert
Billington, Mike Boggess, Coach David Gallagher.

Bump Wills Goes 4-For-4, Sparkles Defensively. Behind Perry
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
For the most part, Bump
Wills has been known as
Maury's son. But if the Texas
second baseman keeps playing the way he did Monday
night Maury may become
known as Bump Wills' father.
Despite a .273 batting
average last year, the
Rangers were unhappy with
Wills' overall play. They
couldn't swing an offseason
deal, though, and now Wills'
price undoubtedly has gone
up...if he's available at all.
Wills went 4-for-4 — three
singles and a double, plus a
walk — scored three times and
sparkled defensivly to back
Gaylord Perry's eight-hit pitching and lead the Texas
Rangers to an 11-3 victory
over the Boston Red Sox.
In addition to starting two
double plays, Wills doubled
and scored ahead of Buddy
Bell's homer in the first inning
and singled and scored on Al
Oliver's double in the third.
"I'm not trying to prove
anything to the organization,"

Wills said. "If I'm trying to
prove anything, it's to me. I
thought I was the best second
baseman in the league my
rookie year 1'1977) and I want
to show I can be again."
In the only other American
League games, the Oakland
A's beat the Cleveland Indians
5-1, the Minnesota Twins
defeated the Baltimore
Orioles 4-2 and the Chicago
White Sox outslugged the
Milwaukee Brewers 11-7.
In addition to helping the
Rangers match their season
high of 16 hits and turning two
double plays, Wills teamed
with shortstop Pepe Frias for
the fielding gem of the night.
Wills went behind second to
stop Carl Yastrzemski's hard
grounder in the seventh inning
and flipped backhand to Fries,
whose throw nipped Yaz at
first and brought the crowd to
its feet in a wild ovation.
"Wills is playing as well as
any second baseman I've ever
played with," said Bell. "And
Gaylord
has
been
unbelievable. He's pitching
probably as well as ever. He's

41. I hope I'm around when he after Chicago pitcher Mike
Proly hit Milwaukee outretires."
Twins 4, Orioles!
fielder Ben Ogilvie with a pitRob Wilfong and Glenn
ch. Ogilvie charged the mound
Adams hit solo home runs and
after Proly and a fight ensued.
Mike Cubbage figured in two Ogilvie, who was ejected from
rallies as Minnesota snapped the game, suffered a bruised
a three-game losing streak. right shin and White Sox
Wilfong connected in the first Manager Tony LaRussa sufinning and Adams hit his to fered a dislocated left
open the fourth. Both came off shoulder during the melee.
Steve Stone, 2-3, who had won
With one out in the sixth,
his last eight decisions in Bob Molinaro drew a walk off
Baltimore. Cubbage doubled loser Dan Boitano and one out
and eventually scored on a later Johnson,the AL's Player
sacrifice fly by Rick Sofield in of the Month in April, smashed
the second inning and his two- his fifth home run of the
out RBI single in the fifth pro- season.
A's 5,Indians 1
duced an unearned run that
Matt Keough scattered six
finished Stone, who is 10-2 at
Memorial Stadium since joining the Orioles last season,
with both losses against the
Twins. He is 0-4 lifetime
against Minnesota with an 8.24
earned run average.
White Sox 11, Brewers 7
The Calloway County boys
Lamar Jonhson's tieand girls track teams closed
bretking two-run homer in the
their regular season yestersixth inning sparked Chicago
day at Heath. The boys finishin a game marred by a freeed second and the girls first in
for-all. Both benches emptied
triangular meets.
in the top of the fourth inning

singles and Oakland got consecutive sixth-inning home
runs from Dave Revering and
Wayne Gross. Keough, who
was 2-17 last season, made his
1980 record 4-2 with his fifth
complete game in six starts.
He lost his shutout on an
unearned run in the ninth inning on two errors and an infield out.
Revering had two hits
besides his homer, including
an RBI single in the seventh.
Keough lowered his earned
run average to 1.61, one of the
best in the league but second
to Mike Norris' 0.44 on the A's
staff.

For the boys, Gary Emerson
again broke his school record
in the triple jump with a
distance of 40-3'2. For the
girls, Mina Todd again won all
four of the events in which she

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Murray Girls
Tennis Team
Still Unbeaten

Baseball At A Glance

The Murray High girls tennis team kept its undefeated
record intact with an 8-0 win at
Caldwell County yesterday.
The final doubles match,
which Starr Jones and Kathy
Walston were leading 3-0, was
halted due to rain.
Murray 8, Caldwell County 0
Singles Results — Candy
Jackson def. Kathy Boyd 8-1;
Kathy Outland def. Dina
Schaper 8-0; Starr Jones def.
Fanestia Cook 8-0; Carol Dick
def. Sherri Perkins 8-0;
Catherine Dick def. Dana
Brown 8-1; Kathy Walton def.
Sandy Nott 8-5.
Doubles Results — JacksonOutland def. Boyd Schaper 61; Dick-Dick def. CookPerkins 6-0.
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Murray High Girls Golf Team — First Row, left to right, Lisa Clees, Christine Spann,
Velvet Jones, Jo Beth Oakley, Wege Rushing, Connie Spann, Coach Mike Miller.

Calloway County Track Teams Conclude Seasons
With Records Of 14-4 For Boys And 15-2 For Girls
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San Francisco Giants and the
New York Mets edged the Cincinnati Reds 3-2 in 10 innings.
Expos 1I, Astros 1
Ron LeFlore collected four
hits and drove in three runs to
pace a 16-hit Montreal attack
as the Expos battered
previously unbeaten J.R.
Richard and three relievers in
a game delayed nearly three
hours by rain in the first inning.
Richard retired only one of
the seven batters he faced as
LeFlore and Rodney Scott led
off Montreal's four-run first
inning with singles and
Rowland Office drove in a run
with a double. After Gary
Carter drew a one-out walk.

When you have a family, you just can't do it
alone That s why you need a partner in protection
Grange Mutual Companies can highly recommend
Ross Insurance Awe)/ tor an your insurance needs
You need Grange protection for your home, your
car, your business, all the precious things you
own and4hose you love
This new Grange Mutual agent offers low
rates, fast claims service— everything you
would expect from a partner Why not get
acquainted soon through a Nitta or a phone
ft Could be thflttart of something big -

Ross insurance Agency
210 East Main St
Murray 42071
Phon: 753-0489
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Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
KANSAS CITY ROYALS-Optioned
Jim Gaudet, catcher, to Evansville at
the American Association
MILWAUKEE BREWERS-Loaned
Andy Replogle, pitcher, from their Vancouver team of the Pacific Coast League
to the Detroit Tigers' Evansville team of
the American Association
National League
PITTSBURGH PIRATES-Announced that Bill Madlock,third baseman, had
been suspended for 15 days and fined
$5,000 by the league for tatting umpire
Jerry Crawford with his glove on May I.
Recalled Pascual Perez. pitcher, from
Portland of the Pacific Coast League
FOOTBALL
National Football League
CLEVELAND BROWNS-Signed Paul
Campbell, fullback-linebacker, and
Steve Green, kicker-punter, to freeagent contracts
NEW ENGLAND PATFUOTS-Signed
Steve Schindler, offensive guard, and
Bruce McGill, linebacker.

NEW YORK JETS-Signed Johnny
"Lam" Jones, wide receiver, and Ralph
Clayton, running back-tight end, to a
series of one-year contracts
ST LOUIS CARDINAI-S-Signed Ru)
Gerela, placekicker, to a one-year contract
COLLEGE
BIG EIGHT CONFERENCE-Named
Carl James,commissioner

participated.
The boys finished with a 14-4
record while the girls had a 152 record.
Team Scores - Heath 67, Calloway
County 54. Fulton City 52.
Individual Results
Shot Put - Ron Cluldress (1st , 47-4.
Discus - Childress (1st 133-0.
Long Jump - Richard Smotherman
I 3rd 13-10; Jeff Butterworth 14th I 18-2.
Triple Jump - Gary Emerson i 2nd)
40-3
brae own school record,.
High Jump, David Tipton 1st 5-6;
Brad Miller lad 5-6, Johnny Robbins
, 4th 5-4
Pole Vault - Freddie (iBryan :2nd)
166
120 Yard High Hurdles - Tommy
Workman '3rd 18_2; Randy Dawson
'4th, 183
100 Yard Dash - Ricky Houston 14th
112
Mile Run - Craig Robertson 12ndl

5 024. Marty Wyatt i3rd 5 11
440 Yard Dash - Keith Lovett 14th)
57.5.
130 Yard Low Hurdles- Dawson 1 3rd)
43.5.
860 Yard Run - Wyatt (2ndi 2;12.5.
220 Yard Dash - Houston i ird 1 25.1;
Ricky Barrow 14th 25.7.
Two Mile Run - Robertson I lat)
11 29.4.
Mile Relay - 2nd Dawson, Marshall
McLeod,Smotherman, Lovett I 3568
Team Scores - Calloway County 105,
Heath 26. Fulton City 21.
Individual Remits
Shot Put - Mina Todd 1st) 32-3; Lon
Charlton '2nd)24624t; Jame Green 3rd
77-11
Discus — Todd Ast 96-0, Charlton
(hid 894
Long Jump - Todd / 1st 1 12-34a ; Jena
Hoke :2nd, 15-14 Vida Houghton (3rd
15-)o
High Jump - Todd i Lit) 4-8:
Houghton 2nd 4-6, Noreen Herndon
3rd 4-6.

Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
PITTSBURGH AP - Pittsburgh
Pirates third baseman Bill Madlock
received one of the longest suspensions
ever in major league baseball for hitting
an umpire with his glove during a
dispute on May 1
National League President Charles
Feeney suspended Madlock for 15 days
and fined him 15,000. although Madlock
will likely continue to play pending an
appeal
NEW YORK i AP)- Lamar Johnson
of the Chicago White Sox, who tut Si
while leading the American League with
a .619 slugging percentage and a 450(obese percentage, was named the Player
of the Month for April The designated
hitterhrst baseman finished the month
second in the league in betting average
and runs batted in
NEW YORK AP - Toronto Blue
Jays' right-hander Dave Stieb, who tossed three complete-game victories in
April without a lass. was named the
American League Pitcher of the Month
NEW YORK AP I - New York
Yankees slugger Reggie Jackson. who
slammed three home rim and batted
474 last week, was named the American
League Player of the Week The right
fielder knocked in six runs, including
Iwo game-winners, during the week that
saw the Yankees win four of five contests
NEW YORK
-Ctucago Cubs' infielder Lenny Randle, who batted .401
last week, was named the Nahanni
League's Player of the Week He collected 14 hits in 23 at bats, hitting in all
six of the Cubs' games He got two or
more hats in five of those games
TENNIS
NEW YORK i API
Thirdseeded
Vitas Genilaitis hod to battle through
Iwo be-breakers to outlast John Sadri 46,74, 74 in the opening round of WITCO
Tournament of (Tampions at Forest
Hills
Meanwhile, Eddie Dobbs downed
Larsel's Shama Glickstein 6-2, 11-1 and
Balms Tororty of Hungary eliminated
Eliot Tellacher 24, 74.6-3
In other matches. Vijay Arrintrai 01
India whipped Heinz Gunthardt 01
Switzerland 3-6, 7-5, 74, Peter Fleming
downed Howard Schneni....
44, 42:
Andrew Pittman of Rhodesia stopped
Australia's Kan Warwick 64. 6-4, and
Peter McNamara of Australia outlasted
Bi1TScaition-67,
DUF-SSELDORF, West Germany
( AP) - Harold Solomon whipped
Manuel Orantes 6-4, II-1, and Sandy
Mayer topped Joie Italielrel 6-3, 6-4 as
the United States routed Spain 60 in the
opening round of the 9414,110 Nation's
Cup Telma Tournament
Riorn Borg beat John Alexander 74,32, and Kaell Joharisson downed Phil Dent
6-41, 74 as Sweden edged Australia 2-1 in
the day'm other match Alexander and
Dant beat Barg and Om Bengston 24,
3,6-2 for A natralla's point

2 Piece Sectional Sofa

wanovaliamewaralin-Meew

with Armless Love Seat Or.

110 Yard Hurdles - Melissa Miller
(150) 16.6; Herndon r 3rd) 184
100 Yard Dash - Gina Walker / 1st ,
12.0; Hake (3rd)12.4
Mile Run - Denise Rutherford i 1st
6;44; Mandy Miller
2nd) fi. 45,
Stephanie Wuest I 3rd) 6:48; Karen Hall
I 4th 7:03.
PIO Yard Relay - Lit Dee Dee
Darnell, Rhonda McCuaton, Gina
Walker, Melissa Miller )1 -58.6
440 Yard Dash - Jill Childress 1st
1 06.
330 Yard Hurdles - Melissa Miller
lst 52.5, Herndon i4thi51.7.
WO Yard Medley Relay - 1st I Darnell,
McCuiston, Childress, Hoke 1105.1.
680 Yard Run - Houghton bid )
2 59.6; Mandy Miller (3rd) 3;03.2; Brenda Cratendon 14th )3:03.7
220 Yard Dash - Walker :2nd' 201,
Hake 3rd )29 9.
Mlle Relay - 1st Childress, Tammy
Torsak. Donna Coles, Melissa Miller
448
440 Yard Relay - 1st (Darnell, McCuistan, Walker. Childress)56.1.
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30 Square Miles Burned
By Fire; 1,000 Forced
From Michigan Homes

r.

MIO, Mich. API — A raging brush fire swept through
the only nesting area of the
rare"Bird of Fire" and burned out of control today after
scorching 30 square miles of
forest land and forcing more
than 1,000 people from their
homes in Huron National
Forest.
One firefighter died in the
blaze, forest service officials
said.
The fire was set intentionally Monday by the Forest Service to clear timber from the
nesting area of the endangered bird, the Kirtland's
Warbler,authorities said.
The songbirds, which
numbered 422 at last count,

Billy Dean Bailey
To Serve On
Hubbard's Staff
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard,
D-Ky., has unnounced that Billy Dean Bailey, 21, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul D. Bailey,
Route 8, Murray, will. be serving as an intern on his staff in
Washington for one month
beginning May 12.
Bailey is presently a senior
at Murray State University
majoring in biology and will

thrive only in jack pine stands
that grow when the heat from
fire opens jack pine cones and
releases seeds, forest service
officials said. Fire also
prepares the forest flour for
their growth.
But winds gusting to 25 mph
fanned the flames beyond the
200 acres officials planned to
burn, spreading the fire from
the nesting area near Mio,
about 50 nules west of Lake
Huron,toward the lake.
An unidentified Forest Service firefighter was killed, and
another unidentified person
burned,
was severely
authorities said.
Authorities identified the
dead firefighter as 29-year-old
James L. Swiderski, a Forest
Service biological technican,
who was overcome by smoke
while operating a tractor
plow. Another person was
severely burned.
The entire populations of
South Branch, Jose Lake and
Chain Lake were among the
people who fled their homes.
•'The sky was full of smoke all
day long," said Ed Mielcreak,
who left his home in Chain
Lake when the flames were
four miles away.
He and some 200 others
spent the night on the floor at
Hale High School near South
Branch.
,As Forest Service
Firefighters from Michigan,
Minnesota and Wisconsin battled to contain the blaze, two
other fires raged in
Michigan's northern Lower
Peninsula. Some 1,500 acres
burned in the Mackinaw State
Forest, 50 miles south of the
Straits of Mackinac. Another
fire destroyed 500 acres of the
TIttabawassee River State
Forest, about 25 miles west of
Saginaw Bay.
The causes of those fires
were not known and damage
estimates were not available.
The tiny yellow-and-blue
Kirtland's Warblers have not
arrived from their winter
home in the Bermudas; they
are due in late May or early
June. The entire population
lives in the Huron National
Forest during summer, said
Bill Lowenstein, a spokesman
for the Department of Natural
Resources.
The fire would not
necessarily make the area
uninhabitable for the birds
unless all the trees were lost,
said Audubon Society
spokesman Wilbur T. Bull.
Kirtland's Warblers
numbered slightly more than
1,000 in 1961 but dropped to
around 200 in 1971, Bull said.
The population has increased
slowly in the past decade.
The bird was at its peak
between 1890 and 1910, when
logging and burning increased
the area of jack pine, making
habitat
nesting
more
available for the warbler.

Al

Billy D.Bailey
enter the University of
Louisville School of Medicine
this fall. He is a 1976 graduate
of Murray High School.
At Murray State University,
Bailey is a member of Alpha
Chi academic honor society,
and in 1979 was selected for inclusion in "Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities and Colleges." He has
also served as microbiology
lab assistant at the university.
As an active 4-H member,
Bailey has served as educational programs assistant at
the National 4-H Center in
Washington, D.C. In 1976 he
was one of five Kentucky
delegates to the National 4-H
Conference and in 1977 was
Kentucky State 4-H Achievement Project Champion.
Bill is a member of University Church of Christ in Murray.

Health Group To Meet

Murray State
Students Recognized
Twenty-seven Murray State Presson, a professor of home
Jolly, Larry D. Kips, Celia 0
University students have been economics, is the secretary
Larson, Kathleen A. Luber,
recognized by the Sigma Xi and treasurer.
Mark B. Lyles, Terri L. McClub on campus in recognition
The students recognized Carty, Tammy J. Melton and
of scientific papers they have were: Gregory S. Beale, Fred Miller.
authored during the school Henry W. Burnett, David CanAlso, Nicolette L. Murray,
year and based on scientific nemela, J. Cathy Christopher, Robert S. Oddo, Stephen L.
research performed under the Brent T. Cole, Phillip Cunn- Purvis, Gary Rice, Kevin M.
direction of faculty members. ingham, Billy D. Heady and Simpson, Mary M. Stelzer,
The club is affiliated with Michael W. Heyn.
Mark C. Sumner, Larry D.
Sigma Xi, an international
Also, Saundra L. Hoover, Teitloff and Herbert R
society devoted to the promo- William G Howe, Debora R. Vaughn.
tion of research.
Murray State President
Constantine W. Curris was the
principal speaker for the occasion.
President of the club is Dr.
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Ken- Resources and Environmental
Vaughn Vandegrift, an
tucky State Police Commis- Protection, deputy secretary
associate professor of
sioner Kenneth E. Branden- of the Governor's Cabinet and
chemistry. Dr. Charles
burgh announced the appoint- as Carroll's chief executive
Chaney, professor of
ment of Paul Eugene Peter as assistant for external affairs.
agriculture and acting departdeputy commissioner to the
Brandenburg said Peter will
mental chairman, is the
State Police effective be his chief executive officer.
president-elect, while Dr. Alta
Thursday.
The deputy commissioner
post has been vacant since the
retirement of Stewart Miller
in March 1977.
Brandenburg said Peter
The Paducah Symphony Orwas appointed to meet the inEARLINGTON,Ky. I AP) —
chestra plans its fourth and
creased
managerial
demands
Alvin Downey, Jr. of rural
final concert of the 79-80
Madisonville as killed and in his office brought about by season at 8:15 p.m. Saturday,
water
safeEarlington Police Chief Con- the transfer of the
May 17, in Jetton Auditorium.
way J. "Jim" Sidman was ty, motor carrier compliance
The program will consist of
seriously wounded in an ex- and parks and building securi- performances of Franz
ty
units
to
the
state
police.
change of gunfire here, accorPeter has been serving as Schubert's Symphony No. 8 in
ding to state police.
senior
administrative assis- B Minor, Johannes Brahms'
State troopers were called to
Symphony No. 4, in E Minor,
McCuen Street in Earlington tant to Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. and. the Festival Overture
about 1:45 p.m. CDT Monday, since January. Before joining composed by Schostakovich.
Detective Mike Winn of the Brown's staff, Peter served in
Tickets are available at
Madisonville state police post the offices of former gover- City-County Arts Council,
nors
Julian
Carroll
and
said, and found Sidman
Family Music Center, Keyhad been shot in the chest Wendell H. Ford. During Car- Note Music, Inc., Conrad's
in an exchange of gunfire with roll's administration, Peter Pianos Si Organs. Prices will
served as deputy secretary in
Alvin Downey,Jr."
be adults,$6 and students $3.
Downey,52, had been placed the Department of Natural
under arrest "on some kind of
drunk charge," Winn said.
Downey was pronounced dead
at the scene by a Hopkins
County deputy coroner, he added.
Sidman, 51, was taken to the
Regional Medical Center of
Hopkins County in Madisonville where he was listed in
"serious but stable" condition
Monday night.
"A coroner's inquest is
scheduled for 1 p.m. Wednesday," in connection with
Downey's death, Winn added.

Brandenburgh Appoints
Deputy Commissioner

Paducah Symphony
Orchestra Plans
Final Concert

Madisonville Man
Killed, Policeman
Wounded In Gunfire

Representative
To Be In Hardin
Friday, May 9
U. S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard
will be in Hardin on Friday,
May 9, to address the Hardin
Optimist Club in honor of the
annual "Hardin Day."
Hubbard will speak at the
Hardin Community Building
at 7 p.m.
According to Bill Butler,
president of the Hardin Optimist Club, the public is invited to attend the Congressman's address, which
will be followed by a country
music show.

Various approaches for
drug abuse treatment and
prevention will be under
discussion May 9 when the
board and the Program
Development Committee of
Health Systems Agency-West
meet in Elizabethtown.
The program Development
Committee, starting at 9 a.m.
EDT), and the board, starting at 3 p.m., will consider 17
applications for federal funds
for health-related programs.
Both sessions will be in the
Lincoln Trail Area Development District Office, 702 College Street Road,and are open
to the public.
Eleven of the 17 applications
concern abuse of alcohol,
other drugs or solvents. The
remaining requests include:
$3.2 million for family planning services statewide; $16,000
for management training
workshops for home health
agency personnel sponsored
by the Louisville Visiting
Nurse Association; $40,159 for
clinical internships with a new
physical therapy training program planned by the University of Louisville, and $129,578 to
continue a respiratory clinic
for coal miners at Muhlenberg
Community Hospital.
Also, the committee and
board of the federal-statesupported health planning
agency will consider competing applications from
Western Louisville for grants
under a special Adolescent
Pregnancy Prevention and
Services program.
The Russell Area Teenage
Pregancy Prevention Project
seeks $86,606 for counseling
and referral services that
would be based at the
Plymouth Urban Center. The

Christian Association seeks Louisville.
In the Purchase area, th.
$134,140 for a program that
would be housed at the Joseph Friedman Regions
Chestnut Street YMCA. Under Substance Abuse Center a
the special program, agencies Paducah is requesting con
Untied state alcohol formuli
are to provide pregnancy
testing and family planning funds and the Western Ken
services; prenatal and tucky Mental Health-Menta
postnatal care; nutrition Retardation Board seek:
counseling; and referral for $23,482 for substance abusi
vocational training, aloption counseling and referral at
counseling, and pediatric or Murray State University.
The North Central Comother appropriate health serprehensive Care Center at
vices.
Seven Counties Services Elizabethtown and the Green
based in Louisville seeks four River Comprehensive Center,
of the 11 substance abuse Owensboro, have application
grants - to start a new preven- in for state alcohol formula
tion program for children of grants. The Pennyroyal Menchemically-dependent tal Health-Mental Retardation
parents, and to continue its 32- Board requests $22,700 for new
bed medical detoxification education outreach efforts for
center,a 12-bed halfway house young potential substance
for women, and its alter- abusers, using school
natives for Women education- assemblies and psycho-drama
outreach program aimed at presentations.
legal
women
abusing
prescription drugs and
alcohol. Other Louisville area
CAPYBARA
requests are for the Portland
A capybara is a water hog
Solvent Abuse Program and found in South
America.
an expansion of it into Central

BEDWETTER
DRY BED
LET THEM HAVE A

The greatest gift you can give a berteretter and
the rest of the
family. too, is as and to this serious proble,n. and
mak* no
mistake, bedwetting is serious. It can cause
complicated psychological problems Mal last a lifetime. It's so
needless because bedwetting, when not caused by organic
detect or
disease, can be ended. Send Ion our Ir,,brochure.
'Bedwetting
—What It. All About and How To End II", a report
by two
medical doctors. No obligation
"Equally Effective for Adults"
Mall to: PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL, LTD.
311 FIrs1StreevNeroosa WI 54457
PARENTS NAME

lir?!

ADDRESS
CITY

At4ISID

PAWS
MACNINE

STATE

PHONE
• •••116C

WE HELP SOME DOCTORS CHILDREN

IA Vitiletb
Auto Care
REPAR TMENT

•4::K

turtle wax •

SAVE Tvina ON
VALVOLNE!

r:fr
r:fr

1611.1
t
<tlf•IltIVOL11

Your Net Price

Sale Price .. $17.88
Less Mail
Rebate
$3.00
CLEANER,
PRIMER
'STEP II

TOP COAT
SEALANT
(SEEP 31

14"

REACHVATOP

LVO
%so
trrr.

How Would You
Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???

GET OUR GREAT PRICE.
PLUS A 1.9v OIKK:
10W 30

66e qt.

way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect...
The First Few
Days of the Month
Expect them and have your
$3.00 ready. If this is Impossible tell them whoa to
come and collect.

AUTO VISOR

r:fr

\

INSTRUCTION
800ALET

\

DECAt

Sale Price
Less Mail Rebate
16 oz. liquid
Or

$3.99
$1.00

Your Net $299
Price

See how much you'll
save on our other
Automotive Products.

I•11,1•1.,

•

z7fr

Balanced lighting 10F make-up
and grooming touch-ups. Clips
on to all auto visors. Sturdy
p1#4c casing.

OAR&

HISI III .11 IIIRG NITERS

Bel-Air
Center

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

SALE PEKES EFFECTIVE TIMU-S-ISAO

arrso-rrieromPP4P'•rimer

•

SPECIAL
APPLICATOR

Car Wax

13oz. paste

MAKE-UP MIRROR

' CONTE)0,_

TURTLE EHTRII

last

WE RESERVE TNE Rosin TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

WIMI111111111111•116r

While
quantities

*Get a $1.00 check
right from A.
J. Foyt and Valvoline... when you buy
five quarts of Valvoline® Motor Oil or
four quarts of Valvoline Motor Oil and a
Valvoline Oil Filter. Limited time offer.
See us for coupons!

That's the

The Carriers Collect

V

RASE COAT SEAIANT
STEP 21

ZIP
AGE
iAcss 4 501

Me,nation*, Ltd IVO)

Phone
753-8304

ase area, Ur
Ian Regional
se Center a
guesting con
Notwol formula
Western Ken
Health-Menta
board seek:
stance abust
referral at
iiversity.
.'entral
Corn.
e Center at
.nd the Green
msiye Center,
•e application
•ollol formula
nyroyal Mend Retardation
22,700 for new
ich efforts for
I substance
ng school
)sycho-drama
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HEALTH TIP No.6

0

ii

EXCESSIVE TV VIEWING
CONVERTS IRON IN THE
BLOODSTREAM TO LEAD
IN THE FANNY.

STAY ACTIVE
AND FEEL BETTER.
FROM THE PEOPLE
WHO CARE...
SAY-RITE

dr

SALE HIKES EFFECTIVE TIRO 9-1 3-S0

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

.
,

Mothers

PRESSED di,
POWDER 4144

Day

kRA
a water hog

MAKE-TIP

LIQUID
$

CLEAN
MAKE-1P

ER

d the at of the
n. and mak* no
ornplica had pay10 new:Hess bepink defect oy
we.-Bedwetting
i report by two

ER
L.

g

Trust your prescriptions
to the people you KNOW
you can depend on.

SUPER
SHEER

$ 28

BLUSH

JONTUE
COLOGNE

BRUSH
ON

Choose from many
assortments of the
finest chocolates.

NATURAL ATOMIZER SPRA
2.5 OZ.
$8.50 VALUE

44

EYE
SHADOW $199

711,1 Di 2CICIE
:.:1.1(117•45

$499

$ 58

BUM

COLLECTIONS

roOV,AZIO
f

MOISTURIZED
sL:1.w $1 28

Moms are
very•very
special.

LONG
N'LUSH $

44

MASCARA

Be sure to remember
yours with a beautiful
Nfother's Day Card

SILK
FLOWER
ARRANGEMENTS

CACHET
NATURAL
SPRAY
COLOGNE

The perfect gift
for Mother's Day

Crosby* excellence ia an American tradition

COLOR WALLET-SIZE
PRINTS
MADE
R"
YOUR
PRINT
ORIGINAL

COLOR
PROCESSING
Kodak

MEDIUM OR SOFT

P.V.M.

6

p-VIVI•
itc

APPETITE CONTROL
99
2
20(APRIL'S$

)
ONE-A-DAY
VITAMINS

3.20Z.
$8.00 VALUE
REGULAR OR PLUS IRON

2 SHAVERS

$199
iscrs

YOUR CHOICE...
• 26 Gal, -Rash & Grass Bags.
20 Count
• 44 Qt. Tall Kitchen Can Bags.
30 Count
•33 Gal. Large TtasIT& Yard- Bags. 15 Count

Bel-Air Center

NORFORM
FEMININE

close.up

DEODORANT
SUPPOSITORIES
88
2S1
$

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

Phone 753-8304
••••

..•••• WWWWW.WW.m.WWW1ww

•
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At Tile Movres

ukApAizttaith

(Reviews Of Correa! hlevies At Newest/ Ellessitres)
lig KENT FORRESTER

Foxes: A Den Of Rotten Kids
4PP1

Foxes is a bleak and
depressing movie about nasty
kids and selfish adults.
Halfway through I began to
wish there were a Carrie
waiting in the wings so that
she could arrive at the conclusion to reduce the whole wretched bunch to fire and ashes.
I mean, these kids are really
rotten In an early scene that
sums up their contempt for
people and institutions, the
four rotten kids are strutting
through a supermarket One
of them grabs a bag of potato
chips off a shelf, tears the bag
open, stuffs a few chips in her
mouth, and throws the big
back on the shelf. Her three
girlfriends laugh.
The world they exist in is the
empty, self-centered, affluent
world of the L.A. teenager -a
world filled with Qualudes,

Kiss polars, glitter tee shirts
with obscene slogans. no-cal
yogurt, punk rock albums,
halter tops, hip huggers,
Twudues, fast food hamburgers, uppers, downers,
Hollyward Boulevard porno
shops, the pill, rock concerts,
hair blowers, and the constant
din of rock music coming from
everywhere.
The adult world is no better
The teachers are fools, the
rock musicians pander to the
kids' rebellious attitudes, and
the parents are selfish and
remote. The only halfway
sympathetic adult is Sally
Kellerman + whose only flaws
are adultery, bitchiness, and
laziness). In a moment of insight, she screams at her
daughter r Jodie Foster
"You may look like kids but
you don't sound like them.

, CROSSWORD PUZZLER
5 Essence
ACROSS
Answer to Monday's Puzzle
6 Church digni1 Large bird
tary
4 State Abbr
COM CC
7 Scale note
6 Talk idly
8 Pain
11 Leave
9 Frogs
13 Shrink
10 Goddess of
15 Preposition
nealing
16 Dull finish
C1313171 33
12 Part of 'to
18 Rabbit
19 interiection
21 Metal fasten- 14 French article
17 Stalemates
Or
CCU CCOU 0031
22 Mans nick- 20 Attempt
COCO COCO 03
24 Jacob's
name
CC UOCCODD
brother
23 Fall back
25 Small child
26 Pronoun
27 Warm
29 Ballads
28 Comfort
31 Halt
56 Exclamation
29 Tibetan
4-4 Snake
33 Babylonian
57- Vegas
priest
46 Explosion
deity
59 Tantalum
Adam's
son
Prophets
30
48
34 Hebrew
symbol
49 Outcast
month
32 Wan
36 Doctrine
51 One opposed 62 Printer's
35 Goal
measure
5-4 Imitated
38 Greek letter 37 Session
64 Italian river
42 Mend
55 Broad
39 While
40 Pronoun
41 Employed
3 7 5 1 to 1111
1 2 3 IIII4 3
43 Tardy
14
1
NIS
12
it
45 Priests vestment
Ha
N
14I
47 Disease
21
11
50 Scale note
52 Woody plant
24 17
23
53 Animals foot
56 Wolfhound
33
32
31
58 Awkward
S•
SI
34
60 Greek letter

017000
MCC= MCD033
CC CC00000 00
CC COCO 0033
CCM OCMC 033
CCM nomo
CC OECD DEICED]
33
OUGIOCO 000033
MUM 00 003

61 Hurry
63 Harvested
65 Prick
66 Jr s dad
67 Poem
DOWN
1 Redact
2 Bill of fare
3 Above
4 18th President

11111:
1$
4
21111
1

41

46
eo

SI

No

et

44

_ 1 LA ma

1.6

PEANUTS
ANOTHER TENNIS
TOURNAMENT?

You're short forty-year-olds."
Fazes is not badly made As
a matter of fact, its a rather
incisive portrait of the
destrucuve and empty lives of
a segment of the teenage
population in the U.S. it has a
jumpy, nervous quality to it
that will likely hold your attenuoo to the end.
But after Fakes, you may
feel the need for an antidote.
Perhaps a Walt Disney film
about good-natured kids, pipesmoking dads, and fumbling
it well-intentioned teachers
will ease your depression.
Foxes is rated R. Although
Use film is not sexually explicit, the language and situations are fairly coarse. Foxes
falls in the middle of the R
scale.

Four Rivers Council
To Host Expo 80
Saturday, May 17
Four Rivers Council, Boy
Scouts of America, will host
its Boy Scout Exposition (EXPO 80) Saturday, May 17 from
noon until 4 p.m. at Camp Roy
C. Manchester on Kentucky
Lake about 5 miles north of
Aurora, Kentucky, off
Highway 68.
EXPO 80 will feature live
demonstrations in Scouting
skills and activities. Cub
Scouts, Boy Scouts and Explorer Scouts from about 50
units in the Purchase Area
will compete for awards. A
Council-wide Pine Wood Derby is slated for Cub Scouts. A
first-aid station will provide
free physicals for Scouts who
plan to attend summer camp,
for those going to Philmont
Scout Ranch, and for Cub
Scouts attending Cub Scout
Day Camp.
Over 1,000 people are expected to enjoy EXPO 80, the
largest gathering of scouts
and scout leaders in the area
this year. Everyone is invited,
so uniformed Scouts will be
selling tickets to the public
door-to-door. Children under
12 will be admitted free, while
individual and family tax-,
deductible tickets will sell for
$1 and $2 respectively.
Refreshments will be provided by the Order of the Arrow
honor campers.

2./lofts
Bible Facts Free Stove for tne
needy 759-4600

EDIT* SUDO
Ih Ora ~WEI at Potty
Ames Woo sod Na
Styles. for oppolyrholoot
call
Ili-3111

Starks
Hardware
2In Popior Its
753-1227

AM -FM stereo receiver
with cross or 8-frock
player-recorder and
record change, plus
wide range speakers.
On sale now fora?Goodyeor,
South 1 2th and Glendale. 753-0595.

FOR SALE
135 mm, F2.8,
telephoto lens. Call
753-5322 after 4 p.m
Country Way Cafe, 121 South at
Cherry Corner. Specials of the
week; Picnic Pak: 16 pieces of
chicken, $5.75. 4 piece
Chicken Dinner. $2.50. Kentucky Lake Fiddlers, $2.75. 21
piece Shrimp Dinner, $3.15
753-9163.
GUNS
We buy and sell
new & used

ROGER'S
GUN SHOP
Low prues

753 3309

Warehouse
Storage
Specs
For Root
Ideol for storing house full of
furniture, cars, antiques,
business overflows., etc.
Phone 753-7618 after 5:00

For Salo
1 35 Massey Ferguson
tractor 1972 model.
51
/
2 foot bush hog, 8
ft. pickup disc, 2 row
cultivator, 1 2 plow
16'. Price $5500. Call
436-2279

SURE---TAKE
YOUR PICK

W unoro restore Srracsts

EETLE BAILEY
HE IN THE GUCCI
SIGNATURE TENT

CAN'T YOU
DE MORE
SPEC I PIC?

WorM Elochisal
Wailes
lotrodoceo
ML B.
Relieves long or short terns
pain. For information write
Boo 102 Murroy. Kentucky
Money Bock Gooronise.

Sell-Trod*

-Pawn
We Pay
Cash For
GOLD- 10K, 14K, 16K,
111K, 22K; SILVER COINS
1961
mad
before;
STERLING

Vernon',
Western Store
Powrithop
Olympic Plaza

NANCY

VOL/ CA rd PING'
HIM OVER THERE
SOMEWHERE

Reward of $200 will be given
to any person or persons furnishing information leading to
the arrest and conviction of tbe
person or persons who took
items from the cottages in the
Johnny Reed section on Kentucky Lake Any person having
information may contact
Sheriff Max Morris at his office

Me ewer Mese Wm, Mel% OmblIne
%awn)
eeld Mem le merle No
rafted. deorie The MOW pleas
tee rem sews as We me ewe Mr
me eke,

4. In Memory
Dedicated to Marbeth Shelton
this Mother's Day in the
memory of her and Gerald
Lovins beloved mother whom
the Lord called home February
28, 1980.
In restful, peaceful sleep you
lie
Do we dare to ask him why
It was his will and this we
know
the reason why you had to go.
We are thankful to the Lord
avove
for having had you and your
sweet love
Only in death from us you are
gone
Your niemory within us will
always live on.
The flesh is weak so sometimes
we cry
then we pray to him on high
to give us strength to make us
strong
to ease the pain since you are
gone.
You were someone loving and
dear to all
Your time had come for the
Master's call
Your labor on Earth is over and
you're gone.
You have stored up much for
your heavenly home
Someday we'll sing Heaven's
new song
Until then you'll always be
A very special memory.
By Janet Ferguson.

5. Lost and Found
Lost: Four Geese, 3 gray, 1
white, in Martin Chaple area. If
found please call 753-7277.
St. Bernard, brown and white,
somewhere in Palestine community off 94 East. Answers to
the name Benii. Reward! Call
474-2277.

Pcgr
Oat?
SLONDIE!

6. Help Wanted
Would you like to wotk part
time and earn full time wages?
Call 753-0541 or 753-9436.

19. Farm Equipment

HELP
INUIT=

.10111,

Scotts Test
1114411119e irt

dm.

MF-SSAGE FOR
LT. PLIZz

ant

CARTER STUDIO

HAVE\
TO QUALIF'(?

OH,MISTER --WILL YOU TOSS
MY BALL UP?

Mattes
Frosorf

II.SploClOilg *Of g01.. 01

Early Bird
Special

PONT YOU

0P S

A. Nolo Wanted

2.N

Port time or full
time waitr•ssas.
Apply in porson
Jerry's Rostaurant,
Hazel
Highway
Murray, Ky.

111116111011ATI MMUS
MITS-SALS
17 OS
STAN? Watll TODAY'
Tired of She same old ilsonn•
,
National firm now less openings
for serecal from Me anns To mOrrig
sine novel USA No opooNonow

necessary Al.pos.11 peel east
training ptogrosn ors! expense
*awing atornmt Mast Ise SIngl•
nee, AND ABLE TO STANT ee

MEDIA rosy ,
1 00 TRa Val To rem,
mew cities and return Cu, to,
methane preasmera see Mr Poe
To Wednesday only Holoday
11 to 1 2 to 5 No phone coils
piooeis Parents ...Nkomo O ol
erne.

13. For Sale or Trade
Established business in good
location. Limited low interest
financing available. Consider
trade for real estate, farm land,
rental property, etc. Call 7534109.

14. Want To Buy
Freezer, bedroom suite: and
breakfast set. Call 753-7975.
Old time ice box in good condition. Call 753-9829 after 5 pm.
Would Ike to boy swing
sot whit Ude. Cal 7517952 after pm.

20. Sports Equipment
NEC 5 stage 20 guage shotgun
shell reloader $75 Call 751
6251 after 5 pm

n.Musical

Automatic Sound Sanyo ST-C4N-AM-FM, stereo casette. The
only quality unit we're found to
fit imported cars with no dash
alterations, $149.50 buys you
this unit completely installed
also a wide selection of
speakers. LEACH'S MUSIC
SHOP. Paris Tn. 901-642-6463
Grand pianos used. Baby Grand
53", French Grand 56", concert 9 ft. Baldwin Grand. Practice pianos. Used Baldwin
organ and Hammond organ.
New Baldwin organs and
pianos. Lonardo Piano Company. Paris, TN, across from
Post Office.
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co.,
across from the Post Office,
Paris, TN.
Pre-owned Sonnets, uprights,
console and baby grand pianos.
Priced from $90 up. New
pianos for rent. LEACH'S
MUSIC Paris's first and formost
music store. For further information call 901-642-6463.
Wanted: Responsible party to
take over low monthly
payments on spinet piano. Can
be seen locally. Write credit
manager; P.O. Box 537,
Shelbyville, IN 46176.

23. Exterminatin

Used weight lifting equipment
Metal plates only. Call 7539829.
Want to buy Junk cars. Call
474-8838 after 5 pm.
Set of cattle racks for Chevrolet
truck, $100; 3 old spray
pumps, 8 roller, $25 a piece;
one new 18x15 Regal XL white
spoke wheel, $25, log wagon,
$125; 2 old Walnut tree logs
for sale. Call 753-5463.

16. Home Furnishings
Hotpoint frost-free refrigerator
and range for sale. In excellent
condition. Call 759-1286.
New Papasan chair (Bamboo)
with cushion, $150. Call 7537232.
Several pieces of Haviland
china, Rosalinde pattern. Call
after 4 on, 437-4239.

ISCR

Need Office

Seek?
We hove 24 extra good
used metal desks at a
good, low price!

Wiggins
Fansitnr•
Hwy. 641 North
753-4566

27. Mobile Home Sales
For sale: 1973 12x55 mobile
home with new furniture, priced to sell, located in Fox
Meadows. 753-2810.
Short on cash but need a
mobile home now? We trade for
anything of value on down payment, (cars, boats, motorcycles,riding lawn mowers and
etc). Call Gary Byers, 527-1427,
Benton Ky.
1971 Trailer, gas, 2 redwood
decks, Call 759-1971 or 753815.
USED MOBILE HOMES. Own
your own home and fight inflation. Guaranteed and completely reconditioned. 10', 12'.
14' wide. (Free) Delivery. West
End Mobile.Homes, Highway 60
West, Paducah, U2-1918.

28. Mob. Home Rents
For rent: 2 bedroom trailer,
near Murray city limits. No
pets. Call 489-2611.

UH.
LOOKEV

THAT LITTLE BOY'S
FIRST LESSON. SOON
HE'LL BE RUNNiNCit
AROUND UP HERE

LIKE A MONKEY.

SO MEV.
LUCKY!

COULD!

Mimi
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758
Business or office space
available for rent or lease
Close to court square. Private .
customer parking. Call 753- •.
4109.

OFFICE
SPACE
FOR RENT
Good location. Excellent
parking
facilities. Newly
redecorated. Over
1800 sq. ft. Will rent
all
or
port.
Available June 1
1980. 753-8355 or
436-4839.

Duplex, unfurnished apartment, newly decorated,
available now. Call 753-6944.
Duplex apartment, 2 bedroom,
with carport and storage, central heat and air, refrigerator,
range, dishwasher, washing
machine hookup. Couples with
no pets preferably. Located on
Stadium View Drive. Call 7531799 after 8:30 pm. Deposit
required.
For sale or rent New duplex in
Westwood Subdivision. Two
bedroom, bath, large living
room, kitchen with stove and
disposal, washer and dryer
hookup. Call 753-5400 after 4
pm.
Furnished efficiency apartment, two blocks from University. $120 per month, $120
deposit. Call 753-9829.
New 2 bedroom duplex in Northwood, deposit required, no
pets. Call 753-0814.
Nice furnished one bedroom
apartment. Inquire 100 South
13th Street.
Quite pretty one bedroom
apartments near downtown.
$210 per month, You pay electric. Call 753-6639.
Two bedroom Apartment, stove
and refrigerator, garbage
disposal Call 753-9240.

FOR RENT

r

Nice furnished apartments for 1, 2, 3 or 4
college girls. Summer
and fall semester, with
swimming
pool
privilege. Call 7535865 days or 753-5108
after 6 p.m. and on
Sunday.

Two bedroom apartment. 2
baths, wall to wall carpet, central heat and air, partial
utilities furnished 1414 Vine
Street

TERMITES

hundreds of families who have sent for
information front vopliEl, we lost don't
have enovgil SAW'.REPIUSINTATIVIS
to deNver the infemiiutien you have
requested but we are trying. Representatives are ingently needed. If you
meet ow gralifications:
I. We MI**you
2. Direct to consmnorin home sales.
3.law bore ay.
4. MO amurthele*N'
5. Work manly frogs appointments.

CALL C
1141

30. Business Rental

WE CONTROL

BRITANNICA
AGAIN WE MUST APOLOGIZE to the

THESE.PEOPLE ARE
RAiS612 ON THESE ROPES
,MOST OF
,• AND SPENC
THEIR LIVES UP HERE.,

MOUS

Bearcat scanner, Cobra CB,
mobile or base. Call 759-1536.
Large bundles of slabwood.
$5.00 loaded on truck. Cadiz
Lumber Company, Cadiz, KY.
502-522-7994.
Pioneer car casette system, 20
watt amp, player with doily,
graphic equalizer, speakers.
Call 753-1336.

19. Farm Equipment
Four- row 1240 John Deere
planter in good condition; four
row thrifty cultivator, used very
little; 18.4, 34 duals; 110
gallon fuel tank, hand pump.
Call 753-1389 or 753-3966.
For sale: Like new 7000, 6-row,
John Deere planter. Used only
on 400 acres. G & Y Farm
Center, 3 miles south of Murray
on U.S;641. Phone 759-4440.
Farmers: Our new John Deere
Service Department is now
open, John Deere parts and service now available six FULL
days each week during planting
and harvest seasons. G P. Y
Farm Center, 3 miles south of
Murray on U.S. 841. Phone
759-4440.
1975 14 HP fully automatic
Bolens lawn and garden tractor
mower, and all garden attachments, $1000. Call 7536251 after 5 pm.
Must sell Now. all steel
buildings, 40x 72 x 14 $5,695.
F.O.B. also 40 x 48 x 14
$4,395. F.O.B. Call now 513278-4821.
Tobacco sticks .;:ir sale. 154
each. Call 436-5838.

Mobile Home. 12 x 60. natural
gas, furnished very nice,
located near University Call •
753-3895 or 753-3482
Nice 2 bedroom mobile home
in small well kept court.
Couples. $90. 753-8216 after 5
Dm.
Two bedroom trailer, furnished, k
3 miles east out on Pottertown
Road, single or couple only
Call 759-1636
Trailer for rent See Brandon
Dill at Dill's Trailer Court, entrance to Murray Drive-In
Theatre
Two bedroom, one or two
adults, water furnished.
Highway 121 South, mile out of
city limits. $80 per month, $50 %
deposit Call 753-5405 after 5
pm.
Two bedroom, furnished, gas
heat Call 753-0364 or 7533455

32. Apts. For Rent

15. Articles For Sale

citem4

MY PARAKEET
FLEW 11.4 YOUR
WINDCNi/'

Nice John Deere 1240 4-row
plantar with fertilizer and in
secticide, double disc opener
Also 1970 MF-300 combine,
both headers, extra clean, very
good condition. Call 492-879C
after 6 pm. .

10. Bus. Opportunity
44 x 324 Block and brick body
shop with Ier bath city water
on 1 acre, close to town,
$20,000 Call Spann Realty
and Associates, 753-7724

28. Mob. Home Rents

Also household, lawn indoors and outdoorsI

FOR DEPENDABLE
Prefessissaal Pest Contrell-

Kelley's Termite &
Pest
--- Control, Inc,-'---

you spend thousands of dollars for o home
but never think about termites - they rouse the most
darnoge next to fife Hove your home treated now!
753-3914, Kelley's Termite 8 Pest Control, 100 South
113th Strut, Murray, KY. Over 33 roars experience.
'
FSPNI owled tfhd operated.
TtelltiteS.

.dm

-
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Norsheuse
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For Rent
753-4758

or office space
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SPACE
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parking
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port.
lable June 1,
753-8355 or
839.

As7frir Rent

32. Apts. For Rent
Two bedroom duplex central
heat and air, no pets Call 151
9741
Two bedroom duplex brand
new, no pets and deposit required Call 753-9400 after 7
pm

33. Rooms for Rent
Furnished room for rent, one
block from MSU Living room,
kitchen, and laundry facilities
Wall to wall carpet, au conditioned Boys only $55 per
month Call 759-4638
Rooms for Rent, One block
from University Boys or Girls.
Call 753-1812 or 759-4909
Sleeping Rooms, living room
and kitchen stove and
refrigerator, $25 pei week. Living room and bedroom $20
Will clean and also furnish
clean bedding. Call 753-3685.

34. Houses For Rent
Two bedroom unfurnished
*doe on Palistine Church
road Call 437-4617.
Two bedroom unfurnished
house. $185.00 per month.
Call 75313293 after 5 pm.
Two bedroom house, deposit
required, $175. Not furnished.
Call 753-3582.
Two bedroom house for rent,
couple only. no pets, no
children. 753-1502 or 7534860.
Two bedroom furnished home.
50 feet from University, $200
per month, $150 deposit. Call
753-9829.

37. Livestock-Supplies
Two year old Charlarois bull,
two cows with 4 month old
calves, Call 753-6210 after 4
pm
Wheat straw for sale 4892630

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC registered Great Dane
pups. Paducah, 443-3173.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Registered Doberman.
black and tan, 4 months old,
must sell, $125 Call 753-9811
after 5-30.
Basic and Advanced dog obedience classes and private instructions Also tracking and
protection training All breeds
and ages from 2 months up
Professional instructor, 4362858
Have your dog groomed at
SHERRI'S SOAP & SHAPE all
breed dog grooming, 104 N
13th Murray Ky, Hours, Tuesday - Friday. 9 am - 5 pm,
Saturday 9 am 12 noon. Call
502-753-0556 today and make
your appointment After hours
502-437-4311
Labrador Retretver puppies, 6
weeks old, full stock, $25.
each Call 489-2539 or 5271572

43. Real Estate
Pankow Thurman
Insarawce
Reel Estate
Southside Court Square

lAwerwy, Kovihnky
753-4431
How can you finance your
house in this crazy economy?
Everybody has an idea these
days on financing. But you
don't lust need Ideas...You
need the best ideas, and plenty
of them. That's why Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors are trained to show you 21 different
ways to creatively finance whether you are buying or selling. And we take the necessary
time to explore your options
and to formulate your best
course of action. Stop in at
1200 Sycamore or call Century
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors at
753-1492. In a crazy economy
you need all the help you can
get.

unfurnished apartnewly decorated,
now. Call 753-6944.
apartment, 2 bedroom,
rport and storage, cent and air, refrigerator,
dishwasher, washing
! hookup. Couples with
preferably. Located on
I View Drive. Call 753fter 8:30 pm. Deposit

or rent New duplex in 't
xi Subdivision. Two
1, bath, large hying
itchen with stove and
. washer and dryer „
Call 753-5400 after 4

tcl

efficiency apartblocks from Untver20 per month, $120
Call 753-9829
iedroom duplex in Nor
depositrequired, no
11 753-0814.
rmshed one bedroom
nt. Inquire 100 South
eet.
pretty one bedroom
fits near downtown
r month, You pay elec753-6639
room Apartment, stove
efrigerator, garbage
. Call 753-9240

MO

ROGER HUDSON
TRUCKING AND
ROCK YARD
We have driveway rock any size, Septic rock,
rip rap sand and ag lime, pea gravel, any size,
brown or white, red gravel, dirt and top soil.
Call or See

Roger Hudson
Located 10 Miles on East 94
Phone 753-4515 or 753-6763

Auction Sale
Saturday, May 10

10:00 A.M.

FOR RENT

furnished parts for 1, 2, 3 or 4
le girls. Summer
all semester, with
nming
pool
we. Coll 753days or 753-5108
6 p.m. and on

edroom apartment, 2
all to wall carpet, cenat and air, partial
furnished 1414 Vine

NTROL

IITES
)rs and out-

BLE

LOCATION: From Murray take 121 South, 8
miles to New Concord. Auction will be behind
Conner's Store - Mr. and Mrs. Conner are
moving to a trailer and won't need these
household goods anymore.

Sao Cendarcts4 by:

trel-

ite &

C.

Hors for o home
cause the most
le treated nowi
ntrol, 100 South
ors omperience

Starks Brothers
Auction
Company
Charles 527-9552 Paul 527-3-424
Licensed-Bonded-Insured

1976 Pinto, excellent condition Call 753-1378
1971 Plymouth Satellite local
car low mileage in excellent
_candition 153-9442
71919 VW Rabbit like new, low
, miles 38 mpg regular gas Call
901-247-3339

MOUT tiALTV , INC
No Wow. ,,•44 4** owl.* •••
MOM bey. ww www.
URNS MOANS
BUSINESSIS
-AARE A NO ItICINATIONAl
PlICHIENT
Listings needed! Offices
Coast to Coast Buyers from
Everywhere Free Catoglog

•

Used Trucks

Street floafty

1973 Ford Van fully customized inside and custom paint
753-0166
1413 Cemlynoe.
Anytme 4
outside Digital read out clock
Amy.,
and AMFM tape deck $2,250
call 1354-6211
Do you know why we say 'Sell
Ing a house is easy keeping it
1973 International Harvester,
sold is toughy More than 50%
model 106. 8'x20' Van Call
of all home sales have major
901-642-7190 extension 36
closing problems. 50%1 That's "For us the recession is now a
depression 1978 Subaru Brat, 4-wheel
why Century 21 Loretta Jobs Th
drive, 30 mpg, real good shape
Y•
Realtors are trained to concenCall 436-5574
trate on follow-through. No
46. Homes For Sale
paperwork detail is too small, 43. Real Estate
51. Campers
no processing or financial proFor sale by owner 3 bedroom
NEAR KT LAKE Here s a nkce
cedure too unimportant to
brick home, located on 2 wood12 x 65 custom built
NEW
escape our scrutiny. Our aim is
ed lots in Sherwood Forest, 2
Schultz mobile home on
NEVER
an
sure
your
sale
closes
to make
baths, attached 11
/
2 car garage,
attractively
lan•
111111CRATED
dscoped lot lust a short
on time and you get all you exand greenhouse, Natural gas
slide in
Complete
distance
from
the
lake
It
pect. We call it "Seller's Peace
heat and wood burning store,
camper unit, easily
features central electric
of Mind." We put it all in
central air. Grounds include
heat and air on enclosed
removed when not
writing in an agreement called
garden, fruit orchard, and
patio and all appliances_
in use, one set for
the Action Warranty. And then
cabin
playhouse.
child's
log
Needs to be seen to be
van conversion, one
after
for
we back it up with the most
Phone
753-9866
5
pm
appreciated
Only
set for pickup. Set
important agreement of all A
appointment.
$16 500
includes couches,
handshake. We mean what we
New three bedroom brick
JOHN SMITH
table, stove, sink
say. Call Century 21 Loretta
home, 21
/
2 bath, 21
/
2 car garage
and ice box. Priced
Jobs Realtors at 753-1492.
in Oaks Estate. Lot 170 x 235
for quick sale far
feet. Will finance to qualified
below cost. Call
party. Low 70's. Call 753-1662
436-548.3 or 753days, 753-3416 after 5 pm.
4837.
I Asamo looker

1

753-7411
AROUND THE CLOCK

"Professional Services
.With The Friendly Toad('

VALUE...
WITH TERMS
TO PLEASE
Just listed. . . 2 BR.,
frame home, 1 mi. W.
of Kirksey on Hwy.
464. Structually sound,
large living room, new
plumbing, lot 75 x 180,
good outside storage
bldg. Better hurry this one won't last long
at $15,000.
GOOD INVESTMENT
Appr. 12 acres, located
on 641 S., excellent
commerical property,
about 600' highway
frontage. Owner would
consider selling
separate lots.

753-8080
You're moving to a new city.
What good does it do to call
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors here in Murray?...Because a Century 21
Neighborhood Professional
from the city you are moving to
will promptly call you. They'll
take the time to find out the
kind of home you'll be looking
for. They'll give you some ideas
about your new community.
And then they'll begin putting
together a list of homes for you
to look at upon your arrival.
This service is part of the Century 21 VIP Referral Program.
It links together the more than
7.500 Century 21 offices
around the country. If you're
about to sell your house, call
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors. And then you're on
your way to the easiest' move
you've ever made - aping and
coming. Call Loretta Jobs
Realtors at 753-1492.

Partial Listing
2 Bedroom suites (a French Provincial with
canopy frame: double dresser, chest, and
night stand), gold antique couch, gold love
seat, marble top coffee and end tables,
Wurlitzer piano, one lot of satin drapes,
braided rugs, small Westinghouse coppertone
refrigerator, gas cook stove, dining table with
buffet, 4 rige air-conditioner 29,000 BTU, used
2 months, Montgomery Ward washer and
dryer, 19 inch color Curtis Mathes tv, one year
old. looky herel pretties include - silverware
sets, silver trays, crystal set, water sets, 3
sets of chino, and other collectobles.
Not rusponsIble for accidents
Terms: cub or chock +vitt prewar I.D.

49. Used Cars

43. Real Estate

47. Motorcycles
Motorcycle Repair- All makes.
Motorcycle Parts and Service,
307 N 4th, Open afternoons
4:00 - 6:00, Saturdays 9:00 300.
1978 Yamaha YZ-80. Call 4374703.

175 acres with tenable land,
lake creek, some timber, good
road access, near lake priced at
$75.000. Owner financing with
reasonable down payment at
10% interest. John C 48. Auto. Services
Neubauer, 1111 Sycamore, Battery $29.95 exchange. 3
Murray. 753-0101 or 753- year warranty, New Concord
7531.
Grocery, 436-5353.
Four. 4 ply steel belted radial
Uniroyal white wall GR70-15
used tires with 28,000 miles:
one snow tire, retread once
with tube and wheel. Any
reasonable offer will be accepted. Call 759-1030 after 5
pm.
Two new Goodyear Suburbanite
New Listing
snow tires with studs, mounted
Only 4 miles SE of
on wheels. Will fit Chevrolet
Murray on Old
Camaro. 1968-69 Chevrolet.
Murray-Paris Rd., 26
Size G 78x14. $90. Call 753acres with good 4
2796.
bedroom house recently insulated to T.V.A.
49. Used Cars
specs. w/aluminum
1970 Beetle, low milage, new
siding exterior. Two
paint, $1200 Call 753-1604 or
tobacco barns, other
see at 912 Coldwater Road.
out-buildings. Low
50's, Phone Kopperud
FIGHT
Realty, 753-1222, for
INFLATION
full-time real estate
service.
GET A
Another
GAS SAVER
New Listing
Come and see Paul
Extremely neat 3
Garland and all of his
bedroom, 2 bath home
friends for any kind of
in quiet residential setgood used car
ting. Large 2-car
403 Srusnore Sees,
been
congarage has
PAUL GARLAND'S
verted to game room.
CAR MART
Top quality home at a
reasonable price
$57,000. Located in city
1970 Corvette, black, extra
limits and county
sharp, $4400. Call 489-2715,
school district. Don't
1974 Datsun 240-Z, automatic.
delay-phone us today
Am-Fm tape. mags. Call 759on this very attractive
1151.
family home. Phone
Exceptionally nice 1973
Kopperud Realty, 753Cutlass. 1803 College Farm
1222. for courteous,
Road.
competent real estate
1973 Mazda RX-2, 4-door,
St
radio, heater, air. Call 4365353.
46. Homes For Sale
By owner 4 bedroom tri-level, 1971 Nova. $300 492-8187,
1102 Doran. Call 759-4868,
after 6 pm 492-8899.
By owner, 8 room block house, 1973 Plymouth Duster, good
2 stall carport with concrete condition, runs good. great gas
drive. On 'a acres, Call 437- mileage. $550. Call 753-6251
4712 or 437-4128.
after 5 pm.

••••-

52. Boats and Motors
35 foot Chnscraft Roamer
Sedan cruiser, Generator, air,
depth finder, shower, pressure
water. Call 1-314-748-5561 or
314-471-8188
1975 14 foot, Ouachita Jon
boat also 1976 Mercury 71
/
2 hp
motor *ill sell togather or
seperately. Call 753-7160.
1978 Sunkist let boat,
Metalflax green and white. 19
foot tn-hull. 454 Chev. Elderbrook highrtsor and chrome
heads, like new, $4,500. Call
435-4467.
1978 Sanivan 21 Sailboat,
trailer', 4 hp motor, bottom lust
painted, lots of extras, Call
901-247-3339 after 5 pm.

PAINTING
kteadentaal,Farm
and Commercial
Spray, brush 1. roller

15 Yrs Experience
RALPH WORLEY
436-U53
cleaning,
free
Carpet
estimates, satisfied references.
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleaning, Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753-5827.
Driveways and parking areas
white rocked and graded. Free
estimates! Clifford Garrison
753-5429.
Do you need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps. We can remove
stumps up to 24" below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate Bob Kemp 435-4343
Cestlaawows
Alinvelsawas
Gattters
4115„,
any color,
installed

King Howie
Improvement
Paducah, Kentucky
444-6215 or 444-7311
24 hours a day; Radio
dispatched trucks

Fence sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs.
Guttering by; Sears, Sears conttnous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
Herndon's Welding, Route 6.
Box 154, Murray. KY. 7539507. 24 hour service. Open
Saturday and Sunday.
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears. 7532310. for free estimates.
53. Services Offered
Ken's lawnmower and comAir-conditioning
and plete auto service. Overby
refrigeraton, service work on all Road. Shop 753-8696, home
brands. Used air-conditioners 759-1221. Fast service!
and refrigerators for sale. Bill
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS.
Rollins, 753-0762.
roofs sealed, and underpinnWill wedding bells soon
ing. Aluminum or fiberglass.
ring? Book us for your
Also patio awnings and carbeautiful wedding picports, single or double. Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 6 pm.
tures.

CARTER STUDIO
For all your plumbing installations or repairs. all work
guaranteed. experienced Call
753-8950_

COURTNEY SMALL
ENGINE REPAIR
Mowers, Tillers. Chainsaws
Fost Service, Guaranteed
work. Wilt pickup and deliver
753-4544.

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered _

Mitchell
Blacktopping
driveways and small lobs a
speciality, also patching and
seal coating 153-1531

Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work. Calf
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
Irwin's Sawa Engine sl 753-6163.
Wet basement' We make wet
Choinsow RePoir
basements dry work completeot Ey,r
ly guarenteed Call or write
Own p.m. Ia
8
Morgan Construction Co .
Masi*
shaseeb Friday
Route 2, Box 409A. Paducah
KY 42001 or call day or night
Need work on your trees' Topp- 1-442-7026
ing pruning, shaping, corn- Will plow and disc gardens
plete removal and more Call Call 753-1973 or 753-3413
BOYERS TREE SERVICES for
professional tree care 153DRIVEWAYS
8536
WHITE ROCKED
Painting, paperhanging, comAND GRADED
Hauling Ag Lime Gravei
mercial or residential Farm
Dirt Sand any Sind white
buildings etc Free estimates
rock
759-1987
Ulm*
Tractor work, bushhogging,
"
C. J.I.5"Reky
753.4162
J53.51.99
plowing, timing, blade work,
753-17S6
gardens Free estimates Call
753-7400 or 753-2632.
Want a professional landscape
without the high cost' Get it
GARDENS &
with a professional landscape
YARDS
design. The landscape design
Limed & Fertilized
will be custom fitted to your
Gardens Worked
home it will include plant list
I Ready for planting the same
and appox retail plant price.
Hogging,
Bush
cloy!
You can shop around for the
Blodevrork
best buys on the plants you
Di.labasso
*soy Garland
need. Call 759-1657.
753.5699
753.1656
7S3-5754
Will do plumbing, air conditioning, repairs and remodeling
Will do hauling of any kind. around the home such as
mow yards; clean basements, carpentry, painting roofing
attics, garages. etc Call 753- and concrete work., Call 7530305
2211 or 753 3600

NORNITOCKLE RAISER SHOP
2s,wit WINO
NEW OHM NOIlltS:
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Prk•
$1.25

Closed All Day Wed,
Saturday 7:30 ti15:00
PIKE SOAVE 75'

,F0,Hospooi House Coll, pleose Cal, '53 lbe5 cme day 1, oavo,,e

Home window deaning, no lob too large or small,
reasonable mks, insured and experienced. Call 759-1176
day or night.

LAIRD BRICK CO

•I Inc

REBATE
$500

Per Thousand
on all BRICK invoiced
from March 1, 1980 to
May 31, 1980.
CONTACT:

LAIRD BRICK

•y

.

Puryear, Tenn.

or Your Local Dealer for Details
2324u,w.f-3ir

............................................,.
.
.
.* Mother's Day Special .
.
.

Just Listed!
You must see this
home on one acre to
appreciate. Spacious
den w/woodburning
stove. Secluded setting
with several trees, and
stream, with frontage
on blacktop road only
10 mi. from Murray.
Only $20,000. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222. We're bringing
the 1980's home to you!
Diamond In
The Rough
Just listed this handyman's special 4room home on 2
beautifully wooded
acres only 14 miles
from Murray. This is a
real pOdketboOk
pleaser at only $10,500.
Phone the friendly
folks at Kopperud
Realty,753-1222. We're
working hard to provide the best possible
real estate service for
you.

Holiday Travel Trailer, 1971.
immaculate condition, airconditioned, new carpet. Can
be seen at Lakeside campground, Rt.68 Jonathan
Creek. Will sacrifice. Phone
502-354-8157.

53. SOCHCOS Offered
AA-1 All TYPES home remodeling
and
maintenance
References Guaranteed work
Free estimates Call 753-8948
or 753-2501 after 5 pm
Brick repair, tuck pointing
water proofing, house painting
Call after 6 pm, 436-2855
Carpentry service Whatever
your needs. old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565.
Carpet cleaning, Joe Smith
Carpet Center, professionally
done Free estimates. Call 1536660.

114:60 2 Bedroom, electric
24156 3 Bedroom, 2 bath
1400 3 bedroom 1''2 bath, electric
12:56 2 bediw..„ Arctic
1415,6 2 bedroom, electric
24136 doubk wide ekctric

*
Extend your personal greetings this year, with a *
*
* greeting ad in the Murray Ledger & Times.
*
**
**
Personalize your greeting by inserting a photo of :
*
*
*
mother
at
a
your
* you, your family,the grandchildrenor
*
Day 1980 a special
*
* small extra cost. Make Mother's
* day for her by inserting a photo of her in the ad.
)1
No ads smaller than 1 col. by 1 inch will be accepted
*
*
*
(No Photo).
*
*
All ads must be received at this office by May 8,
*
*
* 1980, 12 noon.
.
*
*
will
photograph
You furnish the photograph, any
*
*
*
* do, black & white preferred.
*

*** Two Column Photo
** One Column Photo
11,747.00 *
22,489.00:
** 1 Column by 1 Inch

$8.00
$5.00
$2.00

Make it a special day for Mom with a Public
13,526.00 *
*
* Declaration of your love thet she ,can__treaure
8,025.00 *
** forever.
9,398.00 *
Extra copies of the Murray 'Ledger & Times'may be
*
13,942.000 *
purchased at the Murray Ledger & Times after
*
HIGHWAY 641 SOUTH
*
*
Mother's Day.
*
New Camden Highway
*
All Mother's Day ads will run Saturday, May 10,
*
Paris, Tennessee
*
*
642-2281
1980.
*
********************************************************
4
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Deaths and Funerals

THE NEWS IN BRIEF

Earl W. Wilson
Euel Smith Dies At Final Rites Held
Dies Sunday With
Hospital; Funeral
For Arthur Like
Like
Arthur
for
rites
Final
To Be On Wednesday of Hazel were held Monday at Funeral Today

Euel Smith of Kirksey Route
1 died Monday at 8:15 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He was 71 years of age. -The deceased, a retired pipe
fitter, Was a member of the
Mt. Olive Church of Christ.
Born Jan. 18, 1909, he was the
son of the late Hiram Smith
and Lillie Mae Killebrew
Smith.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Opal Hainley Smith; one
daughter, Mrs. Earl David
Kendall, Mayfield Route 5;
two sons, Tim Smith, Farmington Route 1, and Rocky
Smith, Baton Rouge, La.; 10
grandchildren; two great
grandchildren.
Also surviving are five
sisters—Mrs. Audie Carson,
Tampa, Fla., Mrs. Eunice
Wilson, Mrs. Lorene Hart, and
Mrs. Ruby Clary, all of Paris,
Tenn., and Mrs. Bailie
Williams, Murray; five
brothers—Kermit and Rudy
Smith, Kirksey, Deston and
Brooks Smith, Mayfield, and
Lloyd Smith,Onway, Mich.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 4 p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with Webb
Hall and John Hoover officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Mt. Olive
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m.
tonight Tuesday).'

Services Scheduled
For Mrs. Gammon At
Chapel At Hazel
The funeral for Mrs. Chester
Edith) Gammon of Route I,
Buchanan, Tenn., will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel, with Harold
Arnett officiating.
Pallbearers will be Kelly
Gammon, Tom Adams, Mark
Hardison, James R. Brown,
Paul Moore, and Van Sims.
Burial will follow in the Mt.
Pleasant Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Gammon,58, died Sunday at 10:30 p.m. at the Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn.
Survivors include her husband, Chester Gammon; her
father, Algie Felton, Abilene,
Texas; three daughters—Mrs.
Ronnie Arnett, Murray, Mrs.
Kathy Moore, Greenville, and
Mrs Floy Nell Hardison, Murray Route 2; two sons, Earl
Thomas Adams, Learned,
Kan., and Kelly Gammon,
Grand Bay, Ala.
Mrs. Gammon is also survived by five sisters—Mrs.
Brenda Lee Webb, Mrs. Marie
Vension, and Mrs. Ina Mae
Parsons, all of Potosi, Texas,
Mrs. Bessie Banks,Pine Bluff,
Ark., and Mrs. Betty Brown,
Panama City, Fla.; three
brothers--L. P. Felton,
Abilene, Texas, Buster Felton,
Potosi, Texas, and Kenneth
Felton, Fort Worth, Texas.

Hog Market

2 p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Bruce Logue officiating and
singers from the University
Church of Christ providing the
song service.
Pallbearers were Jimmy
Harrison, Bob Summers,
Hugh Alexander, Ernest
Madrey, Charles Burkeen,
and Gary Barks Burial was in
the Hicks Cemetery.
Mr. Like, 92, died Saturday
at 4.45 p.m at the Long Term
Care Unit of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. His
wife, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth
Parker Like, died Jan. 21,
1975.
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Lavern Barks,
Lone Oak; two sons, Cecil
Like, Murray, and Hoyt Like,
Murray Route 8; three grandchildren; six great grandchildren.

Charles W. Redden
Dies This Morning;
Mrs. J. D. Beggs
Rites On Wednesday
Dies At Hospital
Charles
died to-

W. Redden
day at 3:40 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 56 years of
age and his death followed an
illness of about three months.
The deceased, a resident of
Murray Route 5, was a
veteran of the Korean Conflict. Born Dec. 8, 1923, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Fred Redden
and Clarenda Miles Redden.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Ed (Carolyn)
Carner, Evansville, Ind., and
Miss Grail Redden, Murray;
three sons—Glen, Darrell, and
Paul Redden, all of Murray;
one sister, Mrs. Conn (Melinda)Spencer, Murray Route 4;
two brothers, Bill Redden,
Murray Route 7,and the Rev.
Ralph Reiden, Richmond;
two grandchildren, Timberly
and Eddie Carner.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at 11 a.m. at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Johnson Easley officiating. Burial will follow in
the Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 3 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Funeral Wednesday
At Local Chapel
For Allen Jones
Funeral services for Allen
B. Jones will be held Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Lawson
Williamson and the Rev. R. J.
Burpoe officiating. Mrs. Otto
Erwin will be the organist.
Serving as pallbearers will
be Fred Workman, Paul A.
Lassiter, Horace Whitehead,
Will Story, Ralph Paschall,
Parks, Elmo
Purdom
Workman, and John Carol
Williams. Burial will follow in
the Murray City Cemetery
with Masonic rites at the
graveside.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Federal-State Market News Service
Mr. Jones, 70, died Sunday
May 6, 1900
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market at 9:45 p.m. at his home, 503
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 555 Est 600 Barrows k Richardson Street, Murray. A
Gilts mostly 54). .75 higher Sows steady retired employe of the
$154) higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. ..$31.41930.25 few 30 50 Chevrolet Company, Detroit,
US 2 200-240
329 50-30 00 Mich., he and his wife moved
US 2-3 240-2501ln..
123 so-n 50 to Murray in 1971.
US 24 360-240 Its.
Sows
Survivors include his wife,
US 1-2 771.3501M
swoo.zsso
Mrs. Lavenia Hanes Jones;
US 1-3 301450 lbs.
02.10-24 00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
US 1-3 500450l. $311.00-27 00few 3750 one brother. Madison Jones
US 2-3 303-500 lbs
321.00-21.00 and his wife, Zera, Murray;
Boars over 300 lbs. - 20.0121.50 under 300 several cousins.
lbs. 15.00-17.50
mem ima:sw 441:

dififr_TO,F

Earl W. Wilson of Mayfield
Route 4 died Sunday at 6:20
p.m. at the Veterans Hospital,
Marion, Ill. He was 65 years of
age.
Survivors include his wife,
Kennedy
Mrs. Dorothy
Wilson; one daughter, Mrs.
Pat McCutchen, Mayfield
Route 4; two sisters, Mrs.
Mildred Copeland, Mayfield,
and Mrs. Lou Jean McGregor,
Benton; one brother, Ermon
Wilson, Westland, Mich.
The funeral is being held today at 2 p.m. at the
Pryorsburg Baptist Church
with the Rev. Vester Moreland
officiating.
Pallbearers are Gary and
Larry McGregor, Ricky
Copeland, Stanley and Gary
Clark, and Larry Fortner.
Burial will follow in the New
Liberty Baptist Church
Cemetery at Gobo with the arrangements by the Hopkins
and Brown Funeral Home,
Wingo.

Mrs. J. D. (Lucy) Beggs of
Benton Route 5 died Monday
at 2:55 p.m. at the Long Term
Care Unit of the Marshall
County Hosptial, Benton.
She was a member of the
Maple Springs United
Methodist Church. Born Aug.
17, 1892, she was the daughter
(AP) — The bodies of the
of the late Andrew Jackson
Holt and Sarah Frances Dotson Holt.
Mrs. Beggs is survived by
her husband; one brother,
011ie Holt, Memphis, Tenn.;
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral is scheduled for
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
By STEPHEN H. MILLER
Fred Alexander officiating.
Associated Press Writer
Pallbearers will be Billy
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia
Ray Holt, Homer Holt, G. W. (AP) — Endless lines of sorHolt, Claude Holt, Joe L. Holt, rowing Yugoslays filed past
and James Collie. Burial will the closed casket of President
follow in the Maple Springs Josip Broz Tito today as
Cemetery.
Belgrade prepared for the
Friends may call at the state funeral Thursday.
funeral home.
The lines of mourners stretched for blocks in two directions outside the Parliament
building where the light brown
coffin containing the body of
the father of postwar
Yugoslavia lay on a catafalque beneath the dome of the
The Calloway County rotunda.
The doors were to remain
Bureau for Social Services is
day and night until the
open
17
seeking a foster home for a
year old female. The youth is funeral.
Tito died Sunday,three days
presently attending high
88th birthday, in
school and has a special in- short of his
the Ljubljana Hospital, in norterest in reading and poetry.
where he
A per diem rate will be paid thwest Yugoslavia,
nearly
for
patient
a
been
had
for her care.
special train
Persons interested in offer- four months. His
to Belgrade
ing a home are asked to con- brought the body
all along the
tact the local office/at 201 Monday, and
stood beside
South Sixth Street, 'Murray, route mourners
pass.
it
see
to
tracks
the
Phone 753-5362.
A crowd of 200,000 greeted
the train in Belgrade,and tens
of thousands of others attended ceremonies in Ljubljana,
Prices of stocks id local interest at 11
a.m.(ST today furnished to The Murray
Ledger k Times by First of Michigan
Corp., al Murray,:

Bureau Seeks
Foster Home For
Teenage Girl

Stock Market
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Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky APi USDA Estimated receipts cattle and calves
2000, slaughter steers and heifers not
fully tested; cows near steady; hells
I 00-200 lower; slaughter calves and
enders untested; feeders steady. good
13 slaughter steers 614-1210 lb 54.755410; good 3-3 daughter hatters 650-1140
lb 11.10369.119; Witty cows 42.00-47.30;
few high dressing 4775-4900. cotter
42.08411.110; canner and cutter under 300
lb 361142.00; daughter bulls grade 1
14110.1145 lb 40.41041.31; grads I-3 1101
1716 lb 54 0046.75;feeder steers median
frame I 3994609971.10-7150; 5410475 lb
in 5177 se, 72441411 lb 54.0011.50:
medium and small borne 14 311Mil lb
0600-12.60; large frame 3 me661p Holsteins MOO lb 111.10416.01; 10425 lb
5350-54.10; Wars mall= Irmo 1 MO
500 e NAIL"Mid% b 12.4•112.25;
large Erie@ I wend 11114111MILS*:
median tram!Vnel/411111.1114410.11
.M
Hogs IOW borrows and
higher, 1.2 2111231 lb 31.041JO;2215-2/4
lb 30.5041.611; 34 215-231 24.1111411.0; 3
200.2n Ii 50.10-3611, am .2151 35
higher, fall advance on woighto ander
4101b, 1-2510-390 1b25 TAIL 75; 350400 lb
20754775; 440-450 lb 77.734173; 410435
lb 211 75-29 75; boars over MO lb HIS
2900
Sheep 25: unteded
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eight American servicemen
killed in the attempt to rescue
the U.S. hostages in Iran were
on their way home today.
The eight wooden coffins left
Tehran aboard a Swissair
jetliner for Switzerland. They
were escorted by Archtlahop
Marion Capudji, who was to
deliver them to the International Red Cross in Zurich.
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia
(AP ) — Endless lines of sorrowing Yugoslays filed past
the closed casket of President
Josip Brox Tito today as
Belgrade prepared for the
state funeral.
The lines of mourners stretched for blocks in two directions outside the Parliament
building where the light brown
coffin containing the body of
the father of postwar
Yugoslavia lay on a catafalque beneath the dome of the
rotunda.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) — As
President Carter publicly
welcomed fleeing Cubans to
the United States, his aides
huddled for several hours to
decide how to handle what has
become a bureaucratic
nightmare.
In seeming contradiction to
a policy of imposing $1,000
fines on boat operators who
have tranported an
estimated 15,000 Cubans to
U.S. shores in the last two
weeks, Carter declared Monday that the United States will
receive''tens of thousands" of
Cubans with "an open heart
and open arms."

Lines Of Yugoslays
File Past Casket Of
President Josip Tito

Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
GAF
Generaftare
General Dynamics
General Motors Jo.
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Hankies
Heublein
IBM
Jerico
K -mart
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's

""-

Bodies.
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NATIONAL
MIO, Mich. (AP) — A raging brush fire swept ttrough
the only nesting area of the
rare "Bird of Fire" and burned out of control today after
scorching 30 square miles of
for
Wed and forcing more
than LIMO _people from their
homas in Burial National
Forest.
One firefighter died in the
blaze, forest service officials
said.
The fire was set intentionally Monday by the Forest Service to clear timber from the
nesting area of the endangered bird, the Kirtlancl's
Warbler,authorities said.
The songbirds, which
numbered 422 at last count,
thrive only in jack pine stands
that grow when the heat from
fire opens jack pine cones and
releases seeds, forest service
officials said.
INTERNATIONAL
LONDON (AP) — British
commandos swung down
ropes from the roof of the Iranian Embassy and in a
paralyzing hail of explosives
and gunfire killed three ArabIranian terrorists, captured
two others and rescued 19
hostages to end a six-day
siege.
Home Secretary William
Whitelaw said the daring
assault Monday night, ordered
after the terrorists murdered
two Iranian hostages and
threatened to kill another
every half-hour, showed "we
in Britain are not prepared to
tolerate terrorism."

Peter Sellars
Suffers 'Slight'
Heart Attack Monday

DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) —
British actor Peter Sellers suffered a "slight" heart attack
Monday night but was
recovering today at St. Vincent's Hospital here, a
hospital spokesman reported.
In the Irish capital with his
wife, Lynn Frederick,to make
a IC-million series of television
commercials for a British
bank, Sellers was taken to the
hospital shortly before midnight after dinner at his hotel.
A spokesman at St. Vincent's said the 54-year-old
comedy star had "a relatively
slight heart attack and is quite
comfortable now. He is now
being kept for observation."
He was in the hospital cardiac
unit.
Sellers has a history of heart
problems. He had a major
heart attack in 1964 and had a
pacemaker fitted after a collapse in 1977.
Earlier today his producer,
Trevor Evans, told reporters:
"He is OK. There was no collapse. He went to the hospital
as a precautiimory measure
after feeling a little unwell
after dinner. He rested in his
room for a while before going
along for a check-up as he has
a pacemaker."
Evans said Sellers, Mar of
the "Pink Panther" series of
movies in which he portrays
the bumbling French Inspector Clotimeau, had been
-in very good form all week."

Zabreb and other towns along
the route.
The casket, illuminated by
floodlights and surrounded by
red wreaths and his medals
atop red velvet cushions, was
visited Monday by his sons
Zarko and Misha and his
wife,
estranged third
Jovanka, who wept as she laid
a wreath at the foot of the coffin.
Mrs. Tito, now 54, was her
husband's constant companion until 1977. Then she disappeared into seclusion amid
reports she had angered him
by intriguing to assure a place
of influence for herself after
his death. However,during his
last illness there were rumors
of a reconciliation and reports
she visited him in the hospital.
More than 100 foreign
leaders were expected to attend the funeral at noon
Thursday, including Vice
President Walter Mondale,
British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher and
Prince Philip, the husband of
Queen Elizabeth II, and the
chairman of the Chinese Communist Party, Premier Hua
Guofeng.
Soviet President Leonid I.
Brezhnev and Foreign
Minister Andrei Gromyko will
lead the Soviet delegation, the
Soviet Embassy said.
It will be Yugoslavia's most
elaborate spectacle since the
1934 state funeral for King
Alexander I, who was
assassinated in Marseille,
France, and lay in state in a
royal palace across the street
from the Parliament building.
Red, white and blue national
flags and red banners of the
Communist Party flew at
halfstaff on nearly every
Belgrade building. There were
portraits of a young, vigorous
Tito in shop windows, their
frames laced with black ribbon, Black streamers flew
from some taxis and buses.
"We shall carry on Tito's
work," said an extra-large
headline in a special edition of
the Communist Party
newspaper Borba devoted to
Tito's death and career.

cy, Kayhan said. The Iranian Foreign
Ministry asked that she be handed over
to its custody,it was reported.
In Washington, State Department
spokesman said they were unfamiliar
with the report and could not comment
11w transfer of the American servicemen's remains took place in a
doeurnent-signing ceremony at a
Zurich airport hangar.
Greek Catholic Archbishop Hilanon
Capudji, who accompanied the coffins
from Tehran, formally transferred the
remains to Swiss government and International Red Cross officials, who
then passed them on to U.S. Ambassador Richard Vine.
Confusion persisted over the number
of bodies. The United States has maintained consistently that eight men died
in the April 25 rescue bid and has named them. But the Iranian official who
supervised the recovery of the bodies
said originally nine had been found,and
last week Tehran Radio said a 10th
body had been recovered from the
desert site where the rescue mission
was aborted.
Capudji, speaking with reporters,
said the Iranians told him the tune coffins he was escorting contained nine
bodies, and the ninth was the one
reported found last week.
But the archbishop said some of the
coffins contained only charred body
parts or skeletal fragments. He said
that to his knowledge only three bodies
could be identified, and the others were
beyond identification.
Capudji said he had been asked by the
Iranians to handle the transfer
"because I am a churchman," and
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini had told
him the return of the bodies must be
seen as "a humanitarian, spiritual,
religious gesture that has no political
significance."
Capudji, who spent three years in an
Israeli jail for running guns to Palestinian terrorists and has become a friend
of the Iranian revolution, said the
bodies would be delivered to the
families of the men in the United States,
Radio Tehran reported.
The Americans were killed when a
helicopter sliced into a C-I30 transport
as the American force was withdrawing
from a desert landing strip 200 miles
east of Tehran after the decision to
abort the attempted rescue of the 53
American hostages, who today spent
their 185th day in captivity.
The eight Americans were killed
April 25 when a helicopter sliced into a
C-130 transport as the American force
was withdrawing from a desert landing
strip 200 miles east of Tehran after the
decision to abort the attempted rescue
of the 53 Americans who today began
their 185th day as hostages in Iran.
The eight charred bodies were
brought to Tehran in plastic bags last
week, exhibited to reporters and televiWe Accept Viso
Master Charge

mon crews and then were put in wooden
coffins. Custody of the remains was
transferred Monday to Capudji, •
friend of the Iranian revolution who
flew to Tehran last week to get them;
Swiss Ambassador Eric Lang and the
papal representative in Iran, MonsignocAnnibale BugninL
Meanwhile,the end of the siege 181101
Iranian Embassy in London brought
praise in Tehran for the embassy staff
and the British police.
"The valiant resistance of your sons
at the embassy in London has borne
sweet fruit," said President
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr in a broadcast
message to the Iranian people."We did
not surrender and won victory....The
psychology of surrender is no longer the
psychology of the Iranian generation today."
Bani-Sadr sent a message to the
British Embassy in Tehran thanking
the British police for their "intelligent"
handling of the siege, and Radio Tehran
broadcast a statement in which the Iranian Foreign Ministry said "the manner and speed of action of the British
police in these operations deserves admiration."
British commandos stormed the embassy Monday night after the Iranian
Arabs who occupied it last Wednesday
announced they would kill one of their
hostages every half hour until their
demands were met, killed two of the
captives and sent out one of the bodies.
Blasting their way in with "stun"
grenades, the commandos rescued the
other 19 hostages unharmed, killed
three of the five terrorists and captured
the other two.

Cooking...
(Continued From Page 1)
Times. Door prizes from the national
sponsors will also be given away.
"Our favorite part of the program,"
according to program coordinator
Cheryl Read, "is inviting people from
the audience to come up and taste many •
of the dishes we prepare during the
show: At the end of the show, we will
hold a drawing for the door prizes
donated by our national sponsors as
well as local merchants."
Everyone who attends the two-hour
cooking show will receive a complimentary gift bag containing a special cooking school recipe book as well as information and tips on food preparation and
entertaining from the national sponsors.
Admission to the show, to begin at 7
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium on the Murray State campus,is by ticket only. The
tickets are free of charge and may be
picked up at any of the merchants listed
above as well as at Peoples Bank, Bank
of Murray, Big John's, Kmart,
Parker's Market, D&T Warehouse
Foods, Coast to Coast Hardware,
Dunn's Furniture, Owen's Food
Market, IGA, Purdom's Inc., and
Storey's Food Giant.
STORE HOURS

Layaways

The Decor Store

Phone
753-3642

Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Shopping Center

Fri 8.00 p m
Sot 300 p m
Open 7 00.o m

Mon Thru

SALE ON
Corner Cupboards

with
this
coupon

$179.95,...
$169.95
Unfinished
Ft/ratters

All
Through
Month
of
May!

ggtrwr
s
Graber Line
Wallpaper Sale
Month of May
0% per cent off
all Books in
Sotre, Over 200 Books

SS Number To Be
Required For Stamps
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Starting June I, many Kentuckians applying for or
receiving food stamps will required to obtain "-a
Security number if they do not
have one.
The state said the new
policy applies to all recipients
over 18 and to those under 18
who have an income.
The requirement was
adopted by the federal government which provides the
money forfood stamps.

Continued Frem Page i

Latex Fiat Wall •

Avadt

Wall Trim

'I 2

Per Gal

Hy-Klas Paints Sale of the Month
Only $19.95

Outside Latex-Self Prising-2 Gal. Pail

,
4••••
40,01P

1.

,

Join the Fun
PLAN TO ATTEND
ProgressiveFarmer,

SOUTHERN IUTCHENS COOKING SCHOOL

ENTERTAINING IDEAS!RECIPES!PRIZES!
Murray
May 8th
State
7:00 P.M.
Lovett Auditorium

Free Gift Bags For All!

FREE TICKETS
AVAILABLE AT:
Murray ledger & Times
Peoples Bonk
Murray Appliance
Bank of Murray
Word Elkins
West Ky. Appliance
Wild Raspberry
Donna's Needlepoint
Showcase
Roses
Big John's
Murray Home L Auto
Kmart
Kopperud
Parker's Market
DAT Warehouse Foods
Coast To Coast Hardware
Dunn's Furniture
Goodyear
Big K
Otosco
Owen's Food Market
IGA
Murray Sewing
Purdom's Inc.
Storey's Food Giant

Appliances on stage provided by West Ky. Appliance, Murray
Appliance, Ward Elkins, Coast To Coast, Purdom's Inc.,
Goodyear Service Store and Dunn's. Stoneware provided by The
Showcase and center piece provided by The Wild Raspberry.
Door Prites Furnished By Murray Appliance, Ward Elkins, Wild
Raspberry, Donna's Needlepoint, Otasco, Showcase, Goodyear.
Big K, Murray ledger & Times, Roses, West Ky. Appliance,
Murray Nome & Auto and Murray Sewing Center.

Co-Sponsored By

Murray Ledger & Times
And
Murray Area Merchants
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Tostadas
Make
Sandwiches
Hot for some new Mexican food ideas? Here's a
chance to spice up your collection of south-of-theborder fare with a recipe
for Texas Tostadas from
the Kraft Kitchens. A
guacamole spread of
Miracle Whip salad dressing, avocados, lemon juice,
and seasonings makes a
zesty base for fried tortilla
shells. Layer with a slice of
roast beef and tomatoes
and top with cheese.
Texas Tostadas
6 tortillas
Oil
2 avocados, peeled,
mashed
42 cup Miracle Whip
salad dressing
3 tablespoons finely chopped onion
1 teaspoon lemon juice
L4 teaspoon salt
111 teaspoon Tabasco
sauce
1-12 cups shredded lettuce
12 thin roast beef slices
12 tomato slices
1 cup (4-oz.) shredded
Kraft natural monterey
jack cheese
Fry tortillas in 1-inch of
oil until crisp and lightly
browned; drain. Combine
avocados, salad dressing,
onions, lemon juice and
seasonings; mix well. For
each sandwich, spread tortilla with avocado mixture;
top with lettuce, meat,
tomato and cheese.
6 servings

in

Denise Henderson,
Home Economist
Soft spoken Denise
Henderson,
home
economist for Progressive
Farmer Southern Kitchens
Cooking School, wins the
hearts of audiences across
the South as she presents a
number of taste-tempting
recipes with a heaping porSouthern
of
tion
friendliness.
Denise usually opens the
two hour performance by
coming to the edge of the
stage where she visits with
the crowd, explaining, "I
like to chat for awhile
before I get started, so that
we can all feel relaxed and
just have fun during the
show."

A graduate of
University of Arkansas, Denise
received a degree in Home
Economics, specializing in
Foods and Nutrition. Being
able to share knowledge of
her favorite subject,
Denise finds the Cooking
School an ideal outlet.
-There are still so many
exciting recipes to share,
that every Cooking School
• is just as exciting as the
first," exclaims Denise.
Raised in Hot Springs,
Arkansas, Denise enjoys
her new home in Birmingham, but always enjoys
the opportunity to visit her
home state.

DAY
Appreciation Sale
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Check Page 2
of the
Murray Ledger & Times
For Further Details!
.04
,
-
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Texas Tostadas Make
South-Of-The-Border Sandwich Fare
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Why not give your picnics international
food flavors

Picnics are popular all over
the world. Germans picnic on
their wursts, pumpernickel and
dark beer. Middle Easterners
savor lemony lamb and rice
wrapped in grape leaves. Italians like their frittata alfresco.
From lakes in the Swiss Alps
,to Australian beaches, the picnic hamper has universal 'appeal.
A new book from Ortho,
"The Complete Book of Picnics,- has a special section on
international picnics that includes menus, recipes and
equipment you will need.
For example, on a picnic in
France you will find the French
sipping their wine and spreading
creamy Camembert cheese onto
fresh crusty baguettes.
At home you can create your
own French picnic.
Start with a wire shopping
basket and line the bottom with
a tablecloth or dishtowel to prevent small items from falling
out. The menu should include
asparagus in vinaigrette dressing and cold ratatouille. Put
both in plastic containers with
tight fitting lids.
Have imported cheeses such
as Brie, Boursin, Camembert.
A slice of pate from the delicatessen, a baguette of crusty
French bread, chilled white imported wine and assorted French
pastries.
For atmosphere, some fresh
cut flowers also should be carried in the basket.
Here is the recipe for
ratatouille, or vegetable stew.
It's best if made a day or two
ahead of time.

I green or red pepper,
seeded and sliced
2 cloves garlic, mashed
1 ripe tomatoes, peeled,
seeded and chopped
VI teaspoon each of salt and
dried basil
Va teaspoon each of dried
rosemary and thyme
VI cup of olive oil
I large eggplant (about

1 1;2 poundst peeled and
diced
2 medium zucchini,
sliced
Freshly ground pepper
and
salt to taste.

I Heat oil in large heavy
saucepan or Dutch oven and
saute onions and pepper for
about 10 minutes until soft, but
not browned. Stir in garlic, to!

what ails you

Fixed Costs

Until juices have evaporated.
Tip pot several times and baste
vegetables with their juicet.
Watch carefully to see that the
heat is not too high. Do not
scorch vegetables in bottom of
the pot. Serves 4.
(Note: For a heartier meal, add
sliced sausages during the final
stage of cooking.)

Buy a Famous ,4—grna. Deepfreeze.
Chest or Energy Saving
Upright Freezer And
Get A Garden-Sized
Collection of Burpee Seeds
.. An Approximate
$30.00 Value ...
At No Extra Charge!

Chile: good for

WASHINGTON — Items,
Awn ax housing, medieil care,
food, fuel and utilities account
for nearly 70 percent of the
budgets of • four nut of fiC'e
American househords, according to the National Center for
Economic Alternatives.

onion-tomato mixture. Saute
zucchini in the same,manner,
adding it to the mixture as
ready.
3. Add pepper and more salt
if needed, stover and simmer
over low heat for about 10 min.utes. Uncover, raise heat _very
slightly and continue cooking
for about 20 minutes more, or

Amana,FREEZER/Buntee SEED
HOME GARDEN OFFER

RATATOUILLE
2 to 3 tablespoons of olive
oil
1 large
onion, thinly
sliced

Chile, an essential ingredient
of "south-of-the-border" fare,
was touted by early medical literature in Western Europe as a
cure-all for many ills. Some
people still believe it to be a
panacea for dropsy. colic, and
toothaches.
However, there is no doubt
that chile is a nch source of vitamin A and vitamin C, according to the Ortho book "Adventures In Mexican Cooking."
Vitamin A is largely retained
when chile is canned, frozen or
dried. Even two-thirds of the
water-soluble vitamin C remains after chile has been frozen or canned. Only when chiles
are dried is the vitamin C lost.
Contemporary research also
shows that chiles are an aid to
the digestive process, raise the
body temperature and act as a
general stimulant.
Used externally, they act as a
counter irritant for relief of
muscular pain.

maims and herbs. Cook uncovered, very slowly, over low
heat for about 10 minutes or
more,or until juice from tomato
ia almost gone.
2. In a skillet, heat scant /
1
2
cup of oil and saute eggplant
about 1 cup at a time until lightly
browned: add more olive oil as
needed Remove and add to the

Amano1
BURPEE HOME
GARDEN BONUS!
Bus an kmana freezer and
get 48 packets of assorted
vegetable, herb and flower
seeds PUS "Gardening for
Pleasure", Burpee's 46 page,
illustrated booklet that shows
you how to make your garden a
success . an approximate
$30.00 retail value .
at no

extra charge!,

FIGHT INFLATION
on trips to the supermarket — save
sAvE gas
and time.
onr1singfooiFcOeb—buyandstoreftaa1
SAVE sale
and quantity prices. Hu) meat at I,.
prices.
by growing and storing your own fresh fruits
and vegetables. For example: The New York State
Agricultural Extension Service says, "A family in upstat
e
New York can expect to save about $200 by growi
ng its
own vegetables on a IS-by-20-foot plot, providing
they
pay nothing for labor."
the goodness and nutritional value of fresh fruits
and vegetables with Amana contact freezing and zero
degree storage.

sAvE

sAvE

An

"Corona. Freezer

is a Smart
Way to Save!
Hurry, limited time offer at participating
Angina. retailers.

Brother Can
You Spare 300?
WASHINGTON — Goods
and services that sold for SIO in
1954, now cost nearly three
times as much

UMM100.

vast
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Ageless Cleanser For Cooking Cleanup
Americans are taking to
their kitchens and cooking
up a storm. As restaurant
prices soar with inflation,
cost conscious cooks. are
creating culinary delights
of their own. The cooking
phenomenon is sweeping
the country as cooking
schools abound and cook
books sell like hot cakes offering recipes for both
gourmets and novices.
Aided by work-saving appliances like food processors, slicers and
blenders and time savers
like convection and
microwave ovens the old
"drudgery" of cooking is
fast being eliminated.
Though, modern day conveniences can help put the
food on the table faster,
there is still no cornercutting procedure for the
inevitable cleanup.

However cleaning, up can
be made more "palatable".
with a little help from the
cook's "good friend," Bon
Ami.
Since 1886 Bon Ami has
been cleaning a variety of
surfaces throughout the
home especially in the kitchen. Today the same tried
and true formula is
available for whisking
away grease and dirt from
stainless steel, Corning
Ware and porcelain. To
help keep the kitchen cooking and cooks relaxed, Bon
4rni offers these timertsted recipes for fast kitchen get-aways.
—A watched pot never
boils. So, while waiting for
the sauce to thicken or the
soup to boil, make use of
the time to get at chores
that can be done in an instant. Wipe smudges from

cabinets and walls with a
damp sponge, straighten
items on countertops and
clear counters of crumbs
and food particles.
— Burned-on foods from
the bottom of pots can be
removed by filling them
with water plus a spoonful
of Bon Ami and boiling until the food loosens.
— Line the broiler pan
with foil to help eliminate
unnecessary hours of
scrubbing.
— Keep drains running
smoothly by serving each a
monthly dose of 3 tablespoons washing soda followed by a flush with hot
water.
— To clear a sluggish
drain, pour
cup baking
soda followed by 'a cup of
vinegar, then flush with hot
water.
— Glass top stoves,

stainless steel sinks,
porcelain sinks and other
scratchable surfaces can
be kept clean and, shining
with regular use of mild
and gentle Bon Ami
Polishing Cleanser.
— Remember, scouring
can scar surfaces, and in
the kitchen that's not only
unsightly, but unsanitary
because food particles and
dirt can work their way
down into pores and
crevices. Go easy and gently with Bon Ami.. -hasn't
scratched yet" feldspar
formula, which is recommended by leading
manufacturers of kitchen
appliances from flooring to
the kitchen sink.
For more hints on keeping the home in top form,
write for Bon Ami's 12page illustrated booklet
"Clean As A Whistle: A
mother's guide to handling
housework. Send name, address and 50 cents to cover
postage and handling, to
Bon Ami P.O. Box 3431,
Chicago,IL 60654.

We would like to urge
everyone to attend Tuesday's
Cooking School!
When you think of fine food,
think of Storey's first. We're
the home of good meat, fresh ,4;
produce and friendly service.

753-8322

WE CAN HELP YOU
FIND YOUR DREAM
KITCHEN!
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Top
SOUTH LAGUNA, Calif.—
Gilbert H Brockmeyer. the
'Natural' ice cream company,
claim to have been the first to
list ingredients on the ice cream
package
"Ice cream low,
. want the
hest," says Colbert H. Brock
mem. chairman. "Everyone
has his own definition of the
word 'natural Ours is that the
ice cream ingredients should he
as unprocessed as possible

Bill Rayburn 759-4900
Shirley Willerd 753-3043
Geri Andersen 753-7932
George Gallagher 753-8129
Bill Kopperud 753-1222
Don Bailey 759-4577

711 Main
Murray, Ky.

753-1222
(24-Hour Phone)
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Repairing carpet burns
A guest accidentally drops a
cigarette, and the next thing you
know you're looking at a burn in
sour beautiful carpet.
Don't be too upset It's not
difficult to repair carpet bums.
If the bum is superficial, simply snip off the charred ends and
then scrub the area with liquid
dishwashing detergent and water. After it's dry, wash again':
ith white vinegar diluted with
a little water.
For deep bums, the new
Ortho book "All About Home
Repairs" advises that you cut
out the damaged fibers down to
the backing.

If you can lilt the rug or carpet, use a needle to weave
matching fibers through from
the back. When the hole is filled, put a spot of rubber cement
on the hacking and then trim the
tops of the fibers until it's flush
with original.
If you can't get to the back of
the rug, cut away the damaged
area and then pull some fibers
from under a chair or little used
corner. Roll these fibers into a
tuft, glue one end into the hole
and trim the surface,
This is one of many well
illustrated ideas in Ortho's boot
on basic home repairs.
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KELVINATOR
Cooking School
Special
2Days Only
Cheryl Read,
Coordinator
Of Southern
Kitchens School
"Enthusiasm in one's
voice is the best tool a person has for getting others
excited," exclaims Cheryl
Read, program coordinator for Progressive
Farrhers Southern Kitchens Cooking School.
Never at a loss for words,
Cheryl opens the show with
a greeting and introduction
for the fun-filled evening
ahead. Once the actual
show is underway, Cheryl
can relax while her coworker, Denise Henderson,
home economist, takes
over. This stands true
unless some emergency occurs in which case Cheryl
comes to the rescue, believing that her main responsibility is to see the show
runs smoothly.

Organization and farsightednessike vital to the
success of the two hour performance. "In this
business one must expect
the unexpected," laughs
Cheryl.
A Dean's List graduate of
the University of Alabama,
Cheryl combines a warm
personality
with
her
wisdom of dealing with
various types of people she
encounters across the
South.
Claiming Birmingham,
Alabama as her home,
Cheryl enjoys the time she
spends there by jogging,
skiing and pursuing any active sport with the same
endless energy she devotes
to SOUTHERN KITCHENS
Cooking School.

How
- to get broken key out of a lock
Have you ever turned .a key in
the lock and had it break'?
There are two simple approaches to extracting the key.
If you are working from the
•outside, Ortho's new hook.
"All About Basic Home Repairs, suggests you use a piece
of wire, such as a paper clip,
with a very tiny hook on the end
Slip the wire into the key slot
above the irregular edge of the

key. Work it to the end, ot the
key if possible before trying to
hook the broken segment.
Another tactic is to use a cop
ing saw blade in the same man
ner, if there is room to insert it in
the slot.
If you can remove the cylin
der from the inside, the key can
be easily pushed out the opposite end with a stiff piece of wire
or nail file.

Friday
Ideal
For
Mother's
Day
Gift

Saturday
May
9& 10
Only
• Oven cleans Itself as
you bake or broil
• Oven window &
automatic light
• Porcelain broiler pan
and grill

Model RC34L
• Fast surface units
• Full-width storage drawer
• Lift-off oven door
• Leveling legs
• Safety signal lights

Kelyinator Appliances are Designed for The Way You Want to Liver

KELVINATOR
pick up at store price S23000
We have a

Fine Selection of
Mother's Day Gifts
at a special
savings just for you.

CoasttoCoast
fol-41 HARDWARE

Get Your
Cooking ce-tiool
Ticket Here
& Plan To Ailed
Thurs, May 8
Central Shopping
Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

• f ••
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Chicken As
You Like It
If fried chicken is as
American as apple pie, it
also calls to mind the "good
old days" when the lady of
the house spent hours over
a hot stove to create this
family favorite. So much
for nostalgia and welcome
to the convenience of Oven
Fry coating for chicken,
which captures all of the
old-fashioned goodness
with no muss, nc fuss and
little time spent in the kitchen.
In addition to its tasteand-price appeal, chicken
is further enhanced by its
nutritional value - it ranks
high in protein, niacin and
iron. The unique quality of
Oven-Fried
Orangey
Chicken will ensure its permanent spot in your recipe
file. Using the crispy
crumb recipe, it is
prepared according to the
package directions with the
simple addition of orange
juice and rind to give it a
delicately tangy flavor.
Because the coating mix is
specially made to fry
chicken with a small
amount of oil - in the oven it eliminates all of the mess
that comes with top-of-therange skillet frying. Just
one turn of the chicken
pieces, and that's it.
Perfect accompaniment
to the chicken is a gelatin
side salad. Lime-Yogurt
Salad captures pears, lime
flavor gelatin and the piquant touch of yogurt in a
simple-to-prepare twinlayered dish that's sure to
add a refreshing touch to
your chicken entree.
Orangey OvenFried Chicken
1 packet coating for
chicken - crispy crumb
recipe
1 tablespoon grated
orange rind
1,4 cup oil or melted
shortening
I egg
L4 cup orange juice
21"2 pounds chicken
pieces
Preheat oven to 400
degrees. Empty packet of
coating onto a sheet of wax-

ed paper or into a shallow
bowl; mix in orange rind.
Spread oil in a 15x10xl-inch
jelly roll pan. In a large
bowl, beat egg with a fork;
add orange juice and blend.
Add all the chicken and
toss gently to moisten each
piece on all sides. Starting
with large pieces, place
chicken in coating, one
piece at a time. Pile
coating on chicken, then
press firmly on all sides until the piece is thickly and
evenly covered. Place
chicken in pan, skin side
down. Fry in oven 25
minutes, then turn and fry
20 to 25 minutes longer, until chicken is tender.
Remove from pan immediately. Makes 4 servings.
FOODS
GENERAL
PRODUCT USED: Oven
Fry coating for chicken
Lime Yogurt
Salad
1 can (S-'.-2 oz.) pear
halves
2 packages (3 oz. each)
or 1 package (6 ox.) lime
flavor gelatin
2 cups boiling water
1 container (8 ox.)
vanilla-flavored yogurt
Drain pears, reserving 42
cup syrup. Cut pears into
thin slices. Dissolve gelatin
in boiling water. Measure 1
cup gelatin; blend in
yogurt and pour into 8-inch
square pan. Chill until set,
but not firm. Add
measured syrup to remaining gelatin and chill until
slightly thickened. Arrange
pear sliced on gelatinyogurt layer and top with
clear gelatin. Chill until
firm, about 3 hours. Cut into squares. Makes 4 cups or
9 servings.
FOODS
GENERAL
PRODUCT USED: Jell-O
gelatin
Jell-O is a registered
trademark of General
Foods Corporation for a
line of dessert products. If
you wish to give a credit
line, please use Jell-0 exactly as written here,
followed by product name,
for example. Jell-0 gelatin.

GI

Toppan Rc
17.6 Cu
Ice Maker

For Your

13.6 Cu. F

5.3 Cu. Ft

WhiteWestinghouse

Appliances
See

Purdom's, Inc.
102 So. 5$ 7534872
"We Service What We Sell"

Pictured above is Don Cherry, Store Manager, showing
two customers the fine quality of produce that can be
found at

GE Micro*

AM/FM ste
track
pl
changer pt

Trude hes to
trail fiords

South 1 th
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Homemade Soup
Can Be A
Family Project
Few dishes taste better
or are more welcome on
family tables than a bowl of
good homemade vegetable
soup. Unfortunately, it
takes time to make. But
when family members help
in the preparation and you
use a pressure cooker and
versatile
convenience
foods like Welch's Frozen
Concentrated Grape Juice,
canned tomatoes and corn,
you can reduce your
preparation time to a
minimum.
To make the Hearty
Vegetable Soup suggested
here, have other family
members chop the onions,
potatoes, celery and carrots while you brown the
ground chuck. This soup
also saves you money
because a half pound of
ground chuck will stretch
to make eight generous servings.
Using Welch's Frozen
Concentrated Grape Juice
as part of the liquid adds a
special touch to this soup
and helps all flavors blend
harmoniously. It is easy to
keep on hand in the
refrigerator to add to this
and other dishes for extra
flavor and appeal.
When hearty Vegetable
soup is served with crusty
French bread and a salad,
you have a complete, satis-

fying lunch or dinner ready
in about 30 minutes.
Hearty
Vegetable Soup
Makes about 2 quarts
1 tablespoon vegetable
oil
"2 pound ground chuck
L2 cup chopped onion
1 teaspoon salt
'8 teaspoon pepper
1 can
1 pound )
tomatoes, undrained
1 can (6 ounces) Welch's
Frozen Concentrated grape
Juice, thawed and undiluted
1 cup water
j.cup cubed potatoes
1 can C7 ounces ) whole
kernel corn, undrained
L2 cup diagonally sliced
celery
cup sliced carrots
2 tablespoons lemon juice
'4 teaspoon basil, crushed
1 small clove garlic,
minced
Heat pressure cooker.
Add oil and brown beef,
stirring occasionally to
break into bits. Add onion
and cook until tender. Add
remaining ingredients.
Close cover securely. Place
pressure regulator on vent
pipe and cook 10 minutes.
Let pressure drop of its
own accord.
Serve soup with crusty
French bread and salad.

DO IT
Insulate now and cut costs
on your electric bills

GOODriflEAR
STORES
Tappan Range Self Cleaning Oven

$466.95

17.6 Cu. Ft. GE Refrigerator with Free
Ice Maker

$549.95

5.3 Cu. Ft. Manual Defrost Freezer

$459.95
$259.95

GE Microwave Oven Model JET 88Y

$429.95

13.6 Cu. Ft. GE Family Size Refrigerator

AM/FM stereo receiver with cassette or
track
with record
player/recorder
changer plus wide range speokers
Trap los vagenee ea Jae IN Apre flusemelme
areal seas seesaa

$199.90

Goodyear Service Store
South 1 20, Glonetolo
Murroy Ky

A Good keeps For Anyone
Ti Follow!

sititul ma*,

The versatile sedum,as shown here,is ideal for filling in agaInI
rocks. With hundreds of sarieties to choose from, it's not difficult to find a sedum ground coser that will work well in any
garden situation. According to the Ortho book "All About
Ground Covers," sedums require little water and will root
easily from cuttings. In fact, they will often propagate themsel% es from broken leases.

West Ky.
Rural Electric
Coop. Corporation
Mar.ay Mayhold

"Power Saver"
helps reduce cost
ation
Of

Energy Savo

•
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Roll-out on
wheels for .as
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APPLIANCES

THE SAVING PLACE FOR

APINr
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OPEN DAILY 9-9; SUNDAY 12-6
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411

Permanent
Press cycle

Variable
water levels
Automatic
Sensor Control

11111 111111H ,TI:I,1111,1,IN

#DDE8209

6 Drying
selections

••

No. JB525

vs,

• No Extra Charge for Color
•2nd Year Full Service
Contract Oily $10
•Credit Terms Available

Features easy set oven
timer and clock. Plug in
Calrod" surface units. 2
oven elements, clean sweep
design.

30" Electric Range

•Home delivery included with most
major appliance purchases
'Second year service contract
only S10.

WITH ICEMAKER KIT!

WHEN YOU BUY ANY GENERAL

‘,/

11-4F SLAV INC;

0:- ACE

Agligararii 4cti

700 U.S. 641 N.
MURRAY, KY.

RT. 7 SEDALIA RD.
MAYFIELD, KY.

CHOOSE FROM OUR WIDE SELECT
IONOAu1AJOR
APPLIANCES AT Kmart's LOW, LOW
PRICES!

WHEN YOU
BUY THE
PAIR, YOU GET...

PAInl-babluirt tub insert

#WWA8359

CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE

#TBF-21BW

6666666666666666 666666.1.4W ii••••••••

'NI.
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Southern PeachYam Bake...
Rich In Taste
Tradition
And Nutrition
Southern Peach Yam
Bake combines the sweet
flavor and rich color of
yams with sun-bright
peaches, crunchy pecans
and brown sugar in a dish
that is elegantly Southern,
yet easy to prepare. Made
with Royal Prince Yams,it
is a delicious compliment
to meat or poultry dishes,
and attractive enough to
"steal the show" on a
special dinner table or buffet.
The recipe's satisfying
flavor and easy preparation I most of the ingredients are pantry staples )
make it worth serving
often.. Especially since
yams are an excellent
source of vitamins A and C,
rS iron, thiamine, riboflavin,
calcium, protein, and fiber.
The sweet taste of yams
has long made them a
favorite item on family
menus, and their golden
color and recipe versatility
make them popular with
- those who enjoy planning
special meals. A very high
nutritional value makes
yams a three way .winner:
deliciously
sweet,
beautifully versatile, and
"good for you.
Peach Yam Bake
L2 cup packed
brown
sugar
3 Tbsp. flour
L2 tsp. nutmeg
2 Tbsp. margarine
42 cup chopped pecans
2 (17 oz.) cans Royal
Prince Yams,drained
142 cups miniature marshmallows
Combine sugar, flour,

and nutmeg; cut in
margarine until mixture
resembles coarse crumbs.
Add nuts. Arrange yams
and peaches in 112 quart
casserole; sprinkle with
sugar mixture. Bake at 350
degrees, 35
minutes.
Sprinkle
with
marshmallows. Broil until
lightly browned. 6 servings.
MICROWAVE
INSTRUCTIONS:
Follow above method except microwave at HIGH
power for 13 to 14 minutes,
rotating L2 turn after 7
minutes. Sprinkle with
marshmallows;
microwave at 50 percent
power for 1 minute.
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Dinnerware perks up a party coitiottitoi:oi
Summer is on the way and it's
time to start planning patio parties, barbecues and impromptu
buffets.
Arriving right on time for all
occasions is Lily's "Party PorcelainTm", the newest in disposable dinnerssare.

laI
INSTALLS OVER
%Ant
MOST RANGE COOKING SURFACES!

It's biodegradable
Lily's new collection is
beautiful and practical.. "Party
PorcelainTm" makes it easy for
the hostess to express imagination while feeling confident that
Lily's quality crafted designs
will "wow'em."
"Party Porcelainr4" copies
in red, blue, yellow and green
colors. It will not bend, resists
moisture and cutlery marks, and
is excellent for use in microwave osens.
"Party Porcelaintm" is
coated with a glossy laminated
plastic film but is 99 percent
biodegradable.

•Safe From Microwave
and Regular Ovens
•In Many Lovely
Patterns
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PARTY•PFRFEET disposable dinnerware is both beautiful
and practical. Lily's new collection, "Party Porrelain"
. is
as ailable in red. blue. ,ellow and green, will not bend, resists
moivture and cutlery marks, and can he used in a microwave
ii. en. Cups are made from durable
insulated foam, perfect for
hot or cold drinks, and matching napkins add the finishing
touch at patio parties. barbecue, and last-minute buffets.
Makes lis ing easy
( ups are made from durable
insulated foam—perfect for hot
or cold drinks—and matching
napkins are 3-ply luxury tissue.
So, in the summertime when
the living should be easy but .
siimetimes isn't, expect the unexpected and make your next
unrehearsed party a summer
sensation with trend -setting
''Party Porcelain TM.
perfect for lighthearted
tun( hes, cheery sunrise breakIi's

fasts, daizling dinner parties,
champagne celebrations and
midnight snacks with pizzaz.
For more information write:
Lily, Inc. 245 N. Main St., Old
Town, ME 04468.
Started In Back
•
MADISON,Wis. — The largest independent producer of ice
cream in this dairy-rich' mai,
started in the hack nom of a tcr,,
eery store. Schoep's ice crcar ,
company was founded 50 year,
ago by E. J. Schoephoerster
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New! Counter Sawmill
Moon, PVM42
Microwave Oven Features:
•Installs easily under cabinets.
•Built-in exhaust Ian and light. We hove the microwave
•Extra-wide 18" oven interior. to fit your need.
•Cooke by time or temperature.
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Makesummer weekendsa breeze
food and drinks. For short behind.
It keeps drinks and food cool
jaunts a handy portable cooler,
Rubbermaid's Sidekick, makes (or hot)for six to eight hours and
a convenient carrier when you even fits inside the teensy trunk
want to leave the big cooler of my sports car . . amazing!

11'11 leave paper towels, can
opener and other basics in my
trunk for spur-of-the-moment
excursions.)
• Remember what you'll be
coming home to. Allow a lade
time the night before you leave
for last minute clean-ups so you
can enjoy your aparunent (and

not have to face dirty dishes and
other delights) upon your return.
• To give your place a lived-in
look, leave a few lights on or
buy a tirner to turn lights on and
off automatically. You'll save a,
little on electric bills too.
• Finally, if you're driving tO

your destination, do your navigation before you're ready to
leave. It makes pointing the car
in the right direction a lot simpler. Back seat drivers conferring on which mute to take can
have you driving in circles before you leave town!
• P.S. Have a goo(1 time!

Linda Whyte
Oh,how I love warm summer
weekends, relaxing at the lake
or taking off for the country!
But, last summer, after packing until 2 AM for a great July
4fh weekend, 1 realized a little
advance planning would have
made my weekend a lot more
energetic.
Who wants to spend time,
after working all week, packing
suitcases, taking out trash,
cleaning out the car or any
number of other chores?
Instead, let five o'clock Friday be the real start of a funfilled weekend, minus lastminute hassles.
To make a fast exit for beach
or campsite, you need to be
prepared. It's exa.sperating—to
be hunting for the frisbee or
your pocketknife just as a horn
honks out front.
Save time and don't keep
friends waiting. A list helps me
stay organized, but here are
other hints:
• Take one evening during the
week for packing, cleaning and
other chores, so you won't be
pressed Friday evening with
various "duties." You might
keep a list of "to-do's" handy
for reference all summer.
• Pack just the essentials.
Sunglasses, suntan lotion, bug
repellent, maps and all other
necessities can be on a checklist
so you won't forget anything.
(Seeing a long list may induce
you not to overpack.) Special
note: pack a first aid kit for
minor injuries that might occur.
• Have a place set aside for
camera, film and other things
you normally take with you. I
use a laundry basket. It's easy to
find everything if it's all in one
spot.
• You can curb weekend food
bills by taking along your own

Prices Declined
WASHINGTON—The most
recent year in which prices declined was in 1954, when living
costs dropped 0.5 percent. The
dollar worth 100 cents then is
now worth less than 38 Cents.

Design Unraveling
NEW YORK — A packaging
magazine's special 20th anniversary issue has a cover with
"scrambled design" that cannot
be comprehended with the
naked eye. "The graphics need
to be decoded through use of a
reflector positioned on the
cover," says editor Ben
Miyares of Food & Drug Packaging.
Miyares claims it is the-first
use ot an original piece of
"anamorphic an" for a cover
design. The reflector is a flat
sheet of 'metallized polyester
which comes in the magazine.
Burt Gussow of Magazines
for Industry, the publisher, says
the art technique was first
created by Leder/info Da Vinci in
the 1500's. "The tecKnique,has
been used to conceal pornographic art and also religious art in
times past." he said.

Model RR-10A

Buy a 700-watt Radarange Oven
Model RR-10A, RR-9TA or RR-8B,enjoy
Amana speed and convenience, AND
get these exciting Amana accessories
at NO EXTRA CHARGE!
Astanalcuicv:ec-firice.
OVEN

Low Calorie Cookbook
200 pages of smart recipes that make
sense, even if you aren't on a diet

A $14.95 Value
MiCROWAVI

OVEN

61/2" Browning Skillet

Enjoy these Amana
Radarange advantages:
1 Exclusive Rotawave,w cooking
system cooks most foods faster
and with better food quality than
ever before
2 700 watts of cooking power cooks
most foods in just one-fourth the
usual time.
3 Large, stainless steel interior is
easy to clean; will not rust, chip or
corrode.
4. Exclusive choke seal door gives
Amana ovens proven safety.
5. Full 5-year magnetron warranty
6 Cookmatic power control allows
you to adjust cooking speed to
match the food.
7 Automatic temperature control
allows you to cook to and hold at
the temperature you want.
8 Easy-to-use controls make
cooking simple, fast and
convenient.
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!

A $14.95 Value

Popcorn Popper
Pops corn fluffy light in just 4 minutes
without oil, stirring or shaking.

Hurry! Offer ends May 31, 1980
753-1713

URRAY KEN

A $5985
Total Value
EXTRA
at NO
CHARGE
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Keep Fruits Fresh By Freezing
Fresh
peaches in
January. Delicious plums
in February. Freezing
enables your family to enjoy those seasonal fruits
any time of the year.
Freezing is easy. You don't
even need special jars.
Plastic bags or containers
will do. And remember to
use Fruit-Fresh. It
prevents your fruit from
losing that 'just-picked'
flavor and texture. Here
are a few tips on freezing
from the makers of FruitFresh.
Use only fresh, ripe,
high-quality fruit. It should
be slightly rin,Pc, then the
fruit you'd- can; at the
perfect-for-eating stage To
prevent fruit from floating
to the top of the jar, crumple some wax paper and
put it on top This will keep
the fruit below the syrup
line and prevent discoloration.
How cold should your

freezer be to freeze truiV
Any jreezer temperature
above
0
degrees
Fahrenheit can cause
frozen foods to lose quality.
The general rule is that
each rise of 10 degrees
Fahrenheit cuts the
storage life in half.
Fruit-Fresh is an important part of freezing fruit.
Add it to every batch and
your fruits will keep that
natural shape, color and
texture. Fruit-Fresh is terrific for fresh-served fruit
too, and to prove it here's
an easy recipe from the
Fruit-Fresh kitchens.
The makers of FruitFresh are proud to be a
sponsor of the Southern
Kitchens Cooking School at
Lovett Auditorium on
Thursday May 8. You won't
want to miss it. You'll learn
loads of helpful preserving
hints and delicious recipes
from demonstrations put
on by professional home
economists.

Poppytrair and
Vernonware 4
patterns
By METLOX
MetIox's top hand-painted patterns including sculptureds
Never before an outstanding offer like this on the "Choice"
of the Line Durable, safe in oven, dishwasher, and microwave, you can use this dinnerware everyday, and proudly
for company too.

FURCHES
JEWELRY
East Side Court Square
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Your Key To Value
White Rain
Hairspray

#

190§V.5
90
'
11 As

• Non-aerosol • Aerosol
• 8 oz.
• 7 oz.

219

itie•

• 4 oz.

EPA

I

69t
IP° oD
Fluor

Noxzema
Skin Cream

• 15 oz

No
Fluorocarbor
Case:,

Flex Net

ARRID

COVER GIRL
Pro-Mascara

Ex-Dry
• Regular
• Unscented
• 6 oz.

• Assorted shades
• .43 oz.

Light
Powder

UtER

molcmc
•

67

Oil Control
Make-Up
• Assorted shade
• 1 oz.

163

• 6 oz
IP•

• Regular
• Menthol
• Lime
• Wild Forest
• 11 oz

188

• Natural
• Firm
• 13 oz
. aiiimmosmomil

UNSCENTED

Noxzema Shave

• Regular
• Oily
• Ex-body
• 16 oz.

Nk

15-G" ARRID
• Regular
• Baby Facc
VOA
• 6 oz.
DRY fft. XX Regula
r

• Greaseless,
medicated
• 10 oz.

4PTV
4
•••••
•pew,
•

Daily Cleaner

188

Noxzema
Gel Shave

125

Conditioner
X

• 8 oz

• Regular
• Menthol
• 7 oz.

• Normal
• Dry
• Oily
• 16 oz.

149

,
1 1
1.11 1

Noxzema
Antiseptic
Cleanser

Flex
Shampoo

11 I

• 8 oz.

PRA,

EACH

And Throughout the South

J

Bausch & Lomb
Saline Solution

it.

Sat.
8:30-8:00 p.m. Fri.

753-6588

f;fri:%1

01 •

each

Color-Matics

Cream

• loz

• Assorted shades
• 30 oz

REA M
r•CO3...
• play...,

Z11.

7

ie
Bufferin

iBlIffERIN

• 10()'

9

,_,g AS FAST AS ASIMIHI

Arthritis
AX Strength
auf BUF_FERIN

Arthritis
Bufferin

Tegrin
Shampoo
• Regular
• Herbal
• 6.6 oz.

• 40's

Polident
Tablets
• Leaves dentures
clean. .up-close
fresh
• 40's

A••••

Signal
Mouthwash

POLIDENT

• Mouthwash
& gargle
• 24 07

59

• D-17-55
Take Advantage of
Fred's Catalog
Order Plan.

We Help You Stay Ahead

REEts_i

-1
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MURRAY HOME
& AUTO STORE
HARDWARE STORE

Chestnut Street

Phone 753-2571
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1
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medium cucumber, peeled 4 cut Into pieces
medium green pepper, cored 6 cut into pieces
smell onion, peeled 4 cut into piste.
sprig. parsley
clove garlic
rlpe tomatoes, peeled & cut into pieces

1
I
2
1
1/4

cum skilled tomato juice
tablespoon, olive oil
tablespoons oleo vinegar
teasp000 salt
teaspoom pepper
Saab Tabasco pepper sauce

e'
1 10111111
0

Pot flint sic Insredienta Into Ramillturn &each Slender amd blend until moll 011014101.
Add remaining ingredleata and mix well. Chill sod servo mith creates, and thempa4
vegetables.
'field:

I
H

LATEX RAT
WALL PAINT

6 servings.

Colors
8 White

01

44

High-hiding formula for
most surfaces. Flat finish
IS washable. Usually
covers in one coat. Utensils cleanup in soap
ch7
& water A
GALLON

International Meals From The Kitchen
The Unconventional Kitchen, comprised of
Hamilton Beach appliances, makes it possible
for any cook to produce
elegant meals with an international flavor in a matter of minutes.
A tasty luncheon or supper menu of gazpacho.
quiche and bundt cake
testifies to the efficiency

and compatibility of three
appliances - the blender,
food processor and electric
mixer.
The gazpacho is a Latin
blend of tomatoes, green
peppers and onions whirred to a thick puree in a
blender and served icy
cold. The Hamilton Beach
Blender Plus model includes a 3 blend-store-

You'll find the best
selection of

Gifts and
Accessories

(

serve plastic containers
with covers to permit quantities of this rich Spanish
soup to be made ahead and
stored for future use.
The Hamilton Beach
Food Processor makes
child's play of a Gallic import with an American
twist - Broccoli Quiche.
Both pastry and ingredients can be prepared in
seconds. While the pastry
shell is being pre-cooked in
,the oven, the vegetables
and cheeses are chopped
and grated; milk and eggs
creamed together to be
poured into the pie shell
baked into a fluffy-rich
main course.
The bundt cake that

formerly relied on extensive hand beating is now
easy as pie with a Hamilton
Beach Electric Mixer. This
recipe uses package cake
and pudding mixes with the
addition of orange juice
and liqueur for ease of
preparation and heightened taste. All ingredients mixes,eggs, oil and spices are mixed together in the
electric mixer at one time
without the usual bother of
blending the eggs and
sugar,creaming butter and
alternating the gradual addition of flours and liquids.
Like the gazpacho, this
scrumptious cake will keep
well under refrigeration for
several days.

6.7

44 Colors
& White
Most stains, grease and
grime can't readily pene-

its tough surface
Dries fast to a Soft,
smooth,scrulabable finish.
Lasting color means less
need to repaint. Ideal

trate

E-Z KARP31
LATEX FLAT
INTERIOR
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room Soapy water cleanup.

in every

gE
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Happiness
Plate
KLEEN!
[bush and roller cleanse
soaks deep, routs feet
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111 0091ION
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753-4567
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Growing tomatoes in wire cages

j
1

The saying is that tkere are as
many ways to train tomatoes as
there are gardens.
The simplest method, and
probably one of the oldest, is to
use a single stake. Drive 8-footlong 2x2s into the ground about
2 feet apart. As the plant grows.
it is tied at intervals to the stake.
Peet* also tie plants to ladder trellises, to fences and other
structures.
However, one of the best
training structures developed
for tomatoes is the wire cage.
Ortho. which published the
book "All About Tomatoes,"
found in experiments that the
vine allowed to grow in its own
disorderly fashion in a wire cage
had better foliage cover and
more protection against sun
scald than when allowed to
One of the easiest ways to train tomatoes is with wire cages. The
sprawl, or when trained on a
method allows this gardener to avoid the chore of tying and
stake or trellis.
pruning his tomato plants. Ortho, publisher of the book "All
This method also allows you
About Tomatoes," says that experiments have shown that when
to avoid the chore of tying and
a vine is allowed to grow in its own disorderly fashion in a wire
pruning your tomato plants.
cage,it has better foliage cover and more protection against sun
The first several years that scald than when trained on a stake or allowed to sprawl.
Ortho used cages in its experiment, they were constructed 18 The cages were built to diameHowever, more vigorous and
inches in diameter. Perfor- ters of 24 inches and 30 inches.
indeterminate growers showed a
mance and yields were satisfac- It was found that the 18-inch
definite improvement in perfortory.
diameter cages were fine for the
mance and yields in the 24-inch
Then a change was made. small, bush-type vines.
diameter cages.

NORTH
SIDE

We urge everyone to attend the
1980 Southern Kitchens Cooking
School, Tuesday, May 8th at MSU
Lovett Auditorium. Pick up your free
tickets at either of our stores.
"KITCHEN TALK"
1•i-lave you ever noticed Easter eggs that have a discolored yolk?
This is caused by over cooking at high heat Never boil eggs, let
them simmer till hard boiled and never let them sit in hot water, this
causes them to be discolored and toughens them.

Do
OD
PP

U
*If you will rinse a pan with water BEFORE heating the
cocoa, etc.—the milk will not stick to the pan

*Stretch that chocolate pudding that the kids love so much, by adding miniature marshmallows after it has cooked

111

"OLD WIVES TALES"

0D
OD

*Warts can be "charmed off" by tying knots in a horse hair to equal
the number of worts and then burying the hair — or burn it.

1

El=
=*Save energy and money by using glass baking containers. . • EDO
Elreducing oven temperature by 25 degrees. Try and see! 1100
00works perfectly I
1=
DO * The value you receive from your refrigerator and freezerlE1
00 will increase when you increase their efficency.
DO
Hors's a few ways hew...

•Chickens oiling their feathers is a sign of rain
*Shake a table cloth out of doors after sunset and you
marry.
LE-

*A horse With four

will newer

white feet brings luck

'II your right foot itches you will soon start on a Journey, if its your
left foot you will go where you are not wonted.

...Set the refrigerator at about 36 degrees Keep the freezer at zero Lower ,..w__.,
temperatures waste power To check the temperature, use an ordinary room Lit_l
thermometer
....Unless you have a frostless refrigerator defrost before frost is a quarter irich thick Frost reduces cooling power
n ...Locate it away from heat sources like furnaces stoves. dishwasher and
r__,
uT direct sunlight.
J ....Periodically clean the condenser coils for more efficient operation. Check CIO
the owners manual for coils location.
o matter of preference but remember that a chest freezer loses less cold=
air than an upright when the door is closed

DO

U
OL
00
ri

milk for

sirs

* Faulty appliances can be hazardous as well as skyrocket i
LJElyour electric bill! Keep'em In Top Repair

"COOKING HINTS"

DO

*Shake a can of soup before opening it, and there won't be any lumps. Especially creamed soups
•Pierce chicken livers with
ter when frying

*Your electric range cooks best when its used correctly. Here=
area few tips on how to get top efficency from it.

a fork before frying and they won't spot-

*Leave your meringue pie in the oven until it cools and the
meringue will not weep.

....Cut off the oven and surface elements o few minutes before the food is
cooked. The residua( hoot will finish the job.
-Keflif, pots and pans bright and shiny. This allows food to cook foster.
gEl ....Don't use the oven to toast bread, the toaster is much more efficient.
takes o lot of energy to heat water. Use as litte as possible to cook foods DO

'To keep eggs from cracking when boiling, run cold water over
them BEFORE putting them into water
'To make fish smell less fishy
of salt and vinegar for '4 hour.

....Avoid opening the oven door until the food is cooked. Each time you open0[J
the door. 20: of the heat escapes. This can also cause improper browning cal
11
and even baking failure
DO

let stand in severiol tablespoons

•

(jMurray. Electric-1
System
[E]
II O
P

"KITCHEN HINTS"
*Or butter flavor wilhout the calories, use the butter flavored salt
In place of regular salt on popcorn

OG

Dp 401 Olive
753-5312
I I
OEMEl000
rinr-1
0
co=czocot=3oo=3=3
0
0CO

.51
L7,

*Dip hot beets with the skins on in cold water and skins will slip off
easily

'`IC1C1D.,
"c1C)Dt.. OE]
sIOD-QO
-D1173Dc.
OD

You and Your
Kitchen!

.9

•To remove excess salt from soup, slice a raw potato in the soup
and boil. The potato will absorb the salt.

Pti

Do
C:=11

SOUTH
SIDE

•To prevent a meatloaf from sticking to the bottom of the pan, place
a strip or two of bacon in the pan before placing the meat loaf in
*To keep lettuce and celery fresh longer, keep in on IGA paper bag
El
ti

FP 5) 151' [.

,[•.71

re,)
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44

NOW'S THE TIME TO GET UNBEATABLE VALUES ON
THESE QUALITY AMANA APPLIANCES!

Model C-7

•

air command.
room air conditioner

Stor-Mor'
Refrigerator
Model TM-20

•Manufacturers suggested price Price optional with retailer. Range and refrigerator are white — colors
available at extra cost.

